
New Delhi: Nowhere in the
world people are sent to “gas
chambers to die”, fumed the
Supreme Court on Wednesday
while expressing serious con-
cern over deaths during man-
ual scavenging and manhole
cleaning across the country.

Slamming the Government
authorities for not providing
protective gear like masks and
oxygen cylinders to people
engaged in manual scavenging
and manhole cleaning, the
apex court said this is the
“most inhuman” way to treat a
human being.

The SC said that although
over 70 years have passed since
India got Independence, caste
discrimination still persists in
the country and the society is
not treating all human beings
equally despite the
Constitutional mandate. 

“Why are you not provid-
ing them masks and oxygen
cylinders? In no country in the
world, people are sent to gas
chambers to die. Four to five
people are dying due to this
every month,” a Bench headed
by Justice Arun Mishra asked
Attorney General KK
Venugopal.

Venugopal, while conced-
ing that people involved in such
works are dying in the country
day-after-day, said deaths have
also happened due to potholes
on the roads but no action has
been taken against the author-
ities concerned.
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It’s the end for ENDS (elec-
tronic nicotine delivery sys-

tems) in India. The Union
Cabinet on Wednesday decid-
ed to ban electronic cigarettes
(e-cigarettes) and other vaping
products, making India one of
the few countries that have
done so. 

The Government is of the
view that e-cigarettes pose health
risks similar to those caused by
combustible cigarettes. The pro-
hibition will entail penal provi-
sions also with a jail term up to
three years and a fine up to �5
lakh.

The Union Cabinet
approved the Prohibition of E-
cigarettes Ordinance, 2019. The
Ordinance has been sent to the
President for clearance.

“The ban means prohibition
on the production, manufactur-

ing, import/export, sale, storage
and advertising of e-cigarettes.
This is keeping in mind the
impact it is having on the youth
today, Finance Minister Nirmala
Sitharaman told reporters here
after the Cabinet meeting. 
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Unhappy over the amended
Motor Vehicles Act (MVA)

and an exorbitant hike in fines,
the United Front of Transport
Associations (UFTA), an
umbrella unit of about 41
transport associations in Delhi-
NCR, including cabs, auto-
rickshaw and cluster bus ser-
vices, will go on a day strike on
Thursday in Delhi and NCR. 

The announcement by the
UFTA has caused the authori-
ties to defer half yearly exam-
inations in Delhi-NCR schools
scheduled for Thursday. 

Unions affiliated to UFTA,
including those of trucks, pri-
vate school/tourist buses, char-
tered buses, tempo, taxi, auto
rickshaws had held a mega
protest against steep hike in
traffic violation fines at Janatar
Mantar on Monday. 
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European parliamentarians
Ryszard Czarnecki and

Fulvio Martusciello have
slammed Pakistan for har-
bouring militants, with one of
them saying terrorists who
carried out attacks in India did
not come from the Moon.

During a special debate of
the plenary of the European
Parliament on the situation in
Kashmir on Tuesday,
Czarnecki, the member of EU
Parliament and European
Conservatives and Reformists
Group in 

“India is the greatest
democracy of the world. We
need to look at terrorist acts
that took place in India, Jammu
& Kashmir. These terrorists
didn’t land from the Moon.
They were coming from the
neighbouring country. We
should support India,” said
Czarnecki.
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West Bengal Chief Minister
Mamata Banerjee on

Wednesday met Prime Minister
Narendra Modi and discussed
among others issues like the
State Assembly's decision to
rename West Bengal as “Bangla”.
The controversial NRC
(National Register of Citizens)
process that has added to the
bitterness between Mamata and
the Centre, however, did not fig-
ure during their discussion
which focussed on develop-
mental issues. 

The meeting at the Prime
Minister's residence that lasted
for about half an hour also had
Mamata extending an invite to
Modi to inaugurate the world’s
second-largest coal block
Deocha Pachami in Birbhum
district after Navratri puja. 

This was the first time that
Mamata, who has been among
the harshest critics of Modi and
the BJP, met him after the Visva
Bharati University convocation
at Shantiniketan in May 2018.
She did not attend Modi’s swear-
ing-in in May when he took
charge for the second time and
had stayed away from the Niti
Aayog meeting in June.
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The 47-year-old elephant
Laxmi, who went missing

two months ago, was found by
the Delhi Police near the banks
of the Yamuna in New Delhi on
Wednesday around 3.30am.

Police have arrested
Laxmi’s mahout Saddam, while
owner Yusuf Ali and his elder
son are at large. According to
a senior police official, Laxmi
was found along with Saddam
after a day long search by three
teams who combed the area
along the river banks in the
eastern part of the city and the
Uttar Pradesh-Delhi border.

“Saddam was produced
before a court. Earlier Laxmi
was kept at the Shakarpur
Police Station but was later
shifted to the Delhi
Government’s nursery at ITO
from where she will be taken
to the Ban Santoor elephant
rehabilitation centre in
Yamunanagar in Haryana,”
said the senior police official. 

The elephant belongs to
Ali’s family residing in
Shakarpur. Since he could not

make proper arrangements for
the animal’s upkeep, the forest
department had issued a
seizure notice in February.

Ali then moved the Delhi
High Court, which said the
forest department can seize the
elephant only when necessary
arrangements for its transfer to
the new site have been made.

“On July 1, the forest
department got the go ahead
from the Ban Santoor elephant
rehabilitation centre to trans-
fer the elephant. On July 6,
when a forest department
team came to take the ele-
phant they were allegedly
attacked by Ali, his son and
their relatives. 

In the commotion, the
mahout fled with the ele-
phant and disappeared into a
wooded area in the Yamuna
f loodplains near the
Akshardham temple,” said the
forest official. 

“In August, the forest
department wrote to the chief
wildlife wardens of all states
asking them to alert it if they
come to know about the
whereabouts of the elephant.
The department also alerted
the Wildlife Crime Control
Bureau as it suspected the ele-
phant could have been taken to
Nepal,” the forest official said. 

“After we received specif-
ic inputs regarding the hideout
of Saddam, we also filed a
complaint with police and

requested them to increase
patrolling in the Yamuna Pusta
area as we suspected the ele-
phant was being kept some-
where there,” said the forest
official. 

Laxmi, one of only two ele-
phants in the city outside the
Delhi zoo, was detained and
will be kept in a rehabilitation
centre in Haryana.

Kartick Satyanarayan, Co-
founder and CEO of Wildlife
SOS, said “We are finally
relieved to see that the Forest
department and 
the police have successfully
seized Delhi’s last elephant, and
moved her to a rehabilitation
centre where she can recuper-
ate and live with dignity and

freedom. 
“The Elephant

Rehabilitation Center, run by
Wildlife SOS in collaboration
with Haryana Forest
Department in Yamuna Nagar
district is a large forested facil-
ity where this elephant will find
a peaceful retirement from a
lifelong of suffering,” he said. 

Dr Yaduraj Khadpekar,
Assistant Director, Veterinary
and Research of Wildlife SOS
said, “The elephant is in poor
health due to 
severe neglect and complete
lack of medical care, coupled
with years of poor nutrition.
She will require long term
medical care and specialised
treatment.”
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In the first endeavour of its
kind, India will have in

place a written history of its
borders in the next two years
with Defence Minister
Rajnath Singh approving the
project. The documented his-
tory will help provide the
masses and the Government
officials a better understand-
ing of the borders. 

At present, India has a
disputed over 4000-km bor-
der, known as Line of Actual
Control (LAC) with China,
and the volatile 750-km long
Line of Control (LoC) with
Pakistan. 

While the LoC is “hot” at
present witnessing relentless
ceasef ire violat ions by
Pakistan following the abro-
gation of special status to
Jammu & Kashmir under
Article 370, the LAC has not
seen a single shot fired in
anger for the last 45 years by
either India or China.

However,  the LAC
spreading from Ladakh in
the west  to Arunachal
Pradesh in the east often sees
transgressions due to differ-
ing perceptions about the
border. Moreover, Indian
Parliament had passed a

unanimous resolution saying
even Pakistan Occupied
Kashmir (POK) is part of
India and the NDA
Government maintains that it
wil l  make al l  efforts  to
retrieve POK. Pakistan occu-
pied that part during the
1947 war with India after
raiders from across accom-
panied by the Pakistan Army
intruded into Kashmir. 

The written history will
cover various aspects, includ-
ing the tracing, making,
unmaking and shifting of
borders, the role of the secu-
rity forces, of the borderland
people, encompassing their
ethnicity, culture and the
socio-economic aspects of
their lives. 

Giving details of the pro-
ject, Defence Ministry offi-
cials said here on Wednesday
the Defence Minister on
Tuesday approved initiating

work of writing the history
after holding deliberations
with eminent personalities of
Indian Council of Historical
Research and 
officials of Nehru Memorial
Museum and Librar y,
Directorate General  of
Archives, Ministry of Home
Affairs, Ministry of External
Affairs and Defence Ministry.
The project is expected to be
completed within two years,
they added.

Singh emphasised the
importance of writing histo-
ry of Indian borders reiterat-
ing that it would provide bet-
ter understanding of the bor-
ders to the public in general
and officials in particular.
Welcoming various sugges-
tions, he also directed officials
to consult experts on source
material, broad contours,
methodology and action plan
required for completing this

project expeditiously.
Besides,  the nearly

15,000-km long land borders
shared with Pakistan, China,
Bangladesh, Nepal Bhutan
and Myanmar, India also has
a 7,000-km long coast line
covering nine Littoral States.
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Israeli Prime Minister
Benjamin Netanyahu’s Likud

party trailed its main rival
Blue and White by 31 to 32
seats on Wednesday after an
unprecedented repeat election,
putting the country’s longest
serving premier on a shaky
ground and raising the possi-
bility of a unity government.

Israelis voted on Tuesday in
their country’s second general
election in five months after 69-
year-old Netanyahu failed to
form a governing coalition
with a viable majority follow-
ing April’s vote.

The Central Election
Committee said that Blue and
White party seemed to be tak-
ing a lead over Likud after 91
per cent votes were counted.
The centre-left bloc now has 56
seats compared to Netanyahu-
led bloc, comprised of right-
wing and ultra-Orthodox par-
ties, which is at 55 seats in the
120-member Parliament. 
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The Supreme Court on
Wednesday set an October

18 deadline for completion of
all arguments in the protract-
ed Ram-Janmabhoomi-Babri
Masjid land title dispute, a
move that has raised the pos-
sibility of a verdict in the polit-
ically sensitive case in the mid-
dle of November.

“Let us make a joint effort
to conclude the hearing by
October 18 so that we get four
weeks time to write,” the
Supreme Court said.

As it offered to hear the case
on Saturdays as well, the SC at
the same time said the parties to
the dispute are free to find an
amicable solution through medi-
ation and place the settlement
before it. 

However, the top court told
lawyers from both the Hindu
and Muslim sides in the
Ayodhya case that it wanted to
conclude the day-to-day hear-
ings by October 18 so that the
judges get almost four weeks
time to write the judgment.

The target date for comple-
tion of arguments assumes sig-
nificance since Chief Justice of
India Ranjan Gogoi, who is

heading the five-judge
Constitution bench hearing the
case, is due to demit office on
November 17.

“The hearing of the appeals,
which is at a very advanced
stage, will continue without any
interruption. If, in the meantime,
the parties desire to settle the
matter(s), including, by resort to
mediation by the earlier consti-
tuted mediation panel, they may
do so and place the settlement
before the court, if reached,” the
Bench said in its order.

The court on Tuesday had
asked the counsels for the Hindu
and Muslim parties to inform it
about a tentative “time schedule”
for concluding their arguments.

The Constitution Bench, which
also comprised Justices SA
Bobde, DY Chandrachud,
Ashok Bhushan and SA Nazeer,
has so far heard the Ayodhya
land dispute case for 26 days
after it commenced the day-to-
day hearing on August 6 fol-
lowing the failure of mediation
proceedings initiated to find
the amicable resolution.

As per the apex court’s cal-
endar, the Bench now has 15
working days remaining to con-
clude the lengthy hearing by
October 18. So far, Hindu par-
ties have argued for 16 days and
senior advocate Rajeev Dhavan,
representing the Muslim sides,
had advanced submissions for

10 days.
Dhavan said he and his

colleagues would take eight
more days to conclude their sub-
missions and two senior coun-
sel — K Parasaran and CS
Vaidyanathan — appearing for
a Hindu party would need two
days to rebut his arguments.

“We are open to hearing on
Saturdays, if required,” the Bench
said, adding a tentative schedule
can also be worked out.  After
dealing with the time schedule,
the Bench then said it has
received a letter from former
apex court judge F M I Kalifulla,
who was heading the three-
member mediation panel, in
which it was stated that some
parties have written to him for
resumption of the mediation
process.

“There is an ancillary issue.

We have received a letter that
some parties want to settle the
matter by way of mediation,” the
Bench said, adding they may do
so and the proceedings before
the mediation panel can remain
confidential.

Referring to its earlier order,
it said, “We also make it clear
that the terms and the process
of settlement including media-
tion, if resorted to, will abide by
our earlier order dated March,
8, 2019, with regard to confi-
dentiality.”

While ordering the day-to-
proceedings, the court had taken
note of the report of the three-
member panel, also comprising
spiritual guru and founder of the
Art of Living foundation Sri Sri
Ravishankar and senior advo-
cate and renowned mediator
Sriram Panchu, that mediation

proceedings, which went on for
about four months, did not
result in any final settlement and
it had to decide the matter
pending before it.

The court, which on March
8 referred the matter for medi-
ation, had asked for in-camera
proceedings to be completed
within eight weeks, but later
granted time till August 15 after
the panel’s earlier report said the
mediators were “optimistic”
about an amicable solution.
The SC fixed the seat for medi-
ation process in Faizabad,
around 7 km from Ayodhya, and
said adequate arrangements,
including the venue of the medi-
ation, place of stay of the medi-
ators, their security, travel should
be arranged by the State
Government. 

It had perused a report
about the progress of mediation
process till July 18 and said its
contents will remain confiden-
tial.  Fourteen appeals have
been filed in the apex court
against the 2010 Allahabad High
Court judgment, delivered in
four civil suits, that the 2.77-acre
land in Ayodhya be partitioned
equally among the three parties
— the Sunni Waqf Board, the
Nirmohi Akhara and Ram Lalla.
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Two persons were arrested
by the police with �6,49,000

counterfeit Indian currency
while one accused is abscond-
ing. The Clement Town police

also recovered two laptops,
one printer, four printer car-
tridges, 16 special type of pages
for the purpose of note print-
ing, one pistol and one motor-
cycle from the accused.

The arrested accused have

been identified as Rajesh
Gautam (32), a resident of
Ghaziabad and Vikrant
Chauhan (30), a resident of
Dehradun while the abscond-
ing accused is Sanjay Sharma,
a resident of Roorkee.

Dehradun Senior
Superintendent of Police (SSP)
Arun Mohan Joshi said, “The
accused were carrying a mobile
printing press with them with
almost all the resources
required for printing. We have
recovered 259 notes of �2,000
denomination and 262 notes of
�500 denomination. During
the initial investigation, we
found that they were going to
exchange this counterfeit cur-
rency for genuine currency
from one of their accomplices
in Roorkee. They themselves
used to print and then conduct
business with these counterfeit
currencies. As the accused
Sanjay went to Chandigarh

because his son is undergoing
some treatment there, these
two accused came to
Dehradun.”

He further said, “During
the primary interrogation, they
said that both of them met in
Ghaziabad jail, where they
planned to start this business of
counterfeit currency and they
met accused Sanjay about two
months ago and he took �1lakh
counterfeit currency from
them. They said that they have
already used about �10 to 12
lakh counterfeit currency notes
in the market.”

About how they used to
print the counterfeit notes, he
said, “We are yet to interrogate

them in detail. What they have
told us so far is that they are
used to print �20,000 to
�25,000 counterfeit currency in
a day. The paper they used is a
65 gram cream colour paper.
They said that they make two
notes from one paper and it
took them some time to get the
colour of the notes correct, but
they perfected the size and
colour of the counterfeit cur-
rency.”  

It is pertinent to mention
here that, according to the
accused, they used to exchange
� 1 lakh of counterfeit Indian
currency for �30,000 of origi-
nal Indian currency from their
accomplice Sanjay.
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Ahead constable of 31st bat-
talion of Provincial Armed

Constabulary (PAC) presently
posted at Uttarakhand secre-
tariat has been reported miss-
ing since September 16. Circle
Officer (city), Shekhar Suyal,
said a First Information Report
(FIR) was filed at Dhara
Chowki on Tuesday and the
investigation in the case is still
ongoing.

The missing PAC head
constable has been identified as
57-year-old Puran Singh Karki.
According to the information
provided by local police, a
missing person report has been
filed by PAC, stating that one
of their personnel is reported-
ly missing since the morning of
September 16, from the State
secretariat campus. He was
last seen dressed in a white t-
shirt and lowers and was seen
near the secretariat campus.

According to sources,
CCTV footage from the secre-
tariat campus has been
checked, but so far, police have
not found any concrete leads.
Sources also stated, that he also
does not use mobile phones,
which is why it is difficult to
track him down.
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Three youngsters were
arrested by Dalanwala

police late on Tuesday night.
According to the information
provided by the police, all
three were found drinking and
creating ruckus in the middle
of Rozgar tri-junction. When
stopped and asked about the
ruckus that they were raising,
one of them started misbehav-
ing with the police. All three of
them then sped off in a car.
They were then stopped near
DAV Chowk.

The three accused have
been identified as Vivek
Kundu, a native of district
Baghpat (Uttar Pradesh),
Mohit, a native of Haryana and
Sumit, a resident of Karnpur,
Dehradun.

According to Dalanwala

police, when they were again
stopped near DAV Chowk,
they initially started verbally
abusing police personnel on
duty and later they also start-
ed getting physically violent.
Accused Vivek is a soldier in
Indian Army and had come
home on leave. 

The accused were imme-
diately taken to the hospital
where their medical examina-
tion was done. 

The medical report con-
firmed excessive consumption
of alcohol, after which their pri-
vate car was also seized under
the 185/207 of the Motor
Vehicles Act. 

It was also found that few
police personnel were also ill-
treated, on the basis of which
a case was registered against all
three of them in Dalanwala
police station.
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Haridwar: Hindi poet
Jwalaprasad Shandilya’s book
on pyramid style of poetry
‘Shastrokta Nav Chhand Shri
108’ was released at Pine Crest
School in Jwalapur. Presiding
over the function, former prin-
cipal of SMJN PG College,
Ashok Mishra said, “The poet’s

book is a novel attempt at
pyramid poetry in Hindi. This
technique is adopted by very
few poets across the country.
He has not only made a unique
attempt to propagate the style
of poetry but also taught his
disciples to use the same tech-
nique in poetry.”
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Taking cognisance of spi-
ralling cases of dengue, the

Governor of Uttarakhand, Baby
Rani Maurya, summoned the
health secretary and director
general of health services to Raj
Bhawan on Wednesday. 

The Governor asked the
health secretary Nitesh Jha
and Health DG, Dr R K
Pandey to ensure that proper
care of dengue patients is
taken. She said that the depart-
ment should keep a strict vigil
on the quality of pathology
tests of private labs and the fee
charged by them. Maurya also
said that more and more free
test centres of dengue should
be set up. 

The Governor also stressed
the need of making the people
aware on the causes and pre-
ventive measures of dengue.
She also stressed on the impor-
tance of interdepartmental
coordination among the health
department, Municipal
Corporation of Dehradun and
administration in tackling the
menace of dengue.

Secretary Jha gave a
detailed account of spread of
the disease and the measures
adopted by the department to
control its menace to the
Governor.  

He said that in view of
spread of the disease, the
department has set up three
additional ELISA test centres
in Dehradun and one in
Nainital. He said that the
department would set up 12
new test centres in the State

where the facility of free tests
would be made available. 

Jha said that the teams of

health department has so far
conducted surveys of 60,000
households and covered a pop-

ulation of 3 lakh in 
Dehradun. He said that 100
teams of health department are

conducting door to door
awareness campaign in
Dehradun.
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Former Chief Minister
Harish Rawat visited the

Government Doon Medical
College (GDMC) hospital on
Wednesday and enquired
about the health of the dengue
patients. During the visit,
Rawat asked the medical super-
intendent (MS) of GDMC hos-
pital Dr K K Tamta to provide
better facilities to the dengue
patients admitted in the hos-
pital. 

He said that the State
Government has proved to be
a failure in tackling the men-
ace of the disease in Dehradun.
Rawat said that forgetting dif-
ferences, the political parties
and social organisations should
come forward and create
awareness about Dengue. 

Taking the State
Government to the task on
dengue, the former CM and
general secretary of the All
India Congress Committee
(AICC) said that the govern-
ment failed to take effective
measures in time to control the
disease. He claimed that dur-
ing his tenure as chief minis-
ter better arrangements to
tackle the menace of dengue
were done.

Meanwhile, a three-mem-
ber team of World Health
Organisation (WHO) visited

the Pandit Deen Dayal
Upadhyaya (Coronation) and
Gandhi Centenary Eye hospi-
tal on Wednesday. The team
inspected the dengue wards
and got information about the
facilities provided to dengue
patients. The team also sought
data of the patients from the
pathology lab of the hospital.  
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The people of provisional
State Capital, Dehradun,

are continuing to reel under the

onslaught of Dengue. On
Wednesday, 85 new cases of the
vector-borne disease were
reported by the district health
authorities. With them, the
number of dengue patients in
Dehradun this season has
mounted to 2,183

In Uttarakhand, 3,423 peo-
ple so far have been affected by
dengue this season.

Meanwhile, the health
department has also started the
facility of ELISA test at CHC
Raipur. The Medical
Superintendent (MS) of the
hospital, Dr Anand Shukla
said that the hospital has only
one pathologist and he has

demanded that one more
pathologist should be provid-
ed to the hospital.

The Chief Medical Officer
(CMO) of Dehradun, Dr S K
Gupta said that the health
department has set up isolation
wards for the patients of the
disease in different hospitals.
He added that there is no need
of panic for the disease but
advised people to ensure that
breeding grounds inside and in
the vicinity of their houses is
destroyed. 

He said that people should
wear full sleeved clothes dur-
ing day time to reduce expo-
sure for the mosquito bite.
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In a rare show of unity, senior
Congress leaders of

Uttarakhand belonging to dif-
ferent factions have warned
that the Congress workers will
not tolerate any coercive action
against former Chief Minister
Harish Rawat in the purport-
ed sting CD case. 

Addressing a press con-
ference at Rajiv Bhawan, the
headquarters of State unit of
Congress on Wednesday the
Pradesh Congress Committee
(PCC) president Pritam Singh,
leader of opposition in State
Assembly Indira Hridayesh,
former PCC President Kishore
Upadhyaya, three sitting MLAs
and some other prominent
leaders of Uttarakhand
Congress said in unison that
the party is standing solidly
behind the former CM. 

It is pertinent to mention
here that the Central Bureau of
Investigation (CBI) had told
the Uttarakhand High Court
(HC) that it would lodge FIR
on Harish Rawat in the sting
CD case. 

PCC President Pritam

Singh said that the Congress
would not tolerate harassment
of former CM in the CD case.
He claimed that the union
government has unleashed its
agencies like CBI, Enforcement
Directorate (ED) and Income
Tax (IT) on the opposition
leaders. 

He added that the leaders
who succumb to these tactics
and join BJP are exempted
from these agencies. Singh
demanded that CBI should
investigate all sting CDs and
should not be selective in its
approach.

Taking a pot shot on the ‘
zero tolerance on corruption’
policy of Uttarakhand
Government, the PCC presi-
dent said that the CBI probe in
the multi crore NH-74 scam is
not being ordered. 

He said that the BJP had
claimed that it would introduce
Lokayukt in the State within
100 days of its assuming the
power but Lokayukt is
nowhere to be seen. 

Leader of opposition in the
State Assembly Indira
Hridayesh said that from
newspaper reports it appears

that the CBI would register
case against Harish Rawat on
September 20 in the sting CD
case. 

She said that the party has
full faith in the court and
added that the purported sting
CD which is in public domain
nothing objectionable is visible
to anyone. 

Hridayesh alleged that the
BJP Government has adopted
a vindictive approach which is
very unfortunate. 

Former PCC president,
Kishore Upadhyaya said the
Union Government retorts to
the tactics of targeting senior
leaders of Congress whenever
elections are around. 

He said that he has never
seen such vindictiveness as
being shown by this govern-
ment towards opposition lead-
ers in last 19 years. Upadhyaya
threatened that if any action is
taken on Harish Rawat then
there would be no space left in
the jails of Uttarakhand.  

Purola MLA, Rakumar,
Kedarnath MLA Manoj Rawat
and Jaspur MLA Adesh Singh
Chauhan were also present on
the occasion.
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The Bharatiya Janata Party
has once again rejected

the allegation being leveled
by the Congress about BJP
and its Governments misus-
ing the CBI in the Harish
Rawat sting case.

BJP State media in-charge
Devendra Bhasin said that
the law is taking its course in
this case. 

The probe being con-
ducted by the CBI in the case
of Harish Rawat offering

inducement to MLAs is pro-
gressing on the directions of
the high court. 

Instead of misguiding the
public, the Congress should
cooperate in the probe and
have faith in the judiciary. 

This sting operation was
carried out during the term of
the Congress State
Government and at that time
the then governor had rec-
ommended a CBI inquiry. 

The high court did not
approve of the decision taken
by the Congress Government

cabinet  to cancel  the
Governor’s recommendation
and after that the CBI probe
has been undertaken on the
directions of the court, said
Bhasin. 

He further said that the
investigation agency is doing
its work and after this the
court has to take a decision. 

Bhasin questioned why
the Congress is misinforming
the public  when 
the BJP or BJP Governments
are nowhere involved in this
procedure.
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In a deviation from its earli-
er stand, the higher educa-

tion department is now plan-
ning to bring two separate
‘Umbrella Acts’ for the univer-
sities of the State. Now, separate
Acts for Government and pri-
vate universities would be
brought.

Earlier, the department had
intended to set up one com-
mon Umbrella act which would
have governed all the univer-
sities of the State. 

It is learnt that the oppo-
sition of the universities cou-
pled with practical problems in
one single Act forced the
department to change its plan
and create two separate acts
for private and Government
universities. 

The State Minister for
higher education, coopera-
tives and dairy development,
Dhan Singh Rawat told The
Pioneer that two separate acts
for Government and private
universities would be brought.
He said that the draft of the
Umbrella act for the

Government universities is
ready but the act for the pri-
vate universities would be
finalised after taking inputs
from the private universities. 

He said that a presentation
of both these acts would be
made before the Chief
Minister and after inculcating
his suggestions the final drafts
of these Acts would be brought
before the State Cabinet for
approval.

It is worth mentioning
here that there are 11
Government and 18 private
universities in Uttarakhand.
Apart from them one law uni-
versity and four to five private
universities are in pipeline in
the State.

At present different uni-
versities of the State are gov-
erned with their own Acts.
The proposed acts would be
overriding on all the existing
acts under which the univer-
sities of the state are being gov-
erned.

The objective of the
umbrella act was to remove the
inconsistencies which at pre-
sent prevail in the governance
of different universities and to

ensure better education and
better teachers.

The proposed acts would
cover all universities and the
colleges of the state and would
replace the existing ‘Uttar
Pradesh University Act 1073,
which is followed by
Uttarakhand ever since its
creation in the year 2000.
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On completion of two and a
half years of the State

Government, Chief Minister
Trivendra Singh Rawat said
that the State Government is
dedicated to fulfilling the devel-
opmental ambitions of the
public.

Rawat said, “A lot has been
done and a lot has to be done.
Our first promise was to provide
a corruption-free Government
in which we have been consid-
erably successful. Our policy of
zero tolerance has hit corruption

hard in the state. Investigation
agencies have been given a free
hand,” he said.

The CM further said that
improvement in the work culture
is being brought about through
CM dashboard ‘Utkarsh’, CM
helpline 1905 and right to ser-
vice. 

Considerable success has
also been achieved through these
initiatives. Major work has been
done to enhance connectivity.
Work on the all weather road
and Bharatmala project is being
undertaken swiftly. Dat Kali
tunnel and other projects have
been completed before time
with more than �300 crore being
save so far. 

The construction of the

Dobra-Chanthi bridge in Tehri
district will be completed by
March 2020. This project had
been pending for the past 14
years, but the State
Government released lump
sum Budget to expedite work.
The work on the Rishikesh-
Karnprayag railway line has
also been started. Special focus
is being laid on the extension

of helicopter services in the
State. Efforts are being under-
taken to develop Dehradun
airport into an international
airport. 

Low fair air services have
been started to Dehradun,
Pithoragarh and Pantnagar
under the UDAN scheme.
Today Dehradun is linked to
major cities of the nation by air,
said Rawat. 

He said that efforts are
being undertaken to improve
quality of school and higher
education. 

Furniture, water supply,
toilets, computers, libraries and
laboratories will be facilitated
in all schools in a phased man-
ner by 2022.  “We have posted

a large number of doctors in
mountainous regions. Presently
2045 doctors are posted where-
as there were only 1081 in the
past. 

There has been consider-
able improvement in various
health indexes. Health sub cen-
tres are being developed as
health and wellness centres in
the State. 

Apart from this, under the
guidance of prime minister
Narendra Modi, reconstruction
work was undertaken in
Kedarnath. 

A work plan has also been
made for Badrinath. This time
a record number of pilgrims
visited the Char Dham shrines
and Hemkund Sahib,” he said.

Referring to Atual
Ayushman Uttarakhand
Yojana, he said that under this
scheme, all families in the state
have been provided a Rs five
lakh free health cover per year.
This scheme is being moni-
tored regularly to prevent any
irregularity in its implementa-
tion. 

The State has considerably
extended the power supply
network and has the lowest
electricity rates in North India.
Regarding major efforts to
revive rivers and water sources,
he said that work is being
undertaken on one watershed
in each district. 

Growth centres are being
developed on the cluster-based

approach in mountainous
regions with 58 growth centres
being approved so far. 

The CM also spoke about
the efforts undertaken to
encourage women entrepre-
neurs to facilitate economic
and social empowerment of
women, and the measures
taken to develop agriculture in
order to mitigate migration
from mountainous regions and
work towards doubling the
income of farmers. 

Rawat said, “Our attempt
has been to open big institu-
tions in the state with the help
of the Union Government. 

The foundation stones
have been laid for Coast Guard
recruitment centre in

Dehradun and national law
university at Ranipokhri.
CIPET has been started in
Doiwala where students are
getting 100 per cent place-
ment. Centre for excellence
on natural fibres is being estab-
lished in Almora with the help
of Textile ministry. 

The fifth science city of the
nation is also being built in
Dehradun while the country’s
first drone application training
centre and research lab has
been set up in Dehradun. More
than 11,000 enterprises have
been set up during the term of
the current State Government
so far. About 80,000 people
have received employment in
these enterprises.”
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Haridwar police sealed an
illegal arms manufactur-

ing unit being operated in
Raisi village. Three persons
were arrested and a consider-
able quantity of weapons and
ammunition was seized from
the accused, said the police. A
case has been registered against
the three accused

Speaking to media per-
sons in Haridwar police station,
Haridwar senior superinten-
dent of police Senthil Avoodai
K Raj S said, “Our team got the
information about the illegal
factory for making arms and
ammunition. When we raided
the site, three people were
arrested. We recovered seven
firearms and a lot of live
ammunition and equipment
used in making bullets and
guns.” He said that during the
interrogation, the accused
admitted that they were run-
ning the business of manufac-
turing

The SSP announced cash
reward of �2,500 for the police

personnel involved in this case.
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Chairperson of State
Commission for the

Protection of Child Rights
(SCPCR), Usha Negi inspected
National Institute for the
Empowerment of Persons with
Visual Disabilities (NIEPVD)
where a XI class student
allegedly sexually assaulted a
class V student inside the
premises. She said that the
child protection unit in the
institute is responsible for con-
ducting monthly counselling
for all students so that the stu-
dents can freely inform about
any misdeed that might be
ongoing in the premises.

Negi said, “As the accused
minor has stated that earlier
too he had done similar deeds
with four other students, it is
extremely important to find
out whether or not those
other students filed a com-
plaint with authorities. 

In case they did and there

was some lapse on behalf of
the institute’s staff, case
should be filed against them
also. If they did not report
anything, then also coun-
selling should be done to
ensure that they at least speak
to the authorities regarding
such issues.”

She further said, “Free
content flow on internet is
one of the biggest sources of
negative effect on young stu-
dents. So, students should
provided mobile phone only

for an hour. Activities like
pottery and other crafts
should be planned so that
their spare time can be invest-
ed in something productive.”

About the accused minor
she said, “He will be provid-
ed with all the resources
required for his  
studies and consistent coun-
selling sessions, so that when
he gets out of the juvenile
reformation home, he get to
start his life in a positive
way.”
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The roof of a government
school collapsed on

Wednesday morning following
a night of rain. The
Government primary school
number five at Jwalapur
Mandi Kuan has been open for
about 50 years. Fortunately, the
incident happened at 5 AM
when there was no one pre-
sent.

The school principal
Dilshad Begum said that
despite their repeated
reminders to the 
education department no

action had been
taken about the
dilapidated condi-
tion of the building. 

The district
education officer
Bhrampal Saini said,
“It is not a school
but a ground where students
study in the open. 

The roof of a small store
room which is 10 feet by 10
feet collapsed and the mater-
ial kept inside was damaged.”

When asked about the
reason for the condition of the
school the DEO said that the
school is running in a rented

building. 
Many times NGO’s have

approached but the locals are
not ready to give land for con-
struction of school, even to put
tin sheds. “We have 
told the higher department
officials. There is no water
connection or electricity facil-
ity.”
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The BJP leaders are using the
scrapping of the special

status of Jammu & Kashmir
and National Register of
Citizens (NRC) issue as a poll
plank in Haryana to divert the
attention from its failures,
Haryana Congress chief Selja
said on Wednesday.

She said in the last five
years, the BJP- led govern-
ment has failed to perform on
many fronts, claiming that
Congress would form the gov-
ernment in the state as the peo-
ple know that this is the party
which is the real alternative.

Addressing a news confer-
ence here,  she said that the
people will confront this gov-
ernment on real issues like ris-
ing crime against women, poor
law and order, economic slow-
down, unemployment, job loss,
farmers’ distress among others.
People will question them as
this government has failed to
perform on many fronts, she
said, adding the issues raised by
the Congress Party would res-
onate with people.

Accusing the Haryana gov-
ernment of non-performance,
the state Congress chief said
BJP can''t hide behind the
issues raked up in the Lok
Sabha polls. "Their mask is off.
Now, they cannot hide behind
the issues raked up during the
Lok Sabha polls. BJP will have

to answer to the people what
have they done for the past five
years.”

Sejla said that the Congress
party will raise the issues which
are concerned to people of the
State. There is lack of employ-
ment, farmers are in distress,
employees are on warpath,
traders are suffering, youth
and women are suffering, law
and order situation is bad, all
sections of society are affected
with their lopsided policies
and now economic slowdown
has dealt a double whammy,
the Congress leader said,
adding the BJP- led State gov-
ernment had done nothing
except making tall promises.

"Now, ahead of the elec-
tions, they have unleashed an
advertisement blitzkrieg, but
people are not going to believe
them now. They will oust them
in the next month''s elections,"
Selja said, claiming that people
know that the Congress was the
only alternative before them.
“In the recent weeks, we have
seen a change in mood," the
state Congress chief claimed.
When asked about factionalism
in the party, Selja asserted that
Congress workers are united
and will fight the elections as
a single unit.
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Addressing a separate press

conference, former CM and
Congress Legislative Party
leader (CLP) Bhupinder Singh
Hooda admitted that the party
leaders and workers were dis-
appointed after party’s debacle
in the parliamentary election
bu now they are united and
energetic.

"The atmosphere of the
state is completely against the
BJP government. We are now
together and form the
Congress government in the
State," he said.

Hooda said, “We have suc-
cessfully completed meeting
with party workers during
Congress Workers’ Conference
in six parliamentary seats in
Faridabad, Gurugram, Karnal,
Sonepat, Kuruksheta, Ambala.
In the next two days, such
meeting will be held in Hisar,
Fatehabad, Sirsa,
Mahendragarh, Rohtak, he
added. He claimed that party
leaders are united.

"Former CLP leader Kiran
Choudhary will also attend
the workers’ conference in
Mahendragarh. All the leaders
are working for the party in
their respective areas. All the
sitting MLAs will get ticket
from their respective con-
stituency", he added.  

Hooda said that there will
be no alliance with any politi-
cal party in the state. He
claimed that he never met with
BSP supremo Mayawati to get

an alliance with the party in the
State. "There is a direct fight
between Congress Party and
BJP. There is no political exis-
tence of any regional parties
like INLD, JJP," he added.

The senior Congress leader
said people from all sections of
society are dissatisfied with BJP
government. Chief Minister
Manohar Lal Khattar should
carry out ‘Jan Pashyatap Yatra’
in place of 'Jan Ashirwad Yatra'.

Asked about BJP's claims
that it would win more than 75
of the 90 assembly seats, Hooda
replied, "It does not matter
whatever claims they make. But
people have made up their
mind to throw them out." The
issues in Lok Sabha polls and

Vidhan Sabha polls are differ-
ent. In the Vidhan Sabha elec-
tion, people will cast their
votes based on regional issues,

he said.
Hooda said that the

promises made at his
‘Parivartan rally’ in Rohtak

will be included in Congress
party manifesto for the elec-
tion. Four deputy chief minis-
ters, 75 per cent reservation in

jobs for Haryana’s residents,
free travel for women in road-
ways buses, free electricity upto
300 units, farm loan waiver,

increased monthly honorari-
ums and pensions among oth-
ers will be included in Congress
manifesto, he added.
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BJP working president,  JP
Nadda gave "victory

matra" to the State party work-
ers during his two day visit to
poll bound Haryana.

Nadda asked the party
workers to get in touch with
people through door to door
campaign and also called upon
the party workers to strength-
en their assigned booth on the
line of Lok Sabha elections
while Panna chief (voter’s list
in-charge) were asked to con-

tact all the voters in their
list. "With this, not only the
policies of BJP will reach to
the people but party work-
ers will get contact with
every voter of the State,"
Nadda told the workers.

On the first day,
Nadda interacted direct-
ly with the Shakti Kendra
palak and chiefs of vari-
ous districts Karnal,
Kurukshetra, Kaithal and
Panipat. He also
addressed the meeting of

Backward Classes at Radaur.
On the second day, Nadda
gave the mantra of victory to
the party workers of Sonepat,
Jhajjar and Rohtak and also
attended the meeting of
Scheduled Class at Kharkhoda
Grain Mandi.

Nadda praised Chief
Minister Manohar Lal

Khattar's government and also
called upon the party workers
to tell the common people
during door to door campaign
that the BJP has eradicated
regionalism from the state
and eliminated family rule.
Now qualified and educated
youth get jobs on the basis of
their merit and employees do

not have to travel to
Chandigarh for transfers but
are being transferred online
while sitting at their home.

BJP state president
Subhash Barala said that the
national working president
had energised the party work-
ers during his two-day visit to
Haryana.
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Chandigarh, Sep 18 (PTI)
The Punjab government on
Wednesday told the Punjab and
Haryana High Court it was
"premature to assume" there
was a financial burden on the
state exchequer due to the
appointment of six MLAs as
advisors to chief minister, argu-
ing that terms and conditions of
their appointments were "not out
yet".

The bench of Chief Justice
Krishna Murari and Justice
Arun Palli heard the public
interest litigation filed by an
advocate who challenged the
appointments of six Congress
legislators as advisors to Chief
Minister Amarinder Singh.

Mohali-based petitioner
Jagmohan Singh Bhatti pleaded
that their appointments were a
violation of the provisions of the
Constitution (91th amendment)
Act, 2003, which stipulated that
the strength of cabinet ministers
could not exceed 15 per cent of
total strength of members of the
House.

During the hearing, Punjab
Advocate General Atul Nanda,
who represented the state gov-
ernment, asked how could one
assume there was a loss to the
state exchequer when there
terms and conditions of
appointments were yet to come
out.

"As far as the financial bur-
den is concerned, it is premature
to assume because terms and
conditions (of appointments)
are yet not out," said Nanda.

He further said that there
was a difference between a
minister and somebody being
given the status of a minister.

Citing an example, Nanda
said if any retired district judge
was appointed to a tribunal and
given the status and perks of a
high court judge and just

because he was given equiva-
lence in status, it would it not
make him a high court judge.

On the matter of the peti-
tioner seeking a stay on the
oath-taking ceremony of advi-
sors, Nanda said there was no
such thing being contemplated.

The court asked the peti-
tioner to correct some techni-
cal error in the petition and
posted the matter for December
9.

The Punjab government
had appointed six minister-
rank advisors to the chief min-
ister, a move which was
described by the opposition as
an attempt to circumvent the
constitutional cap on the cabi-
net size and termed a "daylight
robbery" of the state exchequer.

Four MLAs—Kushaldeep
Singh Dhillon of Faridkot, Singh
Raja Warring of Gidderbaha,
Sangat Singh Gilzian of Urmur
and Inderbir Singh Bolaria of
Amritsar South—had been des-
ignated as advisors (political)
while the fifth one, Kuljeet
Singh Nagra of Fatehgarh Sahib,
had been designated as advisor
(planning).
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ARegional Planning Board
on the pattern of National

Capital Regional Planning
Board (NCRBP) is likely to be
set up soon for the develop-
ment of Chandigarh and its
satellite townships.

The Board is proposed for
integrated planning and imple-
mentation of Chandigarh and
its satellite townships in Punjab
and Haryana.

The issue was discussed at
a recent meeting of tri-city
coordination committee
involving members of State
Governments of Punjab,
Haryana and Chandigarh
Administration.

Haryana Government has
proposed the constitution of
the Regional Planning Board
on the pattern of NCRPB.
While Chandigarh
Administration has already
given its principal approval
for formation of the Board,
Punjab Government is yet to
give a go ahead to the propos-
al.

If approved by the Central
Government, the Union
Ministry of Urban
Development will formulate
the guidelines for the formation
of the Planning Board.

“The issue of formation of

an inter-state Regional
Planning Board will be raised
with the Central Government
by Haryana Government and
Chandigarh Administration,”
said a senior officer of the UT
Administration.

He said that it is proposed
that the Board will have
Cabinet Ministers from the
two neighboring states, Chief
Secretaries, senior bureaucrats
from Punjab, Haryana,
Chandigarh Administration
and representatives from the
Central Government.

Just like NCRPB, the pro-
posed inter-state Regional
Planning Board will cover the
union territory of Chandigarh
and districts of Punjab and
Haryana. We are yet to delib-
erate upon the number of dis-
tricts to be included from the
two states in the Planning

Board, he added.
The UT officer further said

that the Board will deal with
the issues related to road infra-
structure, transport, environ-
ment, housing among others.

In the past, it was proposed
to constitute a statuary body for
development of the tricity
including Chandigarh, Mohali
and Panchkula but the proposal
could be materialized.

As many as 13 districts of
Haryana are already included
in the national capital region
(NCR). Both Punjab and
Haryana have 22 districts each.

Notably, the Chandigarh
Master Plan 2031 has also pro-
posed the constitution of the
Regional Planning Board to
prepare regional plans for bal-
anced development.  

“At present, Chandigarh is
confronted by issues of the

inter-state regions and there is
a need to prepare regional plan
for the purpose of integrated
planning and implementation
and for maximizing the bene-
fits to all. In particular, there are
contentious issues to address
regionally, including the com-
ponents of environment, trans-
portation and inter-city con-
nectivity, water supply, landfills
for solid waste management,
underground drainage among
others,” the Master Plan stated.

In the past one decade,
large scale industrial activity
has been witnessed in the form
of free enterprise zone in satel-
lite townships of Mohali and
Panchkula. And, one of the
critical challenges ahead
Chandigarh today is to put a
stop on unregulated and 
haphazard growth in its periph-
ery areas.
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Shiromani Akali Dal presi-
dent Sukhbir Badal on

Wednesday sought an “urgent
and effective” intervention of
Prime Minister Narendra Modi
to ensure “expeditious and
across-the-board release of all
Sikh prisoners languishing in
different jails in the country
even after serving the full term
of their sentence”.

Sukhbir, in a letter to the

Prime Minister, said: “This
gesture, urgently required to
ensure the implementation of
the rule of law in the country,
will generate tremendous good
will and trust in the minds of
the aggrieved sections of soci-
ety. 

Apart from its tremen-
dously positive psychological
fall-out, the step is a constitu-
tional obligation of the gov-
ernment as these prisoners are
being held in ‘illegal custody’ 
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Welcoming Punjab’s selec-
tion for ‘Krishi Karman

Award 2017-18’ as the best per-
forming state in rice produc-
tion, Punjab Chief Minister
Capt Amarinder Singh on
Wednesday termed it a note-
worthy accomplishment of the
state’s farmers.

The Chief Minister
described the selection as an
endorsement of the calibre,
resilience and hard work of the
state’s farming community,
which had played a critical role
in making India self-reliant in
food production.

The prestigious award,
conferred by the Central
Government, consists of a tro-
phy, citation and a cash award
of Rs two crore.

The Union Ministry of
Agriculture and Farmers’
Welfare, in its communiqué,
had informed that Punjab had
been selected for Krishi
Karman Award in Rice cate-

gory for 2017-18, and con-
gratulated the State
Government for its dedicated
efforts in extending techno-
logical inputs and services to
the farmers that had resulted in
this outstanding achievement,
said a spokesperson of the
Chief Minister’s Office.

The Union Ministry also
asked the State Government to

select two rice cultivating
farmers who have contributed
maximum towards the state
food basket, based on their
performance of productivity
and their contribution as a
progressive and innovative
farmer, for Prashashti Patra
with an amount of Rs two
lakhs.

The state Agriculture

Secretary KS Pannu said that
the area under paddy during
Kharif-2017 was 30.64 lakh
hectare, and a record produc-
tion of 199.65 lakh metric
tonns of paddy (65.16 quintal
yield per hectare), which is six
percent higher than previous
year, (in Kharif-2016 was 189
LMTs) had been recorded in
2017-18.
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Continuing their attack over
the state of the economy,

former Congress chief Rahul
Gandhi and party general sec-
retary Priyanka Gandhi on
Wednesday said the confidence
of investors is "shaken" but the
Modi dispensation is refusing
to acknowledge the truth. The
siblings also took a swipe at
Prime Minister Modi over
about his Howdy event in
Houston during his current 

US visit.
Congress has been attack-

ing the Modi government over
the slowdown in the economy
and has criticised it for its eco-
nomic policies.  Rahul took to
Twitter to say take potshots by
ahead of Modi's visit to the
United States, where he will
address Indian Americans at a
function "Howdy Modi". US
President Donald Trump will
join Modi at the event in
Houston. "'Howdy' economy
doin', Mr Modi? Ain't too
good it seems," he said on
Twitter, using the hashtag
"HowdyEconomy".

Citing a media report,
Priyanka claimed that after

pouring USD 45 billion into
India's stock market over the
past six years on hopes that
Modi would unleash the coun-
try's economic potential, inter-
national money managers have
sold USD 4.5 billion of Indian
shares since June.

"By showing glitter, saying
5 trillion, 5 trillion, everyday
or by doing media's headline
management, economy can-
not be improved. Investors do
not come by sponsoring
events abroad," Priyanka
Gandhi said in an apparent
dig at Prime Minister Modi's
upcoming diaspora event in
Houston.

The confidence of investors

is "shaken" and the foundation
of economic investment has
"cracked", she said in a tweet in
Hindi with the hashtag 'BJP
bad for business'. "But the BJP
government is refusing to
acknowledge this truth. This
slowdown is a speed breaker in
the direction of becoming an
economic superpower. Without
improving this situation, all
other razzmatazz is useless,"
Priyanka Gandhi said in anoth-
er tweet.

She has been relentlessly
attacking the government over
the issue of economy in the last
few days and demanding
answers from the government
over the economic slowdown.
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The Union Housing and
Urban Affairs Minister

Hardeep Singh Puri on
Wednesday said a new
Parliament building having
offices of ministers and MPs
that may be constructed next to
the over 90-year-old structure
is one of the options being con-
sidered by the government.
The minister said the final
decision will be taken only after
designs are submitted by archi-
tecture firms.  

One of the options that is
being considered is the cham-
bers of the two Houses of
Parliament will be revamped to
accommodate more MPs.
According to an official, the
strength of Parliament may
increase after a possible delim-
itation exercise.  The govern-
ment will soon constitute a core
team of CPWD officers to exe-
cute the ambitious redevelop-
ment plan for Central Vista, the

over three-km stretch from
Rashtrapati Bhavan to India
Gate, in Lutyens' Delhi.

The Narendra Modi gov-
ernment had last week unveiled
its mega plan to redevelop the
over 3-km stretch from
Rashtrapati Bhavan to India
Gate in Lutyens' Delhi. The
government on September 2
floated a request for proposal
for the "development or rede-
velopment of Parliament
Building, Common Central
Secretariat and Central Vista." 

On Monday, the CPWD
reduced the earnest money
from Rs 50 lakh to Rs 25 lakh
for submitting the bid for rede-
velopment plan for Central
Vista and Parliament building
owing to concerns raised by
architects who participated in
a pre-bid meeting last week.

Addressing the event on the
theme of 'Emerging trends in
public architecture', Puri said a
reputed architect recently wrote
to him, alleging that the gov-

ernment is going to "destroy"
the Parliament building.

"Who said we will destroy
Parliament?" the minister asked
and explained the government
has reached a stage of just invit-
ing ideas from architecture
firms for the ambitious project.

He said the British ruled
India for 190 years and they
had good architects who built
buildings which is now part of
the country's cultural heritage.

"North and South Blocks
should be made museums that
reflect 190 years (of British
rule)...What will happen to the
Parliament building? We will
construct a new building which
will connect Parliament
through an underground path-
way," Puri said. At event, Puri
said 70 per cent of India has to
be rebuilt by 2030

He said that the CPWD
was set up in the 1850s and the
buildings constructed along
the Central Vista reflected the
colonial ethos.
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New Delhi: India and Belgium reviewed
the bilateral trade relations and setting
ambitious objectives during the 16th
Session of India-Belgium Luxembourg
Economic Union (BLEU) Joint Economic
Commission (JEC)here on Tuesday.  The
forum was established in 1997. 

The European Union is India's largest
trade partner. Among the 28 EU member
States, Belgium has the third largest trade

with India with a total trade value worth
�12,8 billion in 2018 consisting of dia-
monds, pharmaceuticals, chemicals, food-
stuff and machinery. These trade figures
reflect the close economic partnership
emphasizing bilateral relationship. Belgium
is keen to further diversify trade relations
and explore new sectors with India. About
170 Belgian companies are based in India,
whereas around 80 Indian companies

have set up a plant or office in Belgium.
As a logistics and transport expert,

Belgium works along with Luxembourg to
ensure a smooth and swift trade access to
Europe for Indian businesses through the
Port of Antwerp, which is the second
largest port in Europe and functions as 'the
Gateway to Europe'. India is among the ten
most important partners of the Port of
Antwerp.
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The Union Cabinet on
Wednesday approved pro-

ductivity-linked bonus equiv-
alent to 78 days wages to over
11.52 lakh railway employees. 

Addressing media Union
Minister Prakash Javadekar
said that this is for the 
sixth consecutive year that 
productivity-linked bonus is
being given to railway 
employees.

The bonus for financial
year 2018-19 would benefit 11
lakh employees and would cost
the exchequer �2024.40 crore,
Javadekar said.  

"The Union Cabinet
chaired by the Prime Minister
Narendra Modi has approved
the payment of Productivity
Linked Bonus (PLB) 
equivalent to 78 days wages to
over 11.52 Lakh eligible non-
gazetted railway employees
(excluding RPF/RPSF
personnel) for the Financial

Year (FY) 2018-19, for 
maintaining industrial peace
and motivation of 
railwaymen. 

This entails an expenditure
of Rs. 2024.40 crores to the
exchequer," said the statement
issued by Govt.
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Three weeks into September
as the monsoon shows no

signs of withdrawal, rivers in as
many as five States are flowing
above the danger mark — a fea-
ture which the MET says is
'unique'. Rivers like Ganga,
Brahmaputra, Yamuna,
Mahananda, Bagmati,
Ghaghara, Gandak, Kosi, Sone,
Jiabharali, Chambal etc in
Bihar, Assam, UP, Bengal and
Rajasthan are above the danger
mark causing flood-like situa-
tion in many areas in these
States. The IMD rainfall data
till September 18 showed India
received an average of 861 mm
as against the normal of
823.9mm, which is 5 percent
above normal. 

According to IMD officials,
the weather phenomenon is
'unique' at the time of with-
drawal of southwest monsoon
in the third week of September.
"Due to climate change, August
and September witnessed
excessive rainfall this mon-
soon. It is usually in July and
August. Due to delayed arrival,
the withdrawal is also delayed

by almost a fortnight.  Data
recorded close to 1,900 extreme
rainfall events this monsoon,
more than half of which were
in August and September,
underlining the expanding
impact of climate change in the
June-September monsoon,"
IMD officials said.

As many as one crore peo-
ple are effected and 1400 peo-
ple have died  in rain-related
tragedies across the country
and damages to property runs
into thousands of crores in 14
States.  The damage to proper-
ties, infrastructures, crops, ani-
mals due to rain related may-
hem is still being estimated.

According to IMD,
Arunachal Pradesh, Bihar,
Assam, Nagaland, Sikkim,
Madhya Pradesh, Gujarat,
Rajasthan, Andhra Pradesh,
Meghalaya have recorded
excessive and continuous rain-
fall in the last six days
(September 12 to 18). The
IMD said that he first was July
10 to 15, leading to flooding in
eastern Uttar Pradesh and
northern Bihar; the second
between July 25 and 31, caus-
ing floods in Assam; and the

third between August 5 and 12,
when coastal states such as
Maharashtra, Goa, Karnataka
and Kerala experienced floods. 

As per flood assessment
report  prepared by the
Ministry of Home Affairs,  all
rivers --Ganga, Yamuna, Burhi
Gandak, Bagmati, Mahanand,
Kamalabalan are flowing over
danger marks, causing flood
like situation in Khagaria,
Sitamarhi,  Kishangani, Katihar,
Patna,Buxar, Gopal Ganj,
Bhagalpur, Khagaria districts in
Bihar.  Bihar recorded
774.5mm rainfall as against the
normal of 941.4 mm, a defi-
cient of 18 percent. The situa-
tion report says that several low
lying areas on the river banks
in the state are under flood.

Similarly, rivers in UP
flowing over danger marks
and causing floods in Ballia,
Banda, Faizabad, Gazipur,
Auraiya, Hamirpur, Bara Banki,
Prayagraj, Jalaun districts are
facing flood like situation. Low
lying area in Prayagraj and
Varansi are under water. UP
recorded 581 mm of rain as
against the normal of 749 mm,
a deficient of 22 percent.
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Mother Dairy, a leading milk supplier in
Delhi-NCR, on Wednesday said it will

recycle 832 tonnes of plastic by March next year
as part of its efforts to protect environment.

"To tackle with the burgeoning menace of
post-consumer plastic waste, Mother Dairy
debuted its plastic waste collection and recycling
initiative in Maharashtra in June 2018 by rolling
out the Extended Producer Responsibility (EPR)
programme," it said in a statement. "Mother
Dairy, through leading PROs, will collect and
recycle plastic waste across 25 key states of its
operations and is targeting to recycle around 60

per cent of the total multi layered packaging used,
i.E, about 832 tonnes by March 2020," it added.

Mother Dairy, with the help of a Producer
Responsibility Organisation (PRO), has collect-
ed and recycled around 1,073 tonnes of plastic
waste till May 2019. This quantity includes
around 183 tonnes of multi-layered packaging
(MLP) and 890 tonnes of non-multi-layered pack-
aging. Mother Dairy was commissioned in 1974
as a wholly owned subsidiary of the National Dairy
Development Board (NDDB). The company sells
edible oils under the Dhara brand while fresh fruits
and vegetables, frozen vegetables and snacks, range
of unpolished pulses, honey, pulps and concen-
trates are marketed under the Safal brand.
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Death rate attributable to
malnutrition in under-5

children in India has dropped
by two- thirds from 1990 to
2017, but it still accounts for 68
per cent of deaths in under-five
children,  says a study pub-
lished in The Lancet Child and
Adolescent Health on
Wednesday.

According to comprehen-
sive estimates of disease burden
due to child and maternal mal-
nutrition released by the Indian
Council of Medical Research
(ICMR), the disease burden
rate due to malnutrition in
children varies seven-fold
across states. It is highest in
Rajasthan, Uttar Pradesh, Bihar
and Assam, followed by
Madhya Pradesh, Chhattisgarh,
Odisha, Nagaland, and Tripura.

Among malnutrition indi-
cators, low birth weight is the
biggest contributor to disease
burden followed by child growth
failure which includes stunting,
underweight, and wasting.

The study was conducted
by the India State-Level Disease
Burden Initiative - a joint ini-
tiative of the ICMR, Public
Health Foundation of India,
and Institute for Health Metrics

and Evaluation in collaboration
with the Union Health Ministry.

"Efforts are needed in each
state to control malnutrition.
State governments are being
encouraged to intensify efforts
to reduce malnutrition and
undertake robust monitoring
to track the progress," said
Vinod K Paul, member NITI
Aayog.

Balram Bhargava, secre-
tary in the department of
health research in the ministry
of health, and also director gen-
eral ICMR said the government
in its   commitment to the
Poshan Abhiyaan (nutrition
mission) is taking important
steps to augment monitoring of
malnutrition indicators across
the country. 

According to the study, the
prevalence of low birth weight
was 21% in India in 2017,
ranging from 9% in Mizoram to
24% in Uttar Pradesh.

The study highlighted that
the prevalence of child stunting
was 39% in India in 2017. This
ranged from 21% in Goa to
49% in Uttar Pradesh, and was
generally highest in the EAG
states. The prevalence of child
underweight was 33% in India
in 2017, ranging from 16% in
Manipur to 42% in Jharkhand.

The prevalence of child
anaemia was 60% in India in
2017, ranging from 21% in
Mizoram to 74% in Haryana.

"While it is important to
address the gaps in all malnu-
trition indicators, low birth
weight needs particular policy
attention in India as it is the
biggest contributor to child
death among all malnutrition
indications and its rate of
decline is among the lowest,"
said Lalit Dandona, Director of
the India State-Level Disease
Burden Initiative.

The study found the preva-
lence of anaemia in women at
54% in India in 2017, ranging
from 28% in Mizoram to 60%
in Delhi while the prevalence
of exclusive breastfeeding was
53% in India in 2017, ranging
from 34% in Meghalaya to
74% in Chhattisgarh.

"Malnutrition in children is
an outcome of inadequate
maternal nutrition, poor sani-
tation and hygiene and subop-
timal infant feeding practices.
Improvement in nutrition,
therefore, is linked not only
with food availability and
access, but also with food safe-
ty and environment," said R.
Hemalatha, director at National
Institute of Nutrition, ICMR.
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The mega "Howdy Modi!"
diaspora event here on

Sunday to greet Prime Minister
Narendra Modi and President
Donald Trump would provide
the world a glimpse of the con-
tributions of Indian-Americans
to the cultural, intellectual and
social landscape of the US, the
organisers say.

For the first time, Modi
and Trump would share the
stage to address the 50,000-
strong Indian diaspora during
the September 22 event titled
“Shared Dreams, Bright Future"
that would focus on the success
of Indian-Americans as well as
the strength of the US-India
relationship.

Describing the joint
appearance of the two leaders
as "unconventional and
unique", Harsh Vardhan
Shringla, Indian Ambassador
to the US said, "the event will
reflect the strong bipartisan
support there has been for
US-India relations."

“Indian-Americans are an
"organic bridge" between the
world's two largest democra-
cies,” he said.

Modi will be visiting the
US from September 21-27 for
the annual session of the
United Nations General
Assembly (UNGA). It is his
first US trip after winning a
second term as prime minister
in May. He will also have a
meeting with CEO's of energy
companies in Houston, world's
energy capital, before heading
to New York for the UNGA.

“This will be the largest
gathering for an invited foreign
leader visiting the United States
other than the Pope,” Jugal
Malini, member of the Texas
India Forum (TIF), which is
the main organiser of the event,
said.

The event is the third
meeting between Trump and
Modi in three months, after the
G-20 summit in Japan in June
and the G-7 summit in France
last month.

The organisers hope to
keep the event non-partisan,
and has invited speakers
including Steny Hoyer, the No.
2 Democrat in the House of
Representatives.

Jagdip Ahluwalia, founding
secretary and currently execu-
tive director of  Indo-American
Chamber of Commerce of
Greater Houston (IACCGH),
told PTI there are 90 organi-

sations in town participating in
the event. IACCGH has creat-
ed a special billboard to wel-
come Modi.

Houston is the energy cap-
ital of the world and the most
diverse city in America. The
news of President Trump join-
ing this is a sign of the grow-
ing importance of the US-
India relationship, he said.

Hundreds of volunteers,
TIF, the Indian Consulate in
Houston, city officials, gover-
nor's office are all working
together to make the event a
success.

TIF said the event will
start with a 90-minute cultur-
al programme- “Woven: The
Indian-American Story”- that
is a celebration of Indian-
Americans and their contribu-
tions to the cultural, intellectual
and social landscape of the US.

Over 50,000 attendees and
those watching at home will
experience the vibrant expres-
sions of people empowered by
their identity and driven to
enrich the communities around
them, it said.

Rishi Bhutada, public rela-
tions and media coordinator
for the event, said, “Out of
50,000 people expected, 8,000
are coming from outside Texas
state.

There will be a cultural
programme, followed by the
Prime Minister Modi's address,
he said.

Welcome messages, per-
sonalised billboards across the
city, special video from various
organisations and prominent
people are seen throughout
the city.

Facebook CEO Mark
Zuckerberg in his message
said, "I'm deeply appreciative of
Prime Minister Modi's com-
mitment to Digital India...For
India to keep making progress,
India needs to be a leader
online." 

Another message from

Satya Nadella, Microsoft CEO,
said, "India has world class
entrepreneurs and human cap-
ital. The Prime Minister's
vision is spot on; he knows how
tech is a powerful tool to
enable human ingenuity."

Durga Agrawal, President
and CEO of Piping Tech and
Products, extended a warm
welcome to the prime ministers
on behalf of the Indian-
American community in
Houston.

Bhavesh Patel, CEO of
LyondellBasell, described the
business relations between
India and Texas while sharing
an enthusiastic message to wel-
come the prime minister.

Paul Jacobs, former execu-
tive chairman, Qualcomm, said
"We share Prime Minister
Narendra Modi's vision to
transform India into a digital-
ly empowered society and
knowledge economy."

David Leebron, President
of Rice University, is pleased
that the prime minister has
decided to come to Houston
and proudly zooms in on the
Indian-American community
on campus while highlighting
their contribution towards
diversity.

Meanwhile, many are pray-
ing for the rain to stop as a trio
of tropical storm systems brew-
ing in the Gulf of Mexico and
the Atlantic Ocean on Tuesday
may dump heavy rain in parts
of Texas and Louisiana in the
coming days. 

Threats from the storm
include heavy rainfall and
flooding in the Houston area,
said Jeff Lindner, a meteorolo-
gist for the Harris County
Flood Control District.

Tropical depression Imelda
could bring up to 18 inches of
rain to parts of southeastern
parts of the state.

Texas Governor Greg
Abbott has placed resources on
standby across the state.
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Pakistan Prime Minister
Imran Khan said on

Wednesday that he will force-
fully present the Kashmir issue
like never before at the UN
General Assembly session next
week.

Speaking after inaugurat-
ing the Torkham Terminal at
Pak-Afghan border, Khan
ruled out talks with India
unless New Delhi lifts curfew
in Kashmir and revoke the
abrogation of Article 370, state-
run Radio Pakistan reported.

"The Prime Minister assured
the nation that he will forceful-
ly present the Kashmir case like
never before at the UN General
Assembly session," it said.

Tension between India and
Pakistan escalated after New
Delhi revoked Jammu and
Kashmir's special status on
August 5. Reacting to India's
move on Kashmir, Pakistan
downgraded diplomatic ties
with New Delhi and expelled
the Indian High
Commissioner.

Asserting that abrogation
of Article 370 was its internal
matter, India has strongly crit-
icised Pakistan for making
"irresponsible statements" and
provocative anti-India rhetoric
over issues internal to it.

Khan also said that Pakistan
will make its utmost effort for
the resumption of the stalled
peace process in Afghanistan.

The Prime Minister said he
will insist for resumption of
peace talks during his meeting
with US President Donald
Trump on Monday in New York.

He said it will be tragedy if
the talks do not resume and the
Taliban do not participate in
the Afghan elections.

Khan's comments came
days after President Trump
said that the peace talks with
the Taliban are "dead".

The president had stunned
the world on Saturday when he
announced the cancellation of a
secret meeting with the Taliban
and Afghan President Ashraf
Ghani at Camp David near
Washington. It came after the
Taliban claimed responsibility
for an attack in Kabul erly this
month, in which an American
soldier were among the dead.
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Against the backdrop of a
raging controversy over

his ‘one nation, one language’
proposition, Union Home
Minister Amit Shah on
Wednesday sought to put the
issue to rest saying he never
asked for imposing Hindi over
other regional languages and
had only requested for learning
Hindi as the second language
after one’s mother tongue.

“I myself come from a
non-Hindi State of Gujarat. If
some people want to do poli-
tics, it’s their choice,” he said.
Parties, mostly from Tamil
Nadu, have vociferously
opposed Shah’s pitch.

Hours after Shah clarified,
DMK president M K Stalin said
the party’s proposed protest on
September 20 on the issue has
been postponed.

Citing Shah’s assertion that
he has never asked for imposi-

tion of Hindi anywhere in the
country, Stalin said the protest
slated for September 20 has
been postponed temporarily.
The DMK chief said Shah has
also opined that his view had
been “wrongly understood”

Speaking at an event in
Ranchi, Jharkhand, Shah said
he has never asked for imposi-
tion of Hindi anywhere in the
country but advocated its use
as the second language. Shah
said he has been repeatedly
pitching for strengthening
regional languages.

The Home Minister said to
end the confusion, people
should listen to his speech
carefully where he repeatedly
said Indian languages should

be strengthened and people
should realise the necessity of
the Indian languages.

“A child can perform, a
child’s proper mental growth is
possible only when the child
studies in mother tongue.
Mother tongue does not mean
Hindi. It is the language of a
particular State, like Gujarati in
my State. But there should be
one language in the country, if
someone wants to learn anoth-
er language, it should be Hindi.
I have just made the request. I
have failed to understand what
is wrong in that,” he said.

Shah had created a flutter
on the occasion of ‘Hindi-
Diwas’ last week as he pitched
for ‘one nation, one language’

while espousing the cause of
Hindi, which he said, was spo-
ken the most in the 
country, and can become
India’s identity globally and
unite the nation.

Shah’s pitch on ‘Hindi
Diwas’ was instantly opposed,
mostly by the Dravidian and
southern political parties like
DMK, AIADMK and AMIM
besides the Congress,
Trinamool Congress and the
CPI, with the common refrain
being that any move for impo-
sition of Hindi would disinte-
grate the country and its pro-
motion should not be at the
cost of the mother tongue or
native language.
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Avideo doing the rounds
on social media since

Tuesday shows a man standing
on a pillar of New Yamuna
Bridge in Prayagraj. He
climbed with the Indian flag
and refused to get down unless
ISRO manages to ‘recover’ the
Vikram lander.

The man has been identified
as Rajnikant. Although he claims
to be a namesake of the Tamil
superstar, his action-packed
drama did not quite manage to
achieve the impossible.

Vikram is still believed to
be out there, somewhere on the
lunar surface.

The man has been identi-
fied as a native of Manda in
Prayagraj, Uttar Pradesh,
according to an “indiatoday.in”
report. He climbed up on
Monday night.

It’s been 11 days now that
ISRO’s prestigious moon mis-
sion went awry, when the space
research organisation lost con-
tact with Vikram lander of
Chandrayaan 2 owing to a
last-minute snag that devel-
oped after the operation went
off smoothly all along.

On September 7, Vikram,
while on its descent to soft land

on the Moon’s south polar
region, apparently lost control
and crash-landed there, snap-
ping the communication links.
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Even as the Central Bureau of
Investigation roped in more

officials from Uttar Pradesh
and Delhi to “locate and fetch
un-communicable and un-
connectable” former Kolkata
Police Commissioner Rajeev
Kumar the senior IPS officer on
Wednesday moved the Alipore
district court with a petition
seeking to be heard before
passing any order relating to a
non-bailable arrest warrant.

The CBI reportedly was
preparing to move the court
seeking a non-bailable warrant
against Kumar who is cur-
rently the Additional Director
General of CID.

The former Kolkata top
cop continued to remain under-

ground even as a desperate
posse of CBI sleuths tired to
locate his whereabouts. 

Sources said a team of 12
officers including two SPs and
an Additional SP from UP and
Delhi had arrived at Kolkata to
assist fetching Kumar who

remained “un-communicable
and un-connectable” for the
fifth day on Wednesday since the
Calcutta High Court removed
his shield against arrest.

Kumar was earlier sum-
moned by the CBI to report-
edly interrogate him regarding
his role in the investigation of
the multi-crore Sharada chit

fund scam as the head of the
Special Investigating Team con-
stituted by the State
Government in 2013, months
before the Supreme Court
handed over the case to the CBI
following allegations that SIT
was tampering with evidence
and mishandling the case
allegedly to protect the influ-
ential people.

Earlier on Tuesday the
Barasat district court had trans-
ferred the case to Alipore cit-
ing lack of jurisdiction. The
Barasat court which is con-
ducting the trial of the chit
fund case heard petitions for
non-bailable warrant of CBI
and that of anticipatory bail of
Rajeev umar before refusing to
pass any order and sending it
to the Alipore ACJM’s Court.
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The Pakistan Rangers on
Wednesday again targeted

Border out Oosts (BoPs) along
the International Border in
Kathua district.

The Rangers fired from
small arms on BoPs in Rajbagh
area in the wee hours of
Wednesday.

BSF troops  retaliated the
fire in equal measure.

According to official
sources, “no loss of life and
damage to property was report-
ed from anywhere in the for-
ward area”.

This is the second consec-
utive day that Pakistan Rangers
have resorted to firing on BoPs
along the IB  across 
Jammu frontier.

Local reports suggested,
Pakistani rangers were raising
objections to ongoing devel-
opmental works in the forward
villages and desperately trying
to target the workers engaged
in the work on ground zero.

Meanwhile, situation along
the line of control remained
peaceful with no fresh
exchange of firing reported

from any one of the twin 
bordering districts of Rajouri
and Poonch.

According to ground
reports, jawans of the Indian
army defused nine mortar
shells fired by the Pakistan
army from across the Line of
Control (LoC) while targeting
civilian areas.

Nine mortar shells of 120
mm and 81 mm have been
safely defused in the Balakote,
Sandote and Basoni forward
areas in the Mendhar sector,
the officials said.

In another related devel-
opment, a video clip surfaced
on the social media on
Wednesday which clearly indi-
cated presence of elite com-
mandos  of Pakistan  army
helping infiltrators sneak inside
the Indian territory along LoC
in Poonch sector.
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Ahead of the week-long trip
of Prime Minister

Narendra Modi to the United
States from September 21 to
September 27, the situation in
Jammu & Kashmir is showing
signs of partial improvement.
In the recent days, no major
incident of law and order situ-
ation was reported from any-
where across Kashmir Valley.  

The security restrictions
too have been lifted from most
parts of Srinagar to allow
smooth movement of local
residents.  Large number of pri-
vate vehicles can be seen mov-
ing around in different parts of
Srinagar and other district
headquarters  while public
transport continue to remain
off from the streets. 

Major market places
remain open for few hours
between 6 to 9.00 am in
Srinagar but as the day pro-
gresses the shopkeepers down
their shutters but remain pre-
sent in the area. Majority of
schools, despite remaining
open, continue to wait for the
children to occupy their class

rooms and board school buses.
At present,the security per-
sonnel remain deployed only in
certain areas to prevent any
untoward incident.

Director General of Police,
Dilbagh Singh, told reporters
on the sidelines of a function in
Police headquarters Jammu on
Wednesday, “after receiving
reports related to militants
threatening businessmen
against opening their shops,
patrolling has been intensified
and various other measures ini-
tiated to instil confidence
among locals.

DGP said, policemen are
conscious of these threats and
over the past month, a couple
of terrorists were neutralised
and over two dozen others,
including their sympathisers,
arrested in the Valley. He said

the people have not responded
to the Pakistani propaganda
and foiled Islamabad’s designs
to create unrest.

Another major worry
among the local residents
remain suspension of mobile
and internet services.

While landline telephony
services have been restored
across the Valley, mobile tele-
phone services in most parts of
Kashmir and all internet ser-
vices continue to remain sus-
pended since 5 August.

The Government offices
have been made operational
but recording thin attendance
owning to absence of public
transport facilities.

Referring to the issue of
militants threatening
orchardists, shopkeepers and
setting a car ablaze in north

Kashmir’s Baramulla district on
Tuesday, the top cop said, “Two
militants, who burnt down a
car after beating its driver in
Sopore yesterday, have been
identified as Sajjad and
Muzaffar of the Lashker-e-
Toiba (LeT). We will take care
of them very soon.”  Strong
security measures have been
put in place to foil any ill
design being organised by
Pakistan across the border,
and with public support all
forces are working tireless for
peace in Jammu & Kashmir.  

Meanwhile,the authorities
didn’t allow the Chairman of All
Parties Hurriyat Conference
(APHC), Syed Ali Gilani, to
address a press conference at his
residence in Srinagar, on
Wednesday. Due to suspension
of communications means, Syed
Ali Gilani had dispatched letters
to local journalists, asking them
to attend the press conference.
As media men started trickling
in policemen deployed there
barred them from moving
towards his residence. Police
cited imposition of Section 144
in the area and requested jour-
nalists to disperse.
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Two teachers on Wednesday
survived a suicide attempt

at Mantralaya (State
Secretariat) in south Mumbai
on Wednesday, as they leaped
from the second floor of the
state secretariat directly onto
the safety net erected to prevent
frequent suicides. The two
teachers attempted to commit
suicide, to demand recognition
for 300 schools for specially-
abled children in the State.

Identifying the two as
Hemant Patil and Arun Netore,
who attempted suicide, police
said they were teachers in a
school for the handicapped
Akkalkot taluka of Solapur
district. After the incident,
police took the two teachers to
a nearby police station.

A delegation of teachers
had come to meet ministers
concerned to Press for the
acceptance of their demand.
However, the delegation could
not meet the Ministers con-
cerned. Upset with their failure
to voice their demand with the
ministers concerned, two teach-
ers leaped from a second floor
window of the State Secretariat
only onto fall onto the safety net
put up at the Secretariat to pre-
vent recurring suicides.

Wednesday’s suicide
attempt was foiled because of
the presence of a safety nylon
net that the State Government
had put up in the lobby of
Mantralaya in February last
year to ensure safety landing for
persons taking a plunge from
the terrace of  the State
Secretariat in south Mumbai.
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The anti-Hindi agitation in
Tamil Nadu received a

major boost on Wednesday
with film actor Rajinikanth,
who is expected to launch a
political party soon, declaring
that the move to ‘impose’ Hindi
would not work in the State.

Amidst reports that all
political parties barring the
BJP would launch State-wide
agitations against the state-
ment made by union home
minister Amit Shah on Hindi
Diwas that Hindi was the only
language which could unite
India, Rajinikanth who is con-
sidered close to Prime Minister
Narendra Modi said that
though it was good to have a
common language  for the
development and unity of the
country, the same may not
work in Tamil Nadu. “If  Hindi
is imposed, none of the south-
ern States would accept it,” said

the actor.   
In another development,

the Tamil Nadu Congress
Committee decided to ‘greet’
Home Minister Amit Shah
with black flags as a mark of
protest against the latter’s
statement that Hindi was the
only language which could
unite India. The Home
Minister would be the second
person after Prime Minister
Narendra Modi to be shown
black flags by the DMK and

other Tamil fringe elements.   
The executive committee

of the TNCC which met at
Chennai on Tuesday  decided
to ‘greet’ the Home Minister
with black flags when he visits
the State. This was stated by K
S Alagiri, the TNCC chief who
is a loyalist of former union
finance minister and Congress
strongman P Chidambaram.

“Amit Shah’s statement is
against the legal guarantee and
protection provided by for-

mer Prime Minister Jawaharlal
Nehru to languages other than
Hindi,” said Alagiri while
speaking to reporters after the
meeting.  On Wednesday, the
Congress cadre staged march-
es all over the State to condemn
the home minister’s statement.
But a speech delivered  by
Chidambaram on the occasion
of Hindi Diwas while he was
the union home minister has
comeas an embarrassment to
the Congress. Chidambaram is
heard telling in the 
speech that only Hindi could be
the national and official lan-
guage of the country.

“These are all part of pol-
itics and one need not give any
importance to such statements
and agitations. In another cou-
ple of days, this issue would be
forgotten by the people as well
as the same leaders,” said a
senior TNCC leader when
asked about  the statement by
Chidambaram  which has gone
viral in the social media.
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Vociferous protests by oppo-
sition parties and activists

in Karnataka made the ruling
Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP)
government give primacy to
Kannada after its national pres-
ident Amit Shah favoured
Hindi as one language 
across the country that 
sparked a controversy in the
southern State.

“All official languages,

including Kannada and Hindi
are equal. In Karnataka, as
Kannada is the principle lan-
guage, we will never compro-
mise on its importance. We are
committed to promoting it
(Kannada),” said Chief Minister
BS Yediyurappa in a series of
tweets in Kannada and English,
clarifying the party’s and
Government’s views on the
language row.

Celebrating September 14
as the Hindi Diwas, Shah had

tweeted and reiterated at a
function later in New Delhi
that “India is a nation of many
languages and every language
has its own importance. But it
is absolutely necessary to have
one language for the country,
which becomes India’s identi-
ty globally. If there is any one
language that connects the
entire nation in a 
common thread of unity, it is
Hindi, which is spoken the
maximum.”
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Bengaluru: ISRO has
expressed gratitude to Indians
in the country and abroad for
the support it received after the
space agency lost contact with
the lander of Chandrayaan-2,
minutes before touchdown on
the Moon recently.

The space agency had got
support from the entire nation,
despite it losing communica-
tion with the lander ‘Vikram’
ahead of the touchdown on
September 7, with people from
all walks of life praising ISRO
and its scientists for the
achievement.

“Thank you for standing by
us. We will continue to keep
going forward  propelled by the
hopes and dreams of Indians
across the world!” ISRO tweet-
ed on Tuesday. PTI
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Lucknow: Uttar Pradesh Chief Minister Yogi
Adityanath on Wednesday directed officials in
Allahabad and Varanasi districts to remain vig-
ilant as the water levels in Ganga and Yamuna
rivers neared the danger mark.

Heavy rain over the past few days have
caused the rivers to swell. A senior official said
authorities in Allahabad and Varanasi have been
asked to make all necessary arrangements to deal
with the situation and flood ‘chowkis’, to mon-
itor the water levels in the rivers, have been acti-
vated.

A report from Banda district said continued
rainfall in the Bundelkhand region and release of
water in Yamuna had led to flooding in many
areas in Hamirpur, Banda and Chitrakoot districts.

Yamuna, Ken and Betwa rivers are in spate
and several acres of agricultural land has been
submerged, it said. Banda District Magistrate
Hiralal said incessant rains over the past four
days have hit normal life, with water entering vil-
lages and damaging roads.

People of the affected areas are being shift-
ed to safer places in boats, he said. Adityanath
had conducted an aerial survey of the flood-
affected areas in Ballia on Tuesday and distrib-
uted relief material. PTI
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Vijayawada: An eight-month-
old boy was kidnapped as his
parents allegedly failed to repay
the debt, at Atkuru village in
Krishna district, Andhra
Pradesh, on Wednesday.

Parents of the boy
approached the Atkuru police
and lodged a complaint stating
that miscreant had demanded
that they repay the entire debt
amount in exchange for the
release of the boy. They further
stated that they were asked to
meet him at Jaipur in Rajasthan
with the amount. However, they
did not mention the amount of
debt they owe the kidnapper. A
case was registered. PNS
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The student who has levelled
rape charges against Swami

Chinmayanand threatened self-
immolation on Wednesday if
he is not arrested even as the
BJP leader was admitted to a
local hospital complaining of
uneasiness.

“Even two days after I
recorded my statement before
a magistrate, Chinmayanand
has not been arrested. If the
government is waiting for me
to die, I will sprinkle kerosene
on my body and immolate
myself,” the student told

reporters here.
The Special Investigation

Team (SIT) probing her alle-
gations had on Monday taken
the woman before Judicial
Magistrate Geetika Singh to
record her statement.

The same day, doctors were
called at Chinmayanand’s
home when he complained of
loose motions, weakness and

uneasiness. When asked about
the progress in the SIT probe
led by him, Inspector General-
rank IPS officer Naveen Arora
said it has to complete the
investigation by September 23
and submit a report in the
Allahabad High Court.

“No arrest has so far been
made,” he said, answering a
question. He said all angles in

the case are being probed, and
a mobile phone and a pen drive
sent for forensic examination.

The woman’s father
claimed that the SIT, set up on
the orders of the Supreme
Court, has not told him why an
FIR has not been registered
against Chinmayanand fol-
lowing the rape complaint filed
by her. “We will consult our
lawyers on this,” he said.

Police had earlier registered
a case of abduction and crim-
inal intimidation on a com-
plaint initially lodged by the
father. Late, student accused the
BJP leader of rape and “physi-
cal exploitation” over a year.

Chinmayanand, 72, was
admitted at a state-run hospi-
tal on Wednesday following
medical advice.

“After his condition
became bad, he was shifted to
the medical college hospital

and admitted in ward number
8,” Chief Medical
Superintendent Dr MP
Gangwar said.

He said a team of doctors
was being set up to keep him
under observation as he com-
plained of uneasiness, weakness
and loose motions. He has
also complained of fluctuating
blood sugar levels.

Earlier, the SIT has ques-
tioned the principals and staff
members at two colleges where
the woman has studied in
recent years.

The student had on
Saturday given a pen drive con-
taining 43 videos to the SIT to
back her accusation against
Chinmayanand, whose lawyer
has alleged an extortion attempt.

The SIT has examined 
her hostel room and
Chinmayanand’s home to col-
lect evidence.

Jaipur: After Andhra Pradesh,
the Ashok Gehlot Government
in Rajasthan is also planning to
grant 75 per cent reservations
for locals in private sector jobs.

The Gehlot Government is
contemplating providing job
reservations for people of the
state in big industries who
have been given certain bene-
fits by the State Government in
terms of financial package.

Also, projects running
under pubic private partner-
ship and small industries will
employ the local residents
under the scheme, confirmed
official sources.

Speaking in this context,
State Industries Minister Parsadi
Lal Meena said that “when
other States are doing the same,
why can’t we take a decision for
the benefit of our youth.”

“In Gujarat, Maharashtra
and West Bengal, the competi-

tive exams have one paper in
local language which benefits the
local residents. Here, we never
discriminate among people on
basis of where they have come,
but at the same time, we are also
planning to provide reservations
in private sector to benefit our
youth. However, the final deci-
sion shall be taken after discus-
sion with other members.”

A high-level meeting has
been called at the secretariat on
September 19 to discuss the
issue. The representatives of
industries have also been called
for the meeting. IANS
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Rooting for bestowing
Bharat Ratna on Veer

Damodar Savarkar posthu-
mously, Shiv Sena president
Uddhav Thackeray has said
that Pakistan would not have
come into existence, had
Savarkar been the Prime
Minister of India.

Launching a biography in
English titled “Savarkar: Echoes
From A Forgotten Past” at the
Swatantraveer Savarkar
Rashtriya Smarak at Shivaji
Park on Tuesday evening,
Uddhav said, “Savarkar
deserves to be honoured with
Bharat Ratna in recognition of
his sacrifices to the country”.

“Today it is the both birth-
day of (my grandfather)
Prabhodhankar Thackeray and
liberation day of Marathwada
region. It was late Vallabhbhai
Patel who liberated Marathwada
from the Nizam rule. We call
Vallabhbhai Patel as the iron
man. Kashmir would not have
become an issue as it is today,
had he been the Prime Minister.
Similarly, Pakistan would not
have come into existence, had
Veer Savarkar been the Prime
Minister of India,” Uddhav said.   

“Savarkar is an ideology.
The Congress may have treat-
ed Savarkar like an enemy but
it would not finish the 
ideology named Savarkar,”
Uddhav added.

“Savarkar must be award-
ed the Bharat Ratna for the sac-
rifices made by him to the
country.  We don’t deny the
work done by (Mahatma)
Gandhi and (first PM
Jawaharlal) Nehru, but the
country saw more than two
families being born on the

political scene,” he said.
“Savarkar suffered an

unbearable ordeal inside the
Andaman prison for securing
freedom to the country. But the
period after he was released
from the prison in 1924 was
more intolerable for Savarkar.
He was ostracised and disal-
lowed to participating in free-
dom struggle. He was restrict-
ed to one place. Still he had
engaged himself in the activi-
ty of eliminating untouchabil-
ity in the society,” the Sena
president said.

“They say Nehru also
underwent imprisonment dur-
ing freedom struggle. I  would
have called Nehru as ‘Veer
Jawaharlal Nehru’, had sur-
vived jail for 14 minutes of the
imprisonment of the kind
Savarkar underwent in
Andaman prison (where
Savarkar stayed for 14 long
years),” Uddhav said.

Maintaining that it was his
fortune that he was releasing a
biography of Savarkar, Uddhav
said: “Veer Savarkar was a role
model in the history of armed
revolution in the country. I can-
not describe him in few words,”
Uddhv said.

Dwelling upon his book,
author of the book Vikram
Sampath said that “Savarkar:
Echoes From A Forgotten Past”
was the first of two volumes
and covered the period
between 1883 to 1924, from
Savarkar’s birth at Bhagur in
Nashik district to his days as a
firebrand student leader in
Pune’s Fergusson College, as
well as his fight for freedom
that ended in a life sentence in
the infamous Cellular Jail.
Savarkar was conditionally
released from jail in 1924.
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Bengal Opposition parties
on Wednesday raised a hue

a cry doubting the “real agen-
da” of the meeting between
Bengal Chief Minister Mamata
Banerjee and Prime Minister
Narendra Modi.

Moments after Banerjee
emerged from the parley claim-
ing it was a “Government-to-
Government meeting and not
a political one” which was held
congenially Congress Lok
Sabha leader Adhir
Chowdhury wondered “why
such Government-to-
Government meeting did not
take place at Mamata Banerjee’s
initiative on earlier occasions
when she was invited to join
the Niti Aayog or Chief
Ministers’ meeting in Delhi.

“The timing of the meeting
itself evokes suspicion,”
Chowdhury said wondering
“why if it was a Government-
to-Government meeting and
not a political one as claimed
by her then no senior
Government official was pre-

sent during the conversations.”
To Banerjee’s claim that she

would also seek appointment
from Home Minister Amit Shah
for a one-on-one talks with
him Chowdhury wondered
whether Wednesday’s meeting
was fruitful in the real sense.

“After meeting with the
Prime Minister she will meet the
Home Minister too. Then are
we to assume that the Prime

Minister has redirected her to
the Home Minister? Are we to
assume that the agenda of talks
that she is claiming pegged
around something else? Was it
related to the stepped up activ-
ities of the CBI against former
Kolkata Police Commissioner
Rajeev Kumar whose state-
ments could be crucial for pin-
ning down some big person in
her Government?” he said.

Left Legislature Party
leader and CPI(M) central
committee member Sujan
Chakrabarty too aired his
doubts about the “real content
of the talks” even as he said “the
propriety of things demands
senior officers to remain pre-
sent in such meetings with all
kinds of data if at all the Chief
Minister goes to a see the
Prime Minister with demands
of her Government.”

More than “20 lakh people
have been affected by the
Sharada, Rose Valley and other
chit funs scams that went a dis-
tance in catapulting the
Trinamool Congress to power
in Bengal. 

Lucknow: A police constable is
under fire for having posted Tik-
Tok videos of himself in uniform.
Two videos of Sub-Inspector
Mohammad Arif, who is posted
at a police station in Lucknow,
are going viral on social media.
The cop in one video is seen
dubsmashing dialogue, “Yeh
police station hai, tumhare baap
ka ghar nahi. Jab tak baithne ko
na kaha jaaye khade raho (This
is a police station, not your
father’s house. Don’t sit till you
are asked to).” IANS

Muzaffarnagar: BJP MLA
Vikram Singh Saini, who rep-
resents the Khatauli Assembly
seat, has made an outrageous
statement on India’s first Prime
Minister Jawaharlal Nehru,
calling him “aiyaash” (immoral
or philanderer).

He added Nehru divided
the country after being fooled
by the British.

The BJP lawmaker, known
for his controversial statements,
said that the Nehru-Gandhi
family was “aiyaash”.

He commented on former
Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi’s
marriage with Sonia Gandhi in
Italy and added that “the whole
family has been indulging in
such activities.”

The BJP legislator also
shared a snapshot of an old
photograph of Prime Minister
Narendra Modi with other
world leaders on Facebook. In
the grab, Norway Prime
Minister Erna Solberg appears
to be looking at Modi. IANS

New Delhi: The National
Investigation Agency (NIA) has
registered its first human traf-
ficking case under recently-
approved NIA Act against three
people for their alleged involve-
ment in the trafficking and sex-
ually exploitation of Bangladeshi
women, an official said on
Wednesday. Mohammad Yousuf
Khan, his wife Bithi Begum and
Sojib, native of West Bengal liv-
ing in Hyderabad, were arrest-
ed in April by Hyderabad police
for trafficking and sexually
exploiting Bangladeshi women,
he said. Yousuf and Bithi were
running a prostitution racket at
a premises in Uppuguda,
Hyderabad, he said. PTI
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Recent fires that have ravaged the
Amazon rainforest in Brazil have
not only generated sufficient heat
to light up the scene for a fresh
debate on development and envi-

ronment but are also responsible, to some
extent, for overheating the world of diploma-
cy, which was much evidenced at the G7 sum-
mit held in France last month. It is obvious
that major forest fires like the ones around the
Amazon rainforest and the Indonesian blaze
can no longer remain a localised affair. They
tend to assume international dimensions in
view of the overall impact on the environment
and in the long run, on climate change. The
temperature spikes in carbon sinks across the
world end up melting our glaciers.

The allegation that the fires had been lit
intentionally to make way for developmen-
tal projects being undertaken by the Brazilian
Government in collaboration with private
entrepreneurs may or may not be true but the
damage to the environment has already been
done. Imagine, Brazil was host to the earth
summit in 1992, where the concept of sus-
tainable development was initiated and a long
term strategy to deal with climate change was
formulated for the first time. 

Back home, we have similar problems in
our forested areas, except for those where rain-
fall is heavy and trees are able to retain suf-
ficient moisture. The coastal areas and forests
of the North-East as well as the Andamans
are a case in point. Fires in the forests of
Shivaliks and lower Himalayas are well-
known. In fact, they have become a regular
feature, except that they keep varying in inten-
sity. Experience shows that forest fires in hill
areas are more difficult to tackle due to the
problem of accessibility as is noticed in sev-
eral districts of Uttarakhand. 

The year 2016 almost created history,
both in the number of fires as well as their
spread with at least seven casualties being
reported. On account of a virtual absence
of winter rain, signs of a difficult impend-
ing summer were quite visible even in mid-
February during that time. During my jour-
ney from Dehradun to Nainital, while my
helicopter was overflying the forests of Tehri
and Pauri, a few isolated cases of smoke ris-
ing from deep inside the forests were visi-
ble. The absence of any rainfall through the
months of March and April, along with an
unusual rise in temperatures, compound-
ed the situation. 

Despite sufficient warning time being
available, necessary steps were not taken.
Mobilisation of volunteers and other person-
nel on the ground remained inadequate. By
the end of March, almost a crisis situation had
developed when the fires appeared to threat-
en settlements and peripheral areas of some
of the towns. By then, the State had come
under President’s Rule and as the then
Governor, containing the damage done to for-
est wealth besides saving life and property
became one of my top priorities. It was strange
to see that the forest department was neither

adequately prepared nor commit-
ted to fighting the fires. It was
considering them to be a normal
and an annual feature. 

Given the gravity of the sit-
uation, the State disaster response
force along with personnel from
the National Disaster Response
Force (NDRF) in large numbers
were inducted into the operation.
Simultaneously, the police per-
sonnel, who were accompanied
by the district revenue authori-
ties, were also mobilised. As the
fires became more menacing
and life-threatening, the Indian
Air Force (IAF) was approached,
who with the personal interven-
tion of the then Air Chief
Marshal Arup Raha, responded
almost instantaneously. 

Choppers with Bambi buck-
ets were available at the Sarsawa
airbase, not far from Dehradun,
which flew to Pauri and Nainital
without any loss of time. They
were immediately opera-
tionalised with the lake at Nainital
and the reservoir at the Tehri
Dam providing adequate supply
of water. The only problem faced
was the supply of fuel for the
choppers as the tankers moved at
a very slow pace on the winding
hilly roads. The ordeal was final-
ly over after a few showers
towards the end of April, break-
ing one of the longest dry spells
of more than 50 days at a stretch.

While only a certain
amount of damage by fires can
be quantified, the adverse
impact on biodiversity and
ecosystem remains immense
and unquantifiable. Suffice to

say that huge volumes of carbon
dioxide so released lead to seri-
ous environmental impact. In
addition, nano-sized particles
from the smoke tend to settle on
snow-covered areas in the vicin-
ity, which is a separate field of
study in glaciology. It is, how-
ever, well-known that such
depositions and even a fraction-
al rise in temperatures lead to
erosion and consequent retrac-
tion of the glaciers. 

Two very important glaciers
in the vicinity of the fire impact-
ed area are Gangotri and Milan.
Both have extensively been stud-
ied by experts. Water from these
glaciers flows entirely into the
Gangetic river system. 

Almost 65 per cent of the
landmass in Uttarakhand is
under the cover of forests out of
which the Chirpine (pinus rox-
burghii) occupies about 20 per
cent of the area, which is about
four lakh hectares. Every year,
large quantities of dry pine nee-
dles fall on the ground. These are
very rich in oil, are highly inflam-
mable and constitute a major
source of fire hazard in the State.
The Uttarakhand Renewable
Energy Department Agency
(UREDA) has since launched a
scheme whereby pine needles are
collected by villagers, who are
paid on account of the weight of
their collection. The needles are
then used as fuel to generate
power. 

During the post-fire analy-
sis, one aspect that was men-
tioned very emphatically by
one and all was that the partic-

ipation of Van Panchayats had
almost been negligible. Earlier,
forest dwellers used to provide
volunteers, who would maintain
a strict vigil and help prevent
and extinguish the fires well in
time. After the introduction of
and sometimes over stringent
application of the Forest Rights
Act, traditional forest dwellers
from certain areas faced evic-
tion, leading to a sort of vacu-
um with none to look after the
vast tracts of forests. The official
departmental guards are either
too inadequate or permanent-
ly absent from duty. 

In some foreign countries,
like Australia and elsewhere,
spraying of fire retardants is not
uncommon when the fires
become life-threatening.
However, such sprays have not
been used in India. Nevertheless,
there is enough scope for techno-
logical innovations in this impor-
tant area that impacts the envi-
ronment. At one time, the
Uttarkhand Government had
sought to do away with the
chirpine plantation and resorted
to large scale afforestation
through oak and other hardy
trees. But this was dependent on
expert advice as it had serious
implications for both the soil
structure and the environment.
Considering their impact on the
environment as well as biodiver-
sity, vital decisions need to be
taken in the right earnest.

(The writer is a former
Governor of Uttarakhand and a
Senior Advisor at the Pranab
Mukherjee Foundation)#�
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Sir — This refers to the editorial,
“Farooq, now a threat” (September
18). That former Jammu &
Kashmir Chief Minister and
National Conference leader Farooq
Abdullah was booked under the
Public Safety Act (PSA) exposes
the true intention of the ruling
Government. Ever since it abrogat-
ed the Valley’s special status, there
has been a complete lockdown
there. More than 40 days have
passed but things have remained
the same. Instead of engaging
with the people or taking steps to
restore normalcy, the Government
is imposing laws that go against the
spirit of the Constitution. 

Farooq’s detention comes
close on the heels of MDMK
leader Vaiko moving a habeas cor-
pus petition in the Supreme
Court, seeking the J&K
Government to set him free. It
must also be remembered that
Farooq was already under house
arrest for more than 40 days, as
have two other former Chief
Ministers Mehbooba Mufti and
Omar Abdullah. If Abdullah’s
arrest was inevitable, the
Government must give appropri-
ate reasons for the same. It’s

beyond imagination that a very
senior politician and one of the
most prominent faces in the
country is being considered as a
threat to security.

Tharcius S Fernando
Chennai
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Sir — Responding to the call of
Greta Thunberg, the 16-year-old
Swedish climate activist, various
Indian cities, including Delhi,

Mumbai, Chennai, Bengaluru,
Kolkata, Kochi, Allahabad and
Calicut will be hosting “climate
strikes” between September 20
and September 27. Thousands of
students from across the nation
will skip schools to be part of the

“climate strike.”
Thunberg’s movement has

had its impact in India and the
country became a witness to
some of its first school strikes
with students demanding more
action from authorities regarding
global warming and climate
change. The May 24 climate
strike saw a great turnout in cities
like Mumbai, Bengaluru and
Delhi. Though skipping schools
and colleges won’t make a differ-
ence, certainly it can help create
awareness. 

However, the best way to
combat pollution, which has been
one of the most pressing environ-
mental threats to human health,
is to listen to Mahatma Gandhiji’s
message. The issues that the world
community is faced with today
were envisioned by him decades
ago. His idea of swaraj in terms of
clean air and water is more rele-
vant in our times than it was when
India was under foreign rule.
Most importantly, his suggestion
was that school and college stu-
dents must be educated about the
value of clean air. 

Srishti Mathur 
Ujjain
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The fire of humanity’s end has started to burn
the Amazon rainforests. Our hunger for
destruction of forests is older than the

Roman Empire’s greed for wood or Amazonian
farmers’ need for more land. In India, we are vic-
tims of rampant logging and deforestation, too.
The mighty Himalayas in Himachal Pradesh are
stripped for lumber and in the plains trees are
chopped to make way for real estate or farmland.
Badland use means degraded land of 26 million
hectares (ha) while excessive use of chemicals in
industrial agriculture is resulting in more fertile
tracts being destroyed each day. But time is up and,
“any wrong step towards Earth’s degradation by
anyone, any government around the world affects
each one of us.” This was made clear at the recent-
ly-concluded United Nations’ Convention to
Combat Desertification Conference of Parties
(UNCCD COP14) held in India.   

India tops the charts as “the most climate-
affected country of the world.” This means that
we may see temperatures hitting 55 °C, agricul-
ture production failing and water wars in the next
decade. We need to swerve towards healing the
Earth and adopt realistic policies to address envi-
ronmental degradation with a mass mitigation
movement, otherwise climate change will destroy
India.  And city dwellers can’t do it alone. India
needs its farmers to save not just the country but
perhaps, the world. And this time cultivators need
help from our policy-makers too.

India is well stocked in cereals and is in fact
heading towards over-production in rice and
wheat, which is destabilising market prices and
not allowing for farming of other crops. The cul-
prit is the state policy of the limited scope of the
Minimum Support Price (MSP) scheme.  The
Government needs to extend MSP beyond wheat
and rice, and given the newer challenges of water
scarcity and climate chaos, we need to innovate
to expand the scope of farmers’ support system.
A direct way is to include more crops under MSP,
but the other can be to introduce relaxations to
land ceilings as advised by the Economic Survey
of India. This can be strictly done for growers who
are willing to devote over 80 per cent of their land
to orchards, agro-forestry using ecological prac-
tices like inter-cropping, natural composting
and so on. The Government needs to come out
in support of cultivators who can become the van-
guard of India’s climate mitigation campaign. We
need a policy, which incentivises carbon seques-
tration by growers and Farmer Producers’
Organisations  (FPOs) using carbon credits
matched by water efficiency scores.  Carbon
sequestration is the process by which carbon diox-
ide (CO2 ) from the atmosphere is absorbed by
trees, plants and crops through photosynthesis and
stored as carbon in biomass such as tree trunks,
branches, foliage, roots and soils. 

We don’t need all of the Indian farmland for
cereal production and should promote orchards
and agro-forestry, which are good for the culti-
vators and the Earth. As per a study conducted
by the Environmental Defence Fund (EDF) in
India, methane and nitrous oxide emissions
from rice farms could have the same long-term
warming impact as about 600 coal plants.
Compare this to a research on mango orchards
by ICAR-NICRA (Indian Council of Agricultural
Research- National Initiative on Climate Resilient

Agriculture) published in 2019. The
study stated that the, “country as a whole
has sequestered 285.005 million tonnes
of carbon in its mango orchards. Andhra
Pradesh (AP) and Telangana put togeth-
er, having a maximum area under
mango cultivation, sequestered 69.98
million tonnes of carbon. This is fol-
lowed by Uttar Pradesh (35.58 million
tonnes) Karnataka (29.57315 million
tonnes), Odisha (21.07 million tonnes)
and Bihar (20.09. million tonnes).”

This figure can grow if agro-ecolog-
ical practices such as inter-cropping with
pulses, other fruit trees, organic com-
posting and fertilisers are used.  Most
degraded land can also be used for
orchards, hence adding incomes for the
farmers/FPOS and helping store more
carbon in the soil.

In Ladakh, Nubra Valley produced
about 4,650 metric tonnes (MT) of apri-
cot, apple, walnut, mulberry, grape and
plum and sequestered 22,300 MT of car-
bon. The cultivation of such temperate
fruits can be used for carbon sequestra-
tion and rejuvenating degraded land,
cold-arid regions by improving Soil
Organic Carbon (SOC) contents and
bringing more prosperity to farmers.

After achieving food sovereignty, we
should diversify and not only meet cli-
mate targets, by planting trees and
agro-forestry, we save water, clean the air
and bring higher economic returns for
farmers. To free the land to heal and
repair the Earth, we have to address the
issue of degraded areas. The burden of
cereal production has been rapacious for
bio-diversity. We need to rejuvenate bio-
diversity of the hinterland, especially
along the Gangetic plains and river
plains of the south with trees. Let the big-
ger farmers grow forests, so the small
and medium cultivators can grow cere-
als, lentils and oilseeds. Once the bigger

farmers shift out of cereal production,
small growers can get better prices for
their produce through the Government
and grain traders. FPOs can play a very
big role in this.

Take for example Lucknow or
Kanpur, both of which are high on the
air pollution index. The State
Government can identify clusters of
degraded or wastelands and convert
them exclusively into agro-forests or
mixed orchards. If a cluster decides to
use agro-ecological methods of farming,
it should be incentivised by allowing
each individual farmer to own more
than the prescribed limit in the Land
Ceiling Act of UP.

Instead of the Government bearing
all burden of degraded land restoration,
through policy decisions facilitate farm-
ers/FPOs to buy it. The Government can
assist by providing region-wise bio-
diversity-based plans. Inter-cropping,
natural composting, organic farming
should be encouraged within the
orchards and agro-forests.    

Farmers/FPOs should be exempted
from the Land Ceiling Act if they pur-
chase degraded land and bring 90 per
cent of it under tree cover/orchards
based on local biodiversity in the next
two or three years. This should be over
and above the land ceiling limits with-
in State laws. This would ensure that the
project is economically viable and
reduces the pressure on the land and the
Government. State laws can be amend-
ed to include this new category of farm-
lands and a limit should be imposed to
ensure that they stay under tree cover for
the next 60 years.

The next step would be to create a
national kisan carbon credit programme,
linking it to the global carbon credit sys-
tem. Then FPOs/clusters can earn car-
bon credits for the country. This will also

encourage developed nations and pro-
gressive states like California to make an
investment into rural communities
directly. Global companies too could buy
carbon credits to reduce their emissions.
The farmers will earn more and we clean
the air of surrounding cities while earn-
ing investments straight into rural and
semi-rural India.

If land ceilings are relaxed for
renewable energy projects, why not for
climate mitigation through bio-diversi-
ty?  Indian farmers, much like the solar
industrialists, are fighting climate
change; they only differ in their
approach. One uses shiny solar panels
while the cultivators are armed with their
saplings and seeds. They should be given
every opportunity to contribute to
India’s climate mitigation because the
threat is very real and affects the farm-
ers and rural India more. We need inte-
gration of old wisdom and new farming
technologies. 

The size of the land-holding is too
small and is ever-shrinking, while the
degradation and depletion of land fer-
tility are at an all-time high. We have to
free the land and free the farmers to help
restore the ecosystem.  Days of bullock
carts are long gone, we need to embrace
technology and steer it for the protec-
tion of the Earth and our nation. 

We need to embrace new science
and the forest together, to save our civil-
isation from the negative effects of cli-
mate change. Reconnect with the Earth
and act now unitedly for the benefit of
our Vasudeva kutumbakam (global fam-
ily) or else as best articulated by James
Baldwin, “Instead of ending the world
with water, God will end it with fire next
time.”

(The writer is Programme Director
for Policy and Outreach at the National
Seed Association of India)
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The ship-breaking business in
India is booming as many
nations across the world have

completely banned dismantling of
vessels on their soil, owing to pub-
lic pressure over environmental con-
cerns. However, the ship-breaking
business in India is gaining notori-
ety thanks largely to the anti-environ-
mental policies followed at the yards
and the tremendous health risks
involved.

A recent Dutch documentary has
highlighted how environmental and
safety norms are being flouted in
Gujarat’s Alang ship-breaking yard.
The documentary titled, ‘Het gifschip
van SBM’ was aired on Zembla, a
Dutch television documentary pro-

gramme on September 12, 2019. The
documentary shows how the Dutch
company, SBM Offshore, concealed
that a gas tanker it owned, which was
to be scrapped in Alang, was conta-
minated with mercury. SBM
Offshore provides floating produc-
tion solutions to the offshore ener-
gy industry.

Many ships are contaminated
with mercury, especially the ones
converted to Floating Storage and
Offloading (FSO) vessels. Stationed
at gas fields, these vessels accumulate
high levels of mercury, which gets
attached to the steel walls of the
tanker. In addition, mercury also
contaminates ballast water. Some
studies show that its presence is as
high as 300 points per million (PPM)
of mercury in 4,500 tonnes of ballast
water. Furthermore the pipes and
steel body hold an average of 1,40,000
PPM mercury, that is released into
the air during the dismantling
process. This puts labourers and
technical staff at risk as mercury
exposure can damage the central ner-
vous system, kidney and cause liver
impairment, reproductive and devel-

opment disorders, defects in foetus-
es and learning deficits. Yet in spite
of these conditions, the ships keep
arriving at these yards and breaking
continues round-the-clock. How
these workers protect themselves
against the health threats and what
the Indian Government will do to
take care of its people and the envi-
ronment is anybody’s guess.

The work at the yards is largely
still being done by hand. As such the
risks and exposures attached to the
business by way of accidents and
chemical reactions are very high.
This raises a pertinent question as to
how the Government has not fully
automated the breaking process as
the heavy industry technology has
made major progress over the last

few decades. Big industrial corpora-
tions like Hitachi, Siemens and
Hyundai specialise in heavy indus-
try machinery. So why is the ship-
breaking industry still hand driven?
The Government must step in and
increase automation at these yards.
Not only will this benefit the work-
ers, it will also be easy to adhere to
international ship-breaking guide-
lines. 

Further, public awareness about
this business and its impact on peo-
ple’s health and the environment is
low. This needs to change because
with awareness comes safety. 

The Government, which is
always on the back foot on this sub-
ject as it’s a business fraught with
risks, can use technology as a way out
of this conundrum.

It can begin an online portal,
which deals with scrapping of any
harmful object, be it as small as white
goods and e-waste to as large as ships.
The portal, under different heads,
can give information and live feed of
the various dismantling and waste
processing facilities. This informa-
tion will bring transparency on

adherence to norms concerning
health and environment safeguards.
This will also earn the Government
the respect of the common man.

While the ship-breaking business
has been the focus of many research-
es and studies, the lot of the people
on the ground and the immediate
environment, whether it is the sea or
the ambient air quality, has more or
less remained unchanged. With such
glaring examples of pollution in
front of us, it seems that the author-
ities in India, both executive and
judicial, seem to have trained their
guns elsewhere and on smaller
sources of pollution. This seems par-
ticularly true when one examines the
fact that ship-breaking possibly is the
only activity that has the dubious
capability of polluting the air, sea
water and harming human health all
in one go and under one activity. 

Surely this cannot be ignored
and allowed to continue as it has
thrived long enough and consumed
enough human lives and environ-
mental assets.

(The writer is an environmental
journalist)
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With the Government
looking to ban single-use

plastic, Indian industry has
suggested to follow a structured
approach on the move and
sought exemption for certain
items.

"CII (Confederation of
Indian Industry) supports the
phase-out of single-use plastics
in a structured manner. In
addition, the priority items of
single-use plastics identified
for the phase-out need to be
decided through an inclusive
consultative process," industry
body CII said in a 'draft note on
single-use plastic'.

Prime Minister Narendra
Modi had suggested the control
on the use of plastics while
addressing the CoP
(Conference of Parties) to the
United Nations Convention to
Combat Desertification
(UNCCD) here.

In his speech on August 15,
Modi urged people to shun sin-

gle-use plastic and encouraged
usage of jute and cloth bags to
protect the environment.

In the draft note, the
chamber suggested that certain
items may not be considered
for immediate action.

Certain items include plas-
tic or MLP (multi-layered plas-
tic) packaging which is integral
to manufacturing or packaging
process or such plastic which is
either made of recycled mate-
rial or is completely recyclable.

It also sought exemption
for plastic/MLP packaging
which does not have any tech-
no-commercially proven sus-
tainable alternative.

It has suggested that plas-
tic packaging/bottles used for
pharma/health products, with
capacities of lesser than 200 ml,
designed to offer required dose

of medicine/health supplement
thereby minimising potential
contamination should not be
banned.

To follow a structured
approach, it has recommended
prioritising single-use plastic
items; identifying policy/vol-
untary actions to address the
priority single-use plastics;
awareness creation to make it
a public movement against
these plastics; promotion of
alternatives; and adequate
monitoring and policy review.

The chamber has suggest-
ed for a baseline assessment to
identify the single-use plastics
with substantial impact on nat-
ural environment, along with
the current causes, extent and
impacts of their mismanage-
ment.

"Targeted set of incentives
needs to be identified in order
to promote alternatives to sin-
gle-use plastics," the note said.

In line with Prime Minister
Narendra Modi's call to put an
end to single-use plastic,
Environment Secretary C K
Mishra on Wednesday said the
ministry has issued guidelines
to states and union territories
in the past and has been urg-
ing them to take the necessary
steps to curb the use of single-
use plastic.
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In a bid to corporatise social
security agencies, the

Government on Wednesday
released a draft code that seeks
to revamp the structure of
EPFO and ESIC, which would
get  CEOs for the first time.

The draft provides for
change in the constitution of
Employee Provident Fund
Organisation (EPFO) and
Employees State Insurance
Corporation (ESIC), saying the
two bodies would be "body
corporate".

At present, EPFO and ESIC
work more like autonomous
bodies run by trustees and
board, respectively under the
administrative control of
Ministry of Labour &
Employment. Both bodies were
created by an Act of Parliament.  

Besides, it has been a
precedent that the labour min-
ister is appointed as chairman
of EPFO central broad of
trustees as well as ESIC board.
Most of the time, the labour
secretary has been vice-chair-
man of EPFO as well as ESIC
in the absence of Minister of
State for Labour. 

The draft code provides

that the Centre would appoint
chairman and vice chairman of
the two bodies. Thus, the
appointees could be other than
the labour minister and labour
secretary.

The draft code also pro-
vides for appointment of CEOs
for the first time, who would be
executive heads of EPFO and
ESIC. At present, a Central
Provident Fund Commissioner
and Director General run
EPFO and ESIC, respectively.
Now, CEOs can be appointed
from Indian Administrative
Service as well as other services
after consultation with the
Union Public Service
Commission. 

Ministry of Labour &
Employment has circulated a
draft of the Code on Social
Security, 2019 and sought
stakeholder and public com-
ments  till October 25. 
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The Government is doing
everything possible to turn

around the Indian economy
and bring it back to a high tra-
jectory growth path, Niti Aagoy
CEO Amitabh Kant said on
Wednesday.

"If you look at the last five
years, India's growth on an
average was of about 7.5 per
cent....The growth story has
dipped to 5 per cent in the first
quarter of the fiscal year 2019-
20. Both the RBI and the gov-
ernment of India are active on
this.

"We need to think what
kind of innovation we need to
undertake to attain a high tra-
jectory growth," Kant said
while delivering keynote
address on 'Fostering a Culture
of Innovation' at an All India
Management Association event
here.

Whereas the Reserve Bank
has brought down the repo rate
by 110 basis points, the gov-
ernment took a series of mea-
sures and gave three econom-
ic boosters, he said, adding it
will continue to do so.

"The government is active,
the fundamentals of  Indian
economy is intact and we will

continue to do whatever it
required to take india back to
high trajectory growth rate,"
Kant said.

The CEO also said that
there are several measures in
the offing to boost the Indian
economy and there will be
more public sector asset mon-
etisation as well as disinvest-
ment.

Kant also said that there
will be more reforms in the
mining and coal sector. 

"The government is active,
the fundamentals of Indian
economy is intact and we will
continue to do whatever it
requires to take India back to
high trajectory growth rate. To
my mind we will do everything
possible," he said. 
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Telecom regulator Trai on
Wednesday invited public

views to review the January 1,
2020 deadline for service
providers to end interconnect
usage charges.

A telecom operator pays
for connecting calls of its sub-
scribers to the company on
whose network a call is made.
Currently, an operator is
required to pay 6 paise per
minute as mobile call termi-
nation charges, called inter-
connect usage charges (IUC),
which is proposed to be made
nil from January 1, 2020.

Telecom operators with
large number of subscribers
gain from IUC as most of the
calls are made within their
network while net payout for
service providers with lower
subscriber base is higher.

At present, Reliance Jio
leads mobile market with 339.7

million subscribers followed by
Bharti Airtel with 328 million
customers. Vodafone Idea in
July reported decline in cus-
tomer base to 320 million in
the first quarter of 2019-20.
BSNL has mobile customer
base of 116 million. 

The Telecom Regulatory
Authority of India (Trai) said it
has seen rapid adoption of
modern technology in the
country's mobile networks
since the time it lowered ICU
from 14 paise to 6 
paise from October 1, 2017
onwards. 

"Though the imbalance in
the inter-operator off-net traf-
fic is reducing over a period, it
still exists," Trai said.

The regulator said it has
proposed a bill and keep (BAK)
regime in which no operator
raises bill for IUC, after
analysing that the regime will
reduce the inter-operator off-
net traffic imbalance.
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Ahead of Prime Minister
Narendra Modi's visit to

the US, a bipartisan group of 44
influential lawmakers has
urged the Trump administra-
tion to reinstate India's desig-
nation as a beneficiary devel-
oping nation under the key
GSP trade programme as part
of a potential trade deal
between the two countries.

The Trump administra-
tion terminated India's desig-
nation as a beneficiary devel-
oping nation under the
Generalized System of
Preferences (GSP) on June 5.

The GSP is the largest and
oldest US trade preference pro-
gramme and is designed to
promote economic develop-
ment by allowing duty-free
entry for thousands of products
from designated beneficiary
countries.

In a letter to US Trade

Representative Robert
Lighthizer, the House of
Representatives members sug-
gested an "early harvest"
approach that "would ensure
that long-sought market access
gains for US industries are not
held up by negotiations over
remaining issues".

US President Donald
Trump and Prime Minister
Narendra Modi will meet on
September 22 in Houston and
the two sides hope to announce
a potential deal on longstand-
ing trade issues, including the
GSP, a media report said.
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Petrol and diesel prices were
on Wednesday hiked by

24-25 paise per litre, the steep-
est increase since July 5 Union
Budget, as a fallout of turmoil
in global oil markets following
drone attacks on Saudi Arabian
crude oil facilities.

Petrol price was increased
by 25 paise per litre to Rs 72.42
and diesel by 24 paise to Rs
65.82 in the Delhi market,
which is sort of a national
benchmark, according to price
information available from
state-owned fuel retailers.

This is the biggest single-
day hike since the July 5 Budget
of Finance Minister Nirmala
Sitharaman that raised rates by
almost Rs 2.50 a litre due to an
increase in excise duty on the
fuels.

The hike on Wednesday
followed a 14 paise a litre
increase in price of petrol on
Tuesday and 15 paise per litre
rise in diesel rate.

Following the drone strikes
on Saturday, international oil
prices rallied nearly 20 per cent
on Monday in intraday trading
-- the biggest jump in almost 30
years -- as the attacks halved
Saudi Arabia's output. 

Rates have in subsequent
two days retreated, conceding
about half of the gains. Brent
crude future on Wednesday
dipped 0.26 per cent to USD
64.38 per barrel after jumping
to near USD 72 in reaction to
the disruption. US West Texas
Intermediate (WTI) crude lost
0.5 per cent to USD 59.06 per
barrel.

This came after signs that
Saudi Arabia was quickly

restoring production at Abqaiq
facility. Abqaiq is now pro-
cessing about 2 million barrels
a day and should return to pre-
attack levels of about 4.9 mil-
lion barrels by the end of
September, Saudi Aramco chief
executive Amin Nasser said.

Saudi Crown Prince
Mohammed bin Salman has
reportedly stated that two-
thirds of production has been
restored and the kingdom sees
a full recovery in 10 days.

Oil Minister Dharmendra
Pradhan on Tuesday said India,
the world's third-largest oil
consumer, is keeping a close
watch on the developing situ-
ation.

India imports 83 per cent
of its oil needs, with Saudi
Arabia supplying a fifth of
these. Saudi Arabia is its sec-
ond-biggest supplier after Iraq.
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Mother Dairy, a leading
milk supplier in Delhi-

NCR, on Wednesday said it will
recycle 832 tonnes of plastic by
March next year as part of its
efforts to protect environment.

"To tackle with the bur-
geoning menace of post-con-
sumer plastic waste, Mother
Dairy debuted its plastic waste
collection and recycling initia-
tive in Maharashtra in June
2018 by rolling out the
Extended Producer
Responsibility (EPR) pro-
gramme," it said in a statement.

Mother Dairy, with the help
of a Producer Responsibility
Organisation, has collected and
recycled around 1,073 tonnes of
plastic waste till May 2019.
This quantity includes around
183 tonnes of multi-layered
packaging  and 890 tonnes of
non-multi-layered packaging.

The company said it is
implementing 100 EPR in
Maharashtra and now wants to
replicate the success of EPR by
spearheading the programme
on a pan-India basis.
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The Department for
Promotion of Industry and

Internal Trade (DPIIT) on
Wednesday notified the recent
decisions to relax foreign direct
investment (FDI) norms in
sectors such as 
coal mining, contract manu-
facturing, and single-brand
retail trading.

The DPIIT, under the com-
merce and industry ministry,
deals with FDI-related issues. It
notifies FDI-related govern-
ment decisions through Press
Notes.

The department has also
notified the decision to allow
26 per cent FDI in digital
media, a move over which cer-
tain industry and experts have
raised issues.
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Ahead of the crucial GST
Council meeting on Friday,

a committee of officials has
rejected demands for a cut in
tax rate on items ranging from
biscuits to car owing to tight
revenue position as any reduc-
tion will dent Centre and State
collections.

The Council's Fitment
Committee which comprises
revenue officials of both Centre
and States has looked into the
demands for 
reduction in GST rate on auto-
mobiles to beat the slowdown
in the sector for the past three
quarters.

Automobile industry has
long been demanding reduc-
tion in Goods and Services Tax
(GST) rate from the present 28
per cent to 18 per cent.

However, the Committee
was of the view that the rate cut
would hurt the collection as
auto sales contribute almost Rs
50,000-60,000 crore to the total
GST kitty.
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Maharashtra Tourism
Development Corporation

(MTDC) on Wednesday said it
has upgraded 23 of its resorts in
the state with an investment of
around Rs 1 crore to encourage
tourists and promote tourist
destinations.

"The revamping of 23
resorts in the state took around
six months and was done in a
budget of around Rs 1 crore,"

MTDC managing director
Abhimanyu Kale told PTI here.

He said, there is a surge in
the number of visitors including
locals, travellers from other states
as well as from foreign tourists,
who are keen to visit the various
destinations across Maharashtra.

"MTDC puts a lot of impe-
tus to manage and improve the
infrastructure to meet global
standards and hence we have
taken the initiative to upgrade
these properties. 
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Economic slowdown has
impacted coal import cargo

in the first half of this fiscal, as
overall cargo growth at major
ports registered a marginal
growth of 1.9 per cent to 294
million tonnes, rating agency
Icra said on Wednesday.

Healthy volume growth in
container, crude and iron ore
segments was offset by the
decline in coal and some other
bulk cargo volumes, it said.

"The volume growth at
major ports has been impact-
ed by 4 per cent fall in coal vol-
umes - 63.6 MT vs 66.3 MT -
and some decline in fertiliser
and liquid volumes," Icra said
in a statement.

Coal volumes at major
ports grew 11 per cent in
FY2019.

"The decline in imports is
despite the fact that Coal India
Ltd's dispatches have also fall-
en by 3 per cent during this
period to 247 MT from 241
MT. Thus, the slowdown in
coal imports is most likely
attributable to the economic
slowdown in recent months
which has brought down the
overall demand and is likely to
impact the domestic port sec-
tor," K Ravichandran, Senior
Vice President and Group
Head — Corporate Ratings,
Icra said.
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New Delhi (PTI): The
NCLAT on Wednesday direct-
ed resolution professional of
Reliance Communications to
raise demand for �577 crore
paid to Swiss telecom gear
maker Ericsson before the
NCLT-Mumbai.  Anil Ambani-
led Rcom is presently going
through Corporate Insolvency
Resolution Process. A two-
member National Company
Law Appellate Tribunal bench
headed by Chairperson Justice
SJ Mukhopadhaya asked the
Resolution Professional to file
the claims before the NCLT.
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The television industry
has welcomed the gov-
ernment’s decision to

scrap the customs duty on
import of open cell TV panels,
saying the move will boost
domestic manufacturing.

In a late night notification
on Tuesday, the Finance
Ministry said “open cell, (15.6
inch and above), for use in the
manufacture of Liquid Crystal
Display (LCD) and Light
Emitting Diode (LED) TV
panel”, would attract nil duty.

TV makers say the move
will help them reduce the man-
ufacturing cost by up to 3 per
cent, however, consumer prices
are expected to remain same.

The announcement has
come just ahead of the festive
season sales and would posi-
tively impact the sales of LED
TV panels.

“Industry welcomes this
decision. This will ease the cost
pressure on TV and the bene-
fit once passed to the con-
sumers will help the industry
accelerate demand,” Panasonic
India and South Asia President

and CEO Manish Sharma told
PTI.

LG Electronics India said
the government’s decision
would boost domestic manu-
facturing.

“This is a very positive
development... it will certainly
boost Make in India,” said LG
Electronics India Director
(Home Entertainment)
Younchul Park.

Open cell panel is an
important part of TV manu-
facturing and covers more than
half the cost of the unit.

Sony India said reduction
in duty would help enhance its
efforts to increase domestic
manufacturing of its TV range.

“The company has long
been committed to the gov-
ernment’s Make in India ini-
tiative. This withdrawal of duty
on open cell provides a strong
boost to local manufacturing
and will help us further
enhance our efforts in this
direction,” said Sony India
Managing Director Sunil
Nayyar.

According to Haier India
President Eric Braganza, the
industry has been pushing
for this for some time. TV
market is slow, so anything
that could ignite the growth is
welcome.

When asked whether it
would have any impact on TV

price, Manish Sharma said cur-
rently inventories for festive
season are already in place,
however for fresh imports, the
cost impact will be about 3 per
cent.

“Our festival pricing is
already in place which is attrac-
tive compared to the previous
month’s. Hence post season,
this duty reduction will help us
maintain the pricing at same
levels with reduced cost pres-
sures on industry,” Sharma
said.

Besides removing 5 per
cent customs duty imposed
on import of open cell TV
panel, the government has
waived customs duty on import
of chip on Film, Printed Circuit
Board Assembly (PCBA) and
Cell (glass board/substrate),
which are used to manufacture
open cell TV panels.

All leading TV makers
along with the Consumer
Electronics and Appliances
Manufacturers Association had
been asking the government to
waive it.

Indian TV market, which
is estimated to be around
�22,000 crore is facing tough
times due to slow demand.

Manufacturers like
Samsung had shifted TV pro-
duction lines to Vietnam using
the Free Trade Agreement to
import it. 

Mumbai (PTI): Securities Appellate Tribunal (SAT) on
Wednesday asked NSE and its ex-officials, including the former CEO
Chitra Ramkrishna, to file their rejoinders within four weeks in their
plea against Sebi that penalised them in the co-location case. The
tribunal also fixed November 27, as the date for the disposal of the
case and said no further extension will be granted to anyone. 

On April 30, market watchdog Sebi had ordered NSE to dis-
gorge �1,000 crore, including 12 per cent interest, and had also asked
Ramkrishna and three others to pay back 25 per cent of their salaries
for the period involving the scam — between 2011 and 2014 – that
came to light in 2015.  NSE and the people punished, challenged
the order at the SAT on May 21. The co-location case dates back
to 2015, when a whistleblower wrote to Sebi alleging that NSE was
giving a few high-frequency traders and brokers preferential access
to its trading platform which benefited both the parties at the cost
of others. The whistleblower had alleged that some brokers had fig-
ured out that the way to manipulate the system by becoming the
first one to connect to the server— preferably the one which was
the faster.  Sebi said NSE committed fraudulent and unfair trade
practice as contemplated under the Sebi PFUTP (prohibition of
fraudulent and unfair trade practices) regulations. 
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Billionaire Mukesh Ambani
has raised promoter stake

in flagship Reliance Industries
by 2.71 per cent to 48.87 per
cent, according to regulatory
filing by the company.

Reliance Services and
Holdings Ltd, controlled by
promoter group firm
Petroleum Trust, acquired
17.18 crore shares or 2.71 per

cent stake in Reliance on
September 13, it said.

The acquisition was pur-
suant to a scheme of arrange-
ment not directly involving
Reliance, the filing said with-
out giving details.

Ambani and his private
firms held 47.29 per cent 
stake as on June 30, 2019 in
India’s second-most valuable
company.

As on June 30, FIIs held

24.4 per cent stake in the firm,
mutual funds had 4.56 per cent
and insurance companies 7.1
per cent. The remaining share
was with public.

Earlier in July, Reliance
had announced a composite
scheme of amalgamation by
merging Reliance Holding
USA into Reliance Energy
Generation and Distribution
and the latter with the com-
pany itself. 
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Equity markets found firmer
ground on Wednesday after

two days of steep declines as eas-
ing crude oil prices and a recov-
ering rupee shored up investor
confidence. After a range-
bound session, the 30-share
BSE Sensex ended 82.79 points,
or 0.23%, higher at 36,563.88.
Similarly, the broader NSE Nifty
gained 23.05 points, or 0.21%,
to finish at 10,840.65.

Global equities and oil mar-
kets stabilised after Saudi Arabia’s
energy minister said  more than
half of the country’s daily crude
oil production, that was knocked
out by the drone attack over the
weekend, had been recovered.
He added that production capac-
ity at its targeted plants would be
fully restored by the end of the
month.

Market participants were
also awaiting cues from the pol-
icy meeting of the Federal
Reserve, traders said.

Top gainers in the Sensex
pack included Tata Steel,
Vedanta, SBI, Tech Mahindra,
Bajaj Finance, Asian Paints,
M&M, NTPC and PowerGrid,
rising up to 3.95%.

On the other hand, ONGC,
Yes Bank, Bharti Airtel, HDFC
Bank, Sun Pharma and Maruti
tumbled up to 2.08%.

“Market was range-bound
with a mild positive bias backed
stability in oil prices with signs

of faster restoration in Saudi
production. Further, rupee
gained and 10-year yield
declined which added respite to
the sentiment.

“Auto was range-bound as
the sector is unlikely to get any
interim relief by way of GST cut
due to concern of further short-
fall in tax collection and chal-
lenges to meet fiscal target,” said
Vinod Nair, head of research at
Geojit Financial Services.

Sectorally, BSE realty,
metal, oil and gas, power, ener-
gy and FMCG indices spurted
up to 1.54%. Telecom and auto
lost up to 0.43%. Broader BSE
midcap and smallcap indices
ended up to 0.39% higher.

Meanwhile, Brent crude
futures fell 0.95 per cent to
USD 63.94 per barrel (intra-
day).

Tracking the movement in
oil prices, the rupee appreciat-
ed 52 paise (intra-day) to trade
at 71.26 per US dollar.

Further boosting global
market mood, US President
Donald Trump said a trade
agreement between the US
and China was likely to happen
either before or immediately
after the American elections.

Elsewhere in Asia,
Shanghai Composite Index,
Hang Seng, Nikkei and Kospi
ended on a mixed note. Stock
exchanges in Europe were trad-
ing in the green in their respec-
tive early sessions.
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Script Open High Low LTP
MARUTI 6164.00 6210.00 5987.40 6093.55
YESBANK 65.30 66.90 61.70 64.10
ICICIBANK 404.90 404.90 396.70 399.15
HDFC 2007.00 2012.40 1982.60 1988.75
TATAMOTORS 122.90 125.55 120.50 121.85
HEG 1269.70 1294.60 1175.50 1193.25
HDFCBANK 2215.15 2229.35 2180.00 2186.95
RELIANCE 1204.85 1216.10 1197.60 1205.70
IBULHSGFIN 434.00 439.80 412.00 419.15
BAJFINANCE 3417.70 3464.00 3390.00 3415.05
TATASTEEL 347.20 361.00 345.60 358.05
GRAPHITE 350.80 358.00 331.50 338.15
BPCL 378.00 388.65 369.20 382.15
INDUSINDBK 1334.80 1349.20 1322.05 1329.65
SBIN 277.00 282.85 274.50 280.50
ITC 238.00 242.30 234.10 239.60
AXISBANK 643.80 654.20 641.70 648.20
TCS 2115.00 2143.75 2114.30 2138.25
JINDALSTEL 103.60 106.60 102.85 104.95
IOC 127.30 128.70 125.40 128.55
ASHOKLEY 60.30 60.80 57.45 59.60
HEROMOTOCO 2585.00 2618.55 2517.90 2575.95
BANKBARODA 95.95 96.85 94.40 96.00
ESCORTS 507.80 519.00 497.80 513.10
DRREDDY 2741.00 2770.00 2716.50 2745.50
HINDPETRO 253.10 257.40 248.80 255.00
VEDL 145.60 150.50 145.25 149.45
RBLBANK 356.95 357.85 346.60 348.85
IBREALEST 63.60 63.80 57.05 60.55
PFC 104.00 104.00 100.30 101.15
M&M 523.30 531.25 518.30 527.25
DMART 1608.00 1650.00 1606.10 1645.65
NCC 55.40 55.60 53.50 53.80
DLF 155.00 159.35 153.60 157.15
TATAPOWER 64.80 64.80 63.10 64.05
SUNPHARMA 424.65 424.85 414.45 416.80
RELINFRA 38.60 39.05 37.10 37.40
FEDERALBNK 84.60 85.50 83.85 84.55
TORNTPOWER 278.30 284.95 277.30 280.25
PCJEWELLER 42.70 44.90 42.30 42.85
IDEA 5.07 5.09 4.84 4.86
GET&D 158.60 158.65 151.95 152.95
RELCAPITAL 35.30 36.05 34.45 35.10
BAJAJFINSV 7170.00 7347.00 7170.00 7251.70
RNAM 229.70 236.50 211.25 233.25
UBL 1254.20 1262.55 1237.00 1250.20
EICHERMOT 16350.00 16566.75 15866.55 16028.80
CANBK 195.60 199.90 194.40 196.20
BEL 108.50 110.25 105.75 106.90
LICHSGFIN 395.50 395.50 385.60 389.80
SAIL 33.85 34.10 32.80 33.40
JSWSTEEL 217.00 223.40 217.00 221.35
UPL 562.75 564.05 543.15 557.10
COLPAL 1325.00 1328.35 1308.95 1317.65
LT 1316.05 1328.40 1313.70 1318.40
VENKYS 1697.85 1748.00 1668.00 1695.10
KOTAKBANK 1446.00 1478.35 1446.00 1462.90
BRITANNIA 2674.00 2674.00 2590.00 2614.65
NBCC 36.20 36.60 35.10 35.65
PEL 1836.00 1855.00 1808.55 1825.55
DHFL 48.15 50.20 47.50 48.75
PNB 62.80 63.50 62.50 62.90
INFY 831.05 832.90 824.35 829.85
MOTHERSUMI 107.00 107.30 100.90 103.45
ULTRACEMCO 3915.00 3934.10 3886.45 3901.95
TITAN 1160.00 1167.95 1150.80 1161.60
L&TFH 92.30 93.25 91.60 92.15
ONGC 130.00 130.05 126.00 127.00
ADANIPOWER 64.45 65.00 62.80 64.20
TATAMTRDVR 57.05 57.30 55.25 56.10
GODFRYPHLP 959.00 1023.30 940.10 990.95
STRTECH 152.00 159.50 151.50 158.15
BAJAJ-AUTO 2777.00 2818.55 2752.20 2778.70
BHARTIARTL 342.25 344.25 334.60 335.75
JUSTDIAL 699.05 712.25 692.45 706.40
COALINDIA 199.00 199.10 191.85 192.50
ASIANPAINT 1542.00 1560.85 1536.30 1548.10
MCX 948.00 968.95 920.15 924.00
APOLLOHOSP 1448.00 1448.00 1402.00 1433.50
SRF 2735.15 2783.35 2707.65 2737.10
HDFCLIFE 532.30 540.05 532.30 539.10
GAIL 132.75 135.65 131.65 134.90
ACC 1498.95 1509.65 1487.85 1490.75
OFSS 2899.75 2942.00 2857.20 2907.80
HEXAWARE 381.00 393.90 372.95 379.90
PIIND 1282.00 1282.90 1225.00 1274.25
PIDILITIND 1317.00 1324.60 1292.00 1310.05
HONAUT 26575.00 26695.00 25491.60 25614.90
HINDUNILVR 1840.00 1841.30 1819.45 1829.20
WOCKPHARMA 328.00 335.80 319.05 322.25
ICICIGI 1117.00 1158.25 1117.00 1153.80
RECLTD 137.50 138.05 130.95 132.25
SPICEJET 127.70 128.90 126.10 126.85
UJJIVAN 298.00 301.60 293.60 298.55
LTI 1621.00 1622.70 1582.25 1585.15
TECHM 709.00 718.15 701.95 716.70
IGL 331.90 333.00 327.25 332.10
HINDALCO 199.00 200.75 197.15 197.95
GODREJPROP 942.00 942.00 920.25 928.80
HDFCAMC 2590.25 2659.00 2580.00 2641.75
ADANIENT 144.60 145.80 142.20 144.00
PHILIPCARB 126.50 128.40 121.40 125.25
ZEEL 337.00 342.35 333.80 335.30
STAR 370.00 370.50 360.55 366.20
EQUITAS 101.50 102.35 98.50 99.65
CEATLTD 900.00 913.65 887.00 910.60
TATAELXSI 638.00 651.25 637.00 638.55
BANKINDIA 65.55 66.05 64.50 64.95

MINDTREE 686.00 711.60 685.10 699.95
LTTS 1622.00 1622.00 1595.20 1609.45
BATAINDIA 1560.00 1568.00 1530.00 1545.50
UNIONBANK 56.55 57.70 56.50 56.80
LUPIN 760.25 761.80 753.05 759.50
SUNTV 437.00 438.85 425.95 430.75
BHEL 50.75 50.75 48.40 48.65
IBVENTURES 176.00 178.70 165.10 166.65
SRTRANSFIN 1027.05 1042.00 1023.95 1037.10
WIPRO 244.70 245.90 243.25 244.20
INDIGO 1681.00 1710.85 1673.30 1677.15
TATAGLOBAL 257.20 261.35 253.35 259.70
ITI 78.85 84.00 78.85 82.65
VOLTAS 624.70 633.90 620.05 630.60
JUBLFOOD 1260.00 1260.00 1226.90 1243.70
RAJESHEXPO 680.00 680.20 673.50 675.10
IDFCFIRSTB 41.90 42.20 41.30 41.55
VIPIND 431.15 455.95 427.05 451.15
BHARATFORG 396.50 404.45 386.50 399.85
BOMDYEING 87.30 88.40 85.50 86.05
HAVELLS 650.35 656.55 645.00 649.60
NMDC 82.90 87.50 81.85 86.70
RAIN 103.40 107.90 100.00 101.90
NIITTECH 1365.65 1390.00 1343.20 1361.35
ICICIPRULI 418.65 423.35 418.60 421.60
JUBILANT 535.30 555.00 517.30 521.45
ATUL 3732.60 3743.95 3700.00 3707.30
BBTC 1163.90 1170.40 1113.25 1129.70
MARICO 382.00 382.00 375.05 380.00

INDHOTEL 135.00 136.60 131.80 134.20
APOLLOTYRE 177.00 181.90 177.00 179.75
DISHTV 22.20 22.50 21.20 21.50
HCLTECH 1068.60 1068.60 1050.75 1057.85
IBULISL 106.80 107.55 99.90 107.55
TVSMOTOR 373.00 377.20 369.00 373.65
PAGEIND 19449.00 20068.20 19094.35 19796.05
NTPC 121.60 122.85 119.65 122.40
DELTACORP 173.15 176.50 170.60 173.70
AUROPHARMA 620.10 622.00 610.00 618.95
POWERGRID 198.60 203.00 198.50 202.10
SUNTECK 447.20 456.50 440.20 450.40
BIOCON 229.20 230.40 225.65 227.80
DABUR 454.90 462.15 452.40 460.40
GODREJIND 406.55 407.40 404.00 404.45
M&MFIN 322.65 328.10 322.65 324.95
SBILIFE 802.10 807.00 799.00 802.15
BEML 821.50 832.00 816.75 825.35
KAJARIACER 535.40 542.00 530.00 534.50
EXIDEIND 177.00 177.00 173.05 174.15
LAXMIMACH 3755.00 3755.00 3686.00 3699.85
CIPLA 461.00 461.95 454.90 458.95
GRASIM 705.90 711.40 701.00 703.05
NAUKRI 1933.90 1997.00 1900.00 1981.70
SWANENERGY 102.50 102.95 99.50 100.40
TATAMETALI 580.00 604.00 536.85 575.90
NOCIL 101.55 104.45 98.90 101.75
PRESTIGE 276.00 299.80 275.40 295.20
MANAPPURAM 123.00 125.80 123.00 124.90
EDELWEISS 105.00 107.70 103.80 106.15
JINDALSAW 78.60 83.60 77.55 81.15
GMRINFRA 16.40 16.65 15.90 16.50
BALRAMCHIN 150.00 154.50 150.00 152.65
JSWENERGY 65.45 65.60 64.15 64.45
NESTLEIND 12785.50 12895.45 12650.00 12870.35
IDBI 27.90 28.15 27.35 27.80
CHOLAFIN 266.80 269.00 264.00 267.40
OMAXE 194.85 194.85 191.50 191.85
RAYMOND 569.90 578.05 561.50 563.05
FORCEMOT 1185.35 1196.70 1143.35 1156.10
FSL 52.00 53.30 50.30 52.50
PVR 1598.00 1611.45 1582.10 1598.40
TRENT 447.50 467.40 447.50 464.10
HINDZINC 212.00 217.15 208.60 213.55
MMTC 20.75 21.00 18.90 19.25
NATIONALUM 45.10 45.45 44.35 44.50
ADANIPORTS 365.30 368.05 364.20 365.85
GODREJCP 653.75 653.75 638.05 649.05
CENTURYTEX 918.80 918.80 897.00 906.60
CANFINHOME 395.95 400.00 379.00 382.15
SUVEN 288.00 289.85 277.40 279.75
GLENMARK 367.10 371.25 360.30 362.70
AMBUJACEM 195.00 196.75 194.40 195.70
BERGEPAINT 364.50 369.80 364.20 368.05
DIVISLAB 1616.00 1625.80 1607.00 1616.20
JAICORPLTD 87.45 88.65 86.60 87.45
RPOWER 3.17 3.31 3.10 3.12
SPARC 162.90 163.70 159.00 159.75
GLAXO 1375.70 1415.00 1356.00 1410.40
INDIACEM 86.50 86.80 84.15 84.65
PTC 64.00 64.95 63.90 64.65
SIEMENS 1245.00 1259.05 1237.30 1247.75
PETRONET 262.50 266.10 262.50 263.25

BALKRISIND 748.00 753.30 733.15 745.30
SHANKARA 437.65 439.00 407.25 412.95
COFFEEDAY 73.00 76.35 70.50 72.25
MUTHOOTFIN 596.15 605.80 589.55 593.00
MRF 58400.00 58505.15 58048.95 58350.40
CGPOWER 16.35 16.35 14.91 15.10
ENGINERSIN 109.50 110.95 107.10 109.10
DCBBANK 197.55 198.55 194.30 195.75
RAMCOCEM 724.25 727.05 709.50 723.60
GRANULES 105.10 108.35 103.25 106.70
GNFC 192.00 193.90 189.45 191.40
JKTYRE 68.60 69.05 67.15 68.25
BALMLAWRIE 172.85 172.85 167.90 168.70
DBL 432.40 438.00 420.05 426.75
OIL 150.00 152.80 147.45 150.20
TIMKEN 720.00 750.60 705.05 742.80
MGL 836.85 842.50 832.60 836.65
RADICO 305.10 308.60 300.00 300.70
CADILAHC 240.00 242.20 236.10 241.20
AVANTI 360.70 363.15 352.00 356.95
AJANTPHARM 1063.00 1063.00 1034.55 1051.60
ABCAPITAL 91.95 92.50 90.50 90.70
INOXLEISUR 309.00 319.50 298.95 301.30
AMARAJABAT 635.80 639.60 625.00 630.75
INFRATEL 251.40 255.60 249.50 253.50
MFSL 403.50 409.55 402.55 404.75
ADANIGREEN 55.70 55.75 52.15 53.20
NILKAMAL 1133.55 1155.70 1083.85 1087.05
HINDCOPPER 37.55 37.80 36.65 36.85
CONCOR 523.15 530.50 522.00 526.00
TATACHEM 578.10 585.45 574.65 581.95
CASTROLIND 125.05 126.25 124.30 125.30
SUZLON 3.06 3.09 3.01 3.07
DCMSHRIRAM 439.20 440.60 410.20 415.55
CHAMBLFERT 154.80 156.90 154.25 155.85
LEMONTREE 56.50 57.60 54.30 54.95
INDIANB 160.70 162.00 157.75 158.85
SHREECEM 18740.65 18777.15 18525.80 18681.50
CUMMINSIND 564.20 570.10 559.15 566.40
SYNDIBANK 30.50 30.90 30.00 30.30
OBEROIRLTY 534.80 534.80 518.75 523.75
RCOM 0.94 0.96 0.90 0.93
BOSCHLTD 13611.00 13806.15 13520.05 13635.20
CREDITACC 598.00 620.00 587.90 617.60
VINATIORGA 2360.00 2380.00 2304.00 2323.45
ABBOTINDIA 9835.00 9990.00 9804.45 9947.10
WELCORP 129.60 132.65 128.45 132.00
BAJAJELEC 392.00 405.00 388.20 391.90
SOBHA 500.00 525.00 496.50 520.90
3MINDIA 19400.00 19474.95 18896.10 19150.25
HFCL 19.65 19.75 19.10 19.20
TNPL 193.95 193.95 188.65 190.65
ITDC 246.80 248.30 224.90 226.30
PGHL 4310.00 4439.95 4267.35 4385.45
WHIRLPOOL 1639.00 1700.00 1639.00 1683.30
DEEPAKNI 269.60 271.70 267.55 270.00
BAJAJHLDNG 3270.00 3275.00 3142.00 3151.35
SYMPHONY 1240.95 1240.95 1219.10 1235.20
IEX 119.50 122.80 117.00 120.95
INFIBEAM 39.85 40.00 39.15 39.50
SCI 35.05 35.45 34.05 35.00
TIMETECHNO 65.50 67.60 64.00 66.55
IRB 81.05 82.55 80.00 80.65
RELAXO 519.95 519.95 476.05 477.85
HATHWAY 23.05 23.75 23.05 23.70
ADANIGAS 140.40 141.75 138.10 138.35
PHOENIXLTD 696.00 730.15 690.00 729.30
PNBHOUSING 626.05 630.40 612.00 614.90
LALPATHLAB 1278.40 1278.40 1219.50 1235.55
INTELLECT 217.60 219.10 212.50 213.80
FINOLEXIND 520.10 549.40 520.10 545.00
JAMNAAUTO 38.00 38.05 35.00 36.90
EMAMILTD 316.20 324.75 311.80 315.05
FINEORG 1600.00 1645.70 1555.50 1575.80
ASTRAL 1125.00 1168.40 1125.00 1162.65
MEGH 58.85 60.85 58.85 59.20
BLISSGVS 109.00 109.25 107.90 108.45
AAVAS 1505.80 1511.30 1462.55 1476.80
PFIZER 3285.90 3315.00 3249.65 3297.60
ABFRL 185.50 189.30 184.95 188.15
CROMPTON 241.05 241.25 235.60 239.55
BANDHANBNK 449.65 451.10 441.75 444.40
GUJGAS 175.70 176.95 167.50 169.70
ENDURANCE 941.90 941.90 908.55 916.10
HSCL 78.05 78.95 75.70 76.50
TORNTPHARM 1719.00 1719.00 1668.60 1670.40
GRUH 245.85 248.10 240.70 244.85
J&KBANK 37.45 38.15 33.50 37.10
GHCL 205.50 208.00 201.10 205.45
NHPC 23.55 24.15 23.35 23.80
SONATSOFTW 310.20 321.05 296.00 319.75
APLAPOLLO 1290.60 1296.00 1282.80 1288.20
GSKCONS 7856.00 7900.00 7840.00 7847.45
SOMANYCERA 205.60 209.40 202.10 205.70
ISEC 226.00 234.70 223.20 232.45
WABAG 287.50 288.00 276.65 280.30
IPCALAB 938.85 953.00 927.30 947.30
RCF 44.30 44.65 43.70 43.90
SOUTHBANK 11.08 11.10 10.95 10.99
GSPL 222.50 222.50 215.95 217.00
SANOFI 5800.00 5849.00 5795.00 5810.90
GUJALKALI 479.40 482.50 470.15 473.10
MOIL 123.90 123.90 120.40 120.75
VGUARD 220.05 222.50 220.05 220.80
HUDCO 36.95 37.45 36.50 36.75
JPASSOCIAT 2.29 2.36 2.20 2.22
GREAVESCOT 134.65 136.30 133.15 134.30
GSFC 78.05 78.15 76.85 77.30
KEC 254.30 254.30 248.10 251.40

MRPL 50.00 50.60 48.80 49.45
JISLJALEQS 22.25 23.15 22.25 22.80
ZYDUSWELL 1858.85 1858.85 1756.35 1768.95
GODREJAGRO 471.25 472.95 466.90 470.10
INDOSTAR 261.40 263.00 248.50 250.25
FCONSUMER 29.50 29.50 27.90 28.70
ALKEM 1860.00 1929.90 1860.00 1891.90
TTKPRESTIG 5595.95 5650.00 5565.00 5600.05
ALBK 32.65 32.65 31.40 31.70
AUBANK 646.40 657.15 644.25 653.95
WELSPUNIND 52.00 52.55 50.90 52.00
TATACOFFEE 79.80 81.00 79.55 80.45
PGHH 10375.00 10468.35 10314.75 10444.05
PARAGMILK 160.90 162.50 154.85 159.30
MPHASIS 980.00 987.15 973.75 983.75
IRCON 343.20 352.90 343.15 348.35
ASTRAZEN 2035.00 2078.95 2017.80 2062.50
FRETAIL 393.85 396.90 390.40 393.25
EIDPARRY 163.80 168.80 163.45 165.95
CUB 198.30 200.50 197.80 199.15
TRIDENT 60.00 60.65 58.00 59.50
CHENNPETRO 188.00 188.00 182.05 183.25
GICHSGFIN 176.00 177.00 174.50 175.35
KALPATPOWR 455.85 456.90 434.00 446.15
SJVN 26.10 26.15 25.80 26.05
ORIENTBANK 62.75 62.95 61.85 62.00
HEIDELBERG 188.00 192.00 187.00 187.50
MAHSEAMLES 396.90 411.90 394.35 398.05
SUDARSCHEM 345.00 346.25 337.05 338.05
JBCHEPHARM 403.00 403.00 386.95 391.85
SUPREMEIND 1131.50 1132.05 1106.80 1114.45
LAKSHVILAS 39.60 39.70 38.35 39.50
DEEPAKFERT 92.00 92.75 89.35 91.05
ECLERX 511.80 523.90 498.15 519.40
DCAL 175.80 178.90 174.00 175.95
KTKBANK 77.40 77.80 76.55 77.35
VBL 625.00 631.00 617.70 624.90
PRSMJOHNSN 84.15 84.35 83.70 84.00
APLLTD 500.00 525.10 496.10 521.75
JKCEMENT 1021.80 1027.90 1003.80 1017.95
ITDCEM 66.20 69.40 62.80 64.25
KANSAINER 464.05 468.95 462.25 464.85
EIHOTEL 163.65 163.65 156.00 156.80
CENTURYPLY 145.95 145.95 138.25 138.85
TAKE 126.05 126.70 120.15 121.85
CARERATING 531.00 531.00 520.00 526.85
ADANITRANS 223.90 227.00 223.25 223.85
AEGISLOG 188.15 188.25 182.20 182.75
ABB 1334.20 1335.00 1324.45 1325.90
IDFC 35.60 35.60 34.00 34.05
UFLEX 220.00 220.60 214.95 216.95
ORIENTELEC 152.85 159.45 152.35 158.55
MAHINDCIE 161.85 161.85 153.00 154.15
TATAINVEST 779.55 794.40 772.50 785.90
MINDACORP 95.05 98.80 91.55 93.75
RITES 235.15 237.30 234.80 235.20
TV18BRDCST 22.60 22.95 22.00 22.10
QUESS 466.40 466.40 456.30 458.75
IFCI 7.66 7.79 7.45 7.62
PERSISTENT 578.60 596.60 578.60 587.05
VARROC 462.40 464.70 446.75 447.85
BLUESTARCO 744.00 744.00 713.20 721.10
JYOTHYLAB 158.80 164.00 157.85 162.25
ORIENTCEM 92.40 93.30 90.35 92.00
GESHIP* 255.70 255.70 246.30 249.50
ANDHRABANK 18.95 19.15 18.10 18.75
BAYERCROP 3222.80 3295.00 3158.00 3272.20
HERITGFOOD 381.25 386.25 372.50 375.60
FDC 171.40 174.60 170.00 172.15
MAHSCOOTER 4240.00 4240.00 4000.20 4034.10
HAL 728.00 737.15 722.00 731.85
MINDAIND 330.20 332.90 329.50 329.85
JKLAKSHMI 309.00 309.00 298.45 301.10
MOTILALOFS 599.00 599.00 562.30 565.20
ASHOKA 98.75 100.35 97.45 99.05
KPRMILL 543.75 550.00 540.00 544.50
SCHNEIDER 80.50 82.00 78.40 78.65
SUNDRMFAST 432.50 437.40 426.80 429.45
NAVINFLUOR 730.10 740.00 726.50 733.10
GILLETTE 6995.30 7025.10 6964.85 6991.75
NLCINDIA 56.40 56.50 56.05 56.10
HIMATSEIDE 148.00 148.00 141.30 142.15
NATCOPHARM 570.20 571.00 564.05 566.40
BASF 1006.95 1013.00 999.35 1003.45
JSL 36.30 36.30 34.55 35.00
FORTIS 124.30 125.30 123.80 124.55
COROMANDEL 397.00 400.50 390.20 398.45
SYNGENE 310.00 311.10 307.75 309.85
SREINFRA 12.38 12.57 12.10 12.21
JMFINANCIL 71.80 71.80 69.50 70.10
GDL 106.90 106.90 100.70 102.85
THERMAX 1005.15 1011.85 1003.10 1005.10
COCHINSHIP 348.80 352.45 348.50 349.30
JETAIRWAYS 36.00 36.50 35.20 35.95
RALLIS 166.55 168.40 163.00 164.30
INOXWIND 41.00 41.30 37.30 37.90
KRBL 219.00 232.95 219.00 223.65
CENTRALBK 19.90 19.90 19.65 19.70
BLUEDART 2243.00 2261.65 2170.00 2214.30
TEJASNET 88.35 88.35 83.15 86.60
JAGRAN 72.00 72.00 69.00 70.65
LAURUSLABS 339.00 355.15 339.00 347.80
AIAENG 1649.00 1651.30 1626.50 1649.85
SHOPERSTOP 394.05 407.00 393.15 399.95
SCHAEFFLER 3981.35 4123.10 3981.35 4033.00
KNRCON 227.00 228.15 224.95 226.25
WESTLIFE 279.70 279.70 275.00 275.25
CAPPL 424.75 429.30 422.10 425.10
TVSSRICHAK 1802.00 1844.00 1782.00 1797.40

GRINDWELL 571.00 583.40 565.00 569.90
REDINGTON 102.75 104.90 94.00 104.70
CENTRUM 24.75 25.70 24.60 24.75
FINCABLES 367.35 370.20 365.00 365.90
KEI 468.00 471.40 460.95 465.50
CHOLAHLDNG 436.00 436.00 429.30 430.60
THOMASCOOK 147.00 150.20 145.10 146.35
NETWORK18 25.00 25.45 24.45 24.55
ALLCARGO 101.50 102.00 100.00 100.40
JCHAC 1774.85 1774.85 1731.65 1767.40
AKZOINDIA 1716.00 1720.00 1697.00 1699.65
ASTERDM 128.90 129.00 123.20 123.40
UCOBANK 14.75 14.85 14.70 14.75
GALAXYSURF 1357.40 1364.65 1324.85 1332.20
GMDCLTD 68.85 68.85 67.95 68.25
SKFINDIA 1885.60 1903.75 1884.75 1902.30
CYIENT 450.00 453.60 447.20 450.20
GICRE 186.00 187.10 180.00 183.50
TEAMLEASE 2750.00 2774.65 2690.00 2757.15
ERIS 410.20 412.55 403.45 412.30
PNCINFRA 181.50 184.65 177.25 180.95
BDL 280.75 288.00 280.75 285.00
NESCO 536.75 536.75 525.00 526.00
SFL 1231.00 1275.00 1218.65 1231.60
TVTODAY 299.10 299.80 291.35 293.00

JSLHISAR 74.45 74.90 72.30 72.75
DHANUKA 323.15 330.90 322.95 327.30
NIACL 106.65 106.65 105.50 105.65
SHK 129.60 130.50 128.80 129.10
SHILPAMED 241.25 252.95 241.25 245.40
CRISIL 1252.00 1274.00 1252.00 1269.80
STARCEMENT 92.60 92.75 90.00 90.20
GULFOILLUB 855.00 858.00 850.00 852.95
ADVENZYMES 165.00 168.10 162.55 167.00
GEPIL 751.50 753.90 745.50 748.20
BAJAJCON 254.40 256.40 253.15 254.20
MAHABANK 12.99 12.99 11.75 12.07
REPCOHOME 320.55 325.00 318.25 319.95
MAHLIFE 399.65 399.65 387.80 392.55
SOLARINDS 1066.30 1067.60 1055.55 1056.65
MAXINDIA 62.70 63.40 58.45 59.10
FLFL 426.20 426.25 410.00 413.90
MONSANTO 2105.00 2105.00 2070.00 2098.20
CERA 2562.00 2590.00 2506.00 2570.75
GPPL 79.50 79.80 78.85 79.00
MASFIN 660.40 660.45 648.45 653.35
BIRLACORPN 569.00 569.00 557.05 561.95
CORPBANK 16.60 16.75 16.55 16.60
THYROCARE 474.00 477.20 472.50 474.05
TIINDIA 344.00 345.00 336.00 342.55
LUXIND 1167.70 1186.00 1157.25 1175.50
IOB 9.94 9.95 9.70 9.81
NBVENTURES 83.85 88.50 83.80 87.10
VMART 1985.85 1985.85 1967.00 1973.10
MHRIL 222.00 224.80 221.90 222.90
ASAHIINDIA 180.00 180.00 176.00 178.45
ESSELPRO 106.30 106.30 105.00 105.25
LINDEINDIA 482.85 482.85 476.00 476.55
EVEREADY 51.95 51.95 51.95 51.95
SUPRAJIT 166.75 167.80 166.30 167.65
LAOPALA 167.50 172.35 162.00 164.15
UNITEDBNK 9.53 9.53 9.30 9.32
CCL 243.05 248.20 243.05 245.70
CARBORUNIV 290.50 292.20 290.50 292.20
SIS 857.60 857.60 848.50 849.60
APARINDS 548.75 548.75 533.70 541.20
TCNSBRANDS 661.00 661.00 647.60 657.40
DBCORP 140.10 140.10 135.30 136.80
MAGMA 61.25 61.55 60.35 60.80
NH 234.95 239.70 233.25 238.90
JSWHL 2720.05 2858.00 2720.05 2848.00
MAHLOG 343.70 344.20 340.70 341.75
VTL 931.65 952.00 931.65 951.65
HATSUN 605.20 605.20 599.35 602.00
ZENSARTECH 216.50 217.85 212.50 214.60
SADBHAV 137.00 137.00 133.55 136.40
WABCOINDIA 6114.95 6124.95 6100.05 6124.95
ELGIEQUIP 252.10 254.75 252.10 252.50
RATNAMANI 923.10 923.10 915.00 915.50
SHRIRAMCIT 1325.75 1330.95 1310.80 1330.95
IFBIND 669.00 669.00 651.05 661.70
TRITURBINE 94.00 95.45 93.60 93.60
GAYAPROJ 113.00 113.00 112.05 112.55
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SCRIP OPEN HIgh LOW LTP CHANGE
NIFTY 50 10872.80 10885.15 10804.85 10840.65 23.05
TATASTEEL 348.00 361.30 345.35 357.70 12.75
BPCL 379.70 388.75 369.05 382.00 13.25
VEDL 146.00 150.50 145.10 150.00 4.60
GAIL 133.10 135.75 131.65 135.55 3.65
SBIN 277.20 282.95 274.40 280.40 6.45
IOC 127.60 128.60 125.30 128.00 2.80
JSWSTEEL 217.55 223.55 217.25 220.90 4.70
INFRATEL 251.30 255.75 249.25 254.70 4.50
TECHM 710.00 718.10 701.90 717.40 11.45
BAJAJFINSV 7221.00 7348.00 7196.00 7260.00 109.50
ASIANPAINT 1542.15 1560.95 1535.00 1552.90 22.00
BAJFINANCE 3407.00 3464.50 3388.50 3416.40 48.00
M&M 525.00 531.35 518.20 528.50 6.55
POWERGRID 200.50 203.00 198.25 202.80 2.35
NTPC 121.55 122.85 119.65 122.25 1.35
AXISBANK 645.50 654.50 641.55 647.50 7.05
RELIANCE 1204.95 1216.30 1197.20 1209.00 11.55
KOTAKBANK 1450.00 1478.95 1449.90 1460.95 12.65
TCS 2126.40 2142.95 2113.15 2141.15 18.50
ITC 237.70 242.30 234.05 238.90 1.70
TITAN 1163.00 1168.00 1150.55 1166.60 8.35
LT 1320.10 1328.40 1313.30 1321.00 7.30
HEROMOTOCO2590.00 2617.00 2517.00 2582.10 13.15
TATAMOTORS 123.05 125.90 120.50 122.60 0.60
ADANIPORTS 365.00 368.30 364.20 366.60 1.30
GRASIM 705.85 711.50 701.00 703.15 2.20
ULTRACEMCO 3910.10 3937.95 3885.05 3910.00 9.60
HCLTECH 1059.65 1066.95 1050.65 1058.00 2.15
HINDALCO 198.40 200.80 197.15 198.20 0.25
BAJAJ-AUTO 2798.00 2819.00 2750.10 2775.00 1.85
INDUSINDBK 1340.00 1349.00 1321.80 1333.45 0.85
WIPRO 245.40 245.95 243.30 244.25 0.10
INFY 829.90 832.95 824.00 831.45 0.20
DRREDDY 2739.80 2761.95 2715.15 2737.00 -1.05
HINDUNILVR 1839.50 1843.95 1818.65 1828.25 -2.95
ICICIBANK 405.45 405.45 396.50 399.25 -1.40
HDFC 2010.00 2012.40 1982.40 1988.85 -7.40
MARUTI 6165.00 6211.80 5986.60 6105.00 -25.40
CIPLA 461.40 462.80 454.35 458.70 -1.95
ZEEL 338.15 342.30 333.40 335.40 -1.95
UPL 565.00 565.00 542.75 559.55 -3.75
SUNPHARMA 423.90 424.60 414.25 417.30 -3.35
YESBANK 66.00 66.45 61.70 64.45 -0.65
HDFCBANK 2217.30 2224.15 2180.00 2188.00 -23.35
BHARTIARTL 341.60 344.15 334.60 336.10 -3.75
EICHERMOT 16500.00 16554.95 15842.00 16043.00 -241.95
ONGC 129.70 129.95 125.95 127.15 -2.55
COALINDIA 198.45 199.20 191.75 192.45 -5.15
IBULHSGFIN 436.00 438.70 411.35 417.20 -11.95
BRITANNIA 2668.70 2668.70 2588.20 2614.90 -77.55
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SCRIP OPEN HIgh LOW LTP CHANGE
NIFTY NEXT 50 26127.30 26193.10 25948.10 26149.90 161.95
NMDC 82.50 87.60 81.80 86.80 4.30
HINDPETRO 252.55 257.30 248.75 256.50 10.60
DMART 1610.00 1650.00 1605.00 1650.00 46.95
HDFCAMC 2589.60 2658.00 2575.95 2645.00 71.45
DABUR 453.95 462.00 451.95 461.95 10.25
ICICIGI 1136.30 1159.00 1132.25 1157.00 23.75
OFSS 2893.15 2940.00 2855.00 2933.00 54.25
PAGEIND 19430.00 20091.35 19090.15 19770.10 356.00
HDFCLIFE 533.85 540.00 533.00 539.75 9.05
HINDZINC 211.20 217.15 208.70 214.00 3.50
PGHH 10301.00 10499.00 10295.00 10499.00 152.90
ICICIPRULI 418.10 423.35 418.05 422.35 5.90
CONCOR 522.45 530.65 521.20 527.80 7.25
NHPC 23.35 24.20 23.35 23.75 0.30
SRTRANSFIN 1034.80 1042.15 1023.10 1034.80 12.75
DIVISLAB 1612.50 1626.00 1605.00 1617.85 16.45
DLF 155.60 159.35 153.55 157.20 1.60
BANKBARODA 95.90 96.90 94.35 96.10 0.95
CADILAHC 240.00 242.30 236.05 241.20 2.25
INDIGO 1686.00 1720.00 1673.10 1681.95 14.35
SBILIFE 802.10 807.00 798.10 804.00 5.80
GODREJCP 650.45 652.95 637.50 651.10 4.65
L&TFH 92.55 93.25 91.55 92.50 0.65
AMBUJACEM 195.00 196.70 194.10 195.70 1.35
MCDOWELL-N 601.40 607.00 600.50 603.00 3.90
MRF 58699.00 58699.00 58000.00 58212.05 359.65
COLPAL 1327.85 1327.85 1307.70 1314.25 7.45
LUPIN 761.00 762.00 753.00 761.00 3.15
PETRONET 262.00 266.20 262.00 263.95 0.95
AUROPHARMA 620.00 622.50 609.50 618.80 2.10
HAVELLS 649.00 657.50 644.35 650.00 1.05
SIEMENS 1250.00 1259.90 1237.10 1244.05 0.90
MARICO 380.80 381.00 375.30 380.00 -0.05
PEL 1840.00 1855.85 1806.10 1826.00 -0.40
ACC 1493.50 1510.00 1488.00 1491.00 -0.65
BOSCHLTD 13750.00 13846.95 13520.00 13649.00 -19.85
SAIL 33.80 34.15 32.80 33.35 -0.05
NIACL 106.65 106.80 105.05 105.05 -0.20
BIOCON 230.50 230.50 225.55 227.60 -0.45
UBL 1259.00 1264.40 1237.50 1251.50 -3.85
SHREECEM 18932.20 18932.20 18518.50 18633.00 -60.45
ASHOKLEY 60.35 60.80 57.45 59.70 -0.25
BHEL 49.00 49.40 48.40 48.50 -0.25
GICRE 185.95 187.70 182.05 183.55 -0.95
BANDHANBNK 449.80 451.30 441.20 444.05 -2.45
ABB 1333.10 1339.50 1324.00 1326.00 -10.25
PIDILITIND 1307.20 1325.50 1292.00 1310.00 -12.30
MOTHERSUMI 106.85 107.20 100.85 103.90 -2.30
BAJAJHLDNG 3252.00 3280.00 3140.00 3150.00 -82.00
IDEA 5.05 5.10 4.80 4.90 -0.20
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US President Donald Trump
on Wednesday named his

chief hostage negotiator Robert
O’Brien as the new National
Security Adviser to replace John
Bolton, who was fired last week.

O’Brien, who has been
serving as the special envoy for
hostage affairs at the
Department of State, has been
chosen for the role, Trump
tweeted.

“I am pleased to announce
that I will name Robert C.
O’Brien, currently serving as
the very successful Special
Presidential Envoy for Hostage
Affairs at the State Department,
as our new National Security
Advisor. 

“I have worked long &

hard with Robert. He will do a
great job!” he said.

In his role as special pres-
idential envoy for hostage
affairs, O’Brien works with
families of American hostages
and advises on related issues,
including recovery policies.

In choosing O’Brien to
replace Bolton, the president
tapped a longtime lawyer who
has impressed him with his
work to extricate Americans
detained by countries like
North Korea and Turkey, The
New York Times reported.

O’Brien would be Trump’s
fourth national security advis-
er of his presidency.

On Tuesday, the White
House said President Trump
has shortlisted five people for
the NSA’S position.
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Pakistani authorities on Wednesday ordered a
judicial probe within 30 days into the death

of a Hindu dental college student in Sindh
province after her family claimed that the girl was
murdered, according to a media report. 

Namrita Chandni, a final-year student of Bibi
Asifa Dental College in Larkana district and a
social activist, was found lying on a cot by her
friends on Monday with a rope tied to her neck.
Her room was locked from inside. 

Police is yet to ascertain whether the girl
committed suicide or was murdered.

The Sindh government on Wednesday asked
the sessions court of Larkana to hold a judicial
probe into the death of Chandni, the Dawn News
reported. 

“Section Officer Aijaz Ali Bhatti wrote a let-
ter to the district and sessions judge of Larkana,
requesting that a judicial inquiry be held in the
matter and submit a report to the home depart-
ment within 30 days so that further action can
be taken,” it said.
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The President of the 74th session of the UN
General Assembly, Tijjani Muhammad-

Bande, has said he would “collaborate and coor-
dinate” with the Security Council, and the UN
Secretariat to ensure that greater attention is paid
to prevention rather than reaction to full blown
conflict.

“I will also advocate for effective early detec-
tion and warning systems, as well as mediation,
negotiation and peaceful settlement of ongoing
conflicts,” Muhammad-Bande of Nigeria said in
his inaugural address as UN General Assembly
President on Tuesday. “I will work to engender
cooperation that will address drivers of conflicts
such as poverty, exclusion and illiteracy.”

He stressed that he would “collaborate and
coordinate” with the Security Council, and the
Secretariat “to ensure that greater attention is paid
to prevention rather than reaction to full blown
conflict.”

In June, the General Assembly elected
Muhammad Bande, Permanent Representative
of Nigeria, President of its 74th session. He served
as Vice-President of the Assembly’s 71st session
and was active in several other forums, includ-
ing as Chair of the Special Committee on
Peacekeeping Operations, member of the
Advisory Board of the UN Counter-Terrorism
Centre and Chair of the Economic Community
of West African States Group.
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Human Rights Watch has accused Brazil’s
President Jair Bolsonaro of giving a “green

light” to illegal loggers to destroy the Amazon and
failing to protect those defending the world’s
largest rain forest.

Bolsonaro, whose anti-environment rhetoric
and policies have been widely blamed for a spike
in fires and land clearing in the Amazon this year,
has promised to open up the remote region to
more development even as he faces growing inter-
national criticism.

Official figures show Amazon deforestation
nearly doubled in the first eight months of this
year, compared with the same period in 2018, to
6,404 square kilometers (2,472 square miles) --
more than twice the size of Luxembourg.

The acceleration in deforestation has been
blamed for the sharp increase in fires this year,
which official figures show have reached nearly
124,000, as land is cleared and burned to make
way for cattle grazing or crops. A decrease in pre-
cipitation and a recent heat wave together with
strong winds are also factors in the blazes.
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The United States has con-
cluded that an attack on

Saudi oil facilities was launched
from Iran, a US official said
Tuesday as Vice President Mike
Pence again warned that the US
military is “locked and loaded”
for a possible response.

The official, speaking to
AFP on condition of anonymi-
ty, said the strike involved cruise
missiles and that evidence
would be presented at the UN
General Assembly next week.

Pence announced that
Secretary of State Mike Pompeo
was on his way to Saudi Arabia
to “discuss our response.” 

“As the president said, we
don’t want war with anybody
but the United States is pre-
pared,” Pence said in a speech
to the Heritage Foundation
think tank in Washington.

“We’re locked and loaded
and we’re ready to defend our
interests and allies in the region,
make no mistake about it,” he
said, echoing President Donald
Trump’s words on Monday.

The apparent hardening
of the US position came as
Iran’s supreme leader ruled
out negotiations with
Washington “at any level.” 

However, continuing days
of mixed messaging from the
White House, spokesman
Hogan Gidley refused to rule
out a possible -- albeit now
highly unlikely -- encounter
between Trump and Iranian
President Hassan Rouhani at
the United Nations next week.

Trump is “obligated to try
and find peace,” he said.
Yemen’s Iranian-backed Huthi
rebels claimed responsibility for
Saturday’s oil installation
attacks, which halved output
from the petro-state, the world’s
biggest crude producer and a
close ally of Washington.

The Houthis are at war
with Saudi-backed forces in
Yemen, turning the impover-
ished nation into a proxy bat-
tlefield for bitter regional rivals
Tehran and Riyadh.

The increasingly complex
conflict dovetails with the Trump
administration’s attempt to curb
Iranian power through a “max-
imum pressure” campaign of
crippling economic sanctions.

Trump began that cam-
paign after unilaterally pulling
out of a 2015 international
deal meant to reward Iran for
allowing restrictions on its
nuclear industry. He says that
Tehran is secretly cheating and

trying to build nuclear weapons
and must be stopped.

Supreme leader Ayatollah
Ali Khamenei said
Washington’s real goal was to
bring his country to its knees.

“The policy of ‘maximum
pressure’ against the Iranian
nation is worthless and all
Islamic Republic of Iran offi-
cials unanimously believe there
will be no negotiations with the
US at any level,” he said in a
televised address.

Khamenei also said that as
long as sanctions are in place,
direct talks are impossible,
including a meeting at the UN.

“Without this, no negotia-
tions will happen at any level
between the Islamic Republic of
Iran’s officials and the
Americans, not during the visit
to New York or any other
visit,” he said.

Whether the new stage of
the long-running US-Iranian
standoff leads to a shooting war

is the big unknown.
Saudi Arabia, which has

bought huge quantities of US
weaponry, is considered a
strategic ally in the region,
second to Israel, another bitter
foe of Iran.

Trump called off a retalia-
tory US missile attack on Iran in
June after the Iranians shot
down a spy drone. He said he
did not want to kill what gener-
als told him could be up to 150
people. He has indicated that he

may no longer feel that restraint.
“I’m not looking to get into

new conflict, but sometimes you
have to,” he said Monday. 

“That was a very large
attack, and it could be met by an
attack many, many times larger.” 

US Secretary of Defense
Mark Esper labelled Iran a
destabilizing force in the
region, but stopped short of
directly accusing Tehran over
the strikes. The US military, he
said, was working with its part-

ners to “address this unprece-
dented attack.” 

In Congress, Republican
Senator Mitt Romney told
reporters that the United States
should not be drawn into war. 

“Saudi Arabia is fully capa-
ble, with the weapons we’ve sold
them, to respond in a way they
think is appropriate,” he said.

Another Republican,
Senator John Thune, said that
if Iran were proven to be behind
the Saudi attack, that “crosses a

line that hasn’t been crossed
before and, yeah, I think it’d be
certainly appropriate for the US
and allies to respond.” 

The contested strikes hit
Abqaiq, the world’s largest oil
processing facility, and the
Khurais oil field in eastern Saudi
Arabia. Oil markets continued to
eye the situation carefully. Prices
receded five per cent on Tuesday,
reversing some of the previous
day’s gains as analysts said they
were expecting Saudi output to
recover sooner than expected
after the weekend’s attacks.

As aftershocks continued
to ripple across financial mar-
kets on Tuesday, energy spe-
cialists S&P Platt said around
three million barrels per day of
Saudi crude would remain
offline for at least a month.

Britain and Germany on
Tuesday urged the internation-
al community to forge a “col-
lective response” to the attacks.

French Foreign Minister
Jean-Yves Le Drian, visiting
Cairo, said it was “imperative
to put all our efforts together to
achieve this de-escalation”.

China condemned the
attacks and appealed to all
sides to “refrain from taking
actions that lead to an escala-
tion of tensions in the region.”
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Do you ever come across a simple-
looking man sitting adjacent to

you in the local train, wearing regu-
lar clothes, carrying a suitcase who
seems to be a government clerk or a
secretary? You might assume that he
is just another middle-class man with
a family who spends most of his earn-
ings on necessities like food and rent.
But then, who knows, if he might
have just met a deadly terrorist who
was hiding behind the railway station,
plotting a devastating attack a few
minutes ago. Or he may have just
gathered some secret information
about a potential terror act in the city.

Directors Krishna DK and Raj
Nidimoru’s forthcoming web series,
The Family Man, is about a man who
with his camouflaged appearance
misleads people who will never
know the real job that he is holding
— that of an intelligence officer. The
series revolves around Srikant Tiwari
(played by Manoj Bajpai), a middle-
class man who also serves as a
world-class spy. He tries to strike a
work-life balance as he deals with his
familial responsibilities and the high-
ly secretive special cell of the National
Intelligency Agency. DK says, “That’s
what they sign up for. They are very
simple-looking people and might not
even look like they would be coura-
geous enough to handle those kind
of situations.”

Much to people’s surprise, the
idea of creating a web show around
this story has been work-in-progress
since 2016. However, it’s only now
that it came into being. “I had this
idea for a long time about a common
man hero who is doing an extraor-
dinary job. We didn’t want to make
it as a film. A series has its own lan-
guage. It focusses on various things
which come together as a whole. We
also felt that a film might not do jus-
tice to subjects like counter-terrorism
and geopolitics. So a series made
more sense. Thanks to Amazon as
when it came into the scene, we actu-
ally got a platform to showcase it on.
We also had Stree amid all of this and
then we also took a lot of time to
finalise its script,” says DK who pro-
duced and wrote the film along with
his partner, Nidimoru.

In one of the sequences in the
trailer, when Srikant’s son asks him
as to why he wants to continue with
his job, his daughter says,
“Government job me kuch nahi karna
hota na, isliye (It’s because there’s
nothing to do in a government job).”
DK explains that this is the very idea
that we, as people, hold about the
government. He questions, “Isn’t

that something that we all think? We
think that they’re an inefficient
organisation and don’t really work.
Government employees are negligent
towards their jobs is an idea that is
in-built in our consciousness. Their
departments take so much time in
processing everything. This idea is
rampant. And Srikant’s daughter
also believes that.” However, the
series aims to show the efficiency of
the intelligence department and how
“they work hard to create a safer
nation without the common people
ever becoming aware of it.” DK adds
that there is a contrast between the
public perception and the nature of
their jobs. It is also an answer for
“why do these officers risk their lives
for the nation when they can easily
opt for any other profession or job.
Why do they do this after all?”

While the series has a serious
message, it also involves some day-
to-day humour which reflect upon

our everyday struggles. “We tend to
bring out everyday human through
our writing. And this is what worked
for Stree as well. Even when there was
a terrorist involved, we wanted to
show it in a satirical way. When you
say something serious through
humour, the audience might take that
thing home. Otherwise, it might
look like preaching in a classroom.
They would ignore it. The audience
always needs something that they can
relate to,” says he.

Actor Manoj Bajpai believes that
after doing such a role, he has
realised how “tricky” the lives of these
officers are. “We don’t even know
how many attacks they have already
stopped. They are not given an
award or the credit for stopping that
damage. However, they would always
be criticised for even a single failure,”
says the actor.

He adds that the biggest thing is
when terror attacks take place, peo-

ple always discuss it and blame the
government for their inefficiency.
Even the trailer has a scene where two
men are talking to each other about
the failure of the intelligence agencies,
pointing out to the 26/11 Mumbai
attacks, which were “not” stopped.
“26/11 rokte toh baat hoti.” However,
here, Manoj and DK both believe that
it is because we only know about the
attacks that have happened because
“they were missed. These people
could actually be tracking a terror-
ist under your nose and you’d have
no idea. This is the tragedy of their
jobs. You never hear about their suc-
cesses but failures are all over the
news. They are brought up long after
they actually take place.”

The scenario is much like that of
the country’s cricket team. They are
bashed for losing one match even
though they might have won thou-
sands of others. The only difference
is that they are appreciated when they
win the cup. This is not the case with
intelligency officers, points DK.

For Manoj, he saw this role as a
chance to make their jobs look real
and believable to the common peo-
ple. “When I read the synopsis, I
found it quite unique. I realised that
this is something that I have never
done. Through this, people would
actually come to know about the kind
of sacrifices they make. They keep
their families happy in their minis-
cule pay. But they also get the chance
to prevent any kind of assault on the
nation. I realised that there is a
supreme sacrifice linked with an
exalted sense of patriotism,” says he.

The actor feels that a film would-
n’t have done justice to what the series
holds. Manoj says, “The only differ-
ence between the two is that here,
there are are a lot of episodes so you
get a chance to work on the differ-
ent facets of the character. Whereas,
a two to 2.5 hour-long film does not
really focus on the characters but
more on the plot.”

Recalling an incident in his life,
Manoj narrates that he, as an actor,
has always wanted to evolve. “When
I was in college hostel, my roommates
and friends would keep suggesting
and forcing me to read their notes
and study more. Some were even
preparing for civil services exams and
would tell me, ‘Tu bhi karle yaar thodi
si mehnat. Ban jayega kuch. Yeh
actor banne ka bhoot utaar de.’ And
I wouldn’t listen because my goals
were fixed,” he chuckles.

(The series releases on Amazon
Prime Video on September 20.)
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Battling infertility, you thought that all
roads lead to IVF or surrogacy? But
things do not have to always end up

at an intensive treatment route. For there
are ways to do this in a natural way. The
advancement in medical technology
means that a clinical device can help you
identify and track your fertile window in
the comfort of your home.

The need for these arose as the
attempt to conceive can be stressful due
to rising societal pressure, a ticking bio-
logical clock, which, in turn, often leads
to repeated clinic visits, blood-drawing and
ultrasounds — things, which are not just
time-consuming but also expensive.

According to State of World
Population Report 2019, the fertility rate
per woman was 5.6 in 1969, it dropped to
3.7 in 1994, and is 2.3 in 2019. The
changed statistics can be attributed to a
variety of reasons, which include lifestyle
and behavioural changes. With almost one
in six couples facing problems in conceiv-
ing and one in two couples tracking their
cycles incorrectly, there is a need for proac-
tive measures. With changing lifestyles and
associated issues, getting pregnant is not
as easy as it used to be which in turn has
led to the dip in fertility rates considerably.

These devices are doing away with
overwhelming trips to clinics for invasive
tests that make you feel like you have a
huge fertility problem, even when you
don’t. Fertility monitors can act as person-
al assistants that help you understand your
body and hormones better. While most
women believe that their chances of get-
ting pregnant are highest on the 14th day
of their cycle, the truth is that ovulation
varies from woman to woman and cycle
to cycle. What’s more, fertility monitors
can help in case of issues like irregular
cycles, PCOS, PCOD, thyroid as well,
thereby helping you take total control of
your fertility, proactively. Taking the
guesswork out of the process of concep-
tion, it measures estrogen and luteinising
hormone levels in your urine to detect
peak fertile days in your menstrual cycle.

“The best time to conceive is right
before a person ovulates or releases an egg
because the internal body temperature
fluctuates during the menstrual cycle. But
it is possible to get pregnant in the days
leading up to ovulation, as sperm can sur-
vive for several days inside the female
body,” says Dr Neena Bahl, director,
obstetrics and gynaecology, Fortis

LaFemme, Greater Kailash II. She adds
that testing through fertility monitors is
just like doing the pregnancy test. An ovu-
lation kit tests your urine sample to
detect a surge in LH (luteinising hormone)
levels. While the LH is always present in
your urine, it increases 34—36 hours
before ovulation, which is five times the
regular mount. These tests help you find
out those days that act as an invaluable tool
in your baby-making arsenal. This time is
your most fertile window. Having inter-
course on those particular days increases
your chance of a successful conception.

There are various ways in which one
can track fertility. Some ways are as sim-
ple as tracking your temperature in the
morning as the day your fertile period
starts, the temperature goes up by half a
degree. Second, to get an ultrasound on
any of the 10 days from the ninth day of
your period to 19th day, which shows the
exact size of the follicle or the egg and once
it ruptures, it is the most fertile period to
conceive. Third, there are commercially
available sticks that tell about the changes
in the hormones. It’s an indirect way of let-
ting one know that ovulation is going to
take place, explains Dr Bahl and tells us
that in most cases, ovulation predictor kits
provide an accurate forecast of your LH
surge and subsequent ovulation. They can
be most effective when used together with
other monitoring methods. Along with the
kits, doctors usually suggest examining the
cervical mucus and charting the basal body
temperature which is tested the first

thing in the morning. These methods,
when combined, can greatly increase
your chances of getting pregnant.

As there are advantages and disadvan-
tages of everything, Dr Bahl
says, “The pros are that it
is a simpler way of
knowing the best pos-
sible chance of con-
ceiving. Instead of
going to the doctor
and getting an
ultrasound done,
you can choose
this method but
the con is that it is
not as sensitive as
the latter. Everytime
you are testing yourself,
your mind is preoccu-
pied and it’s obvious
when you are trying too
hard for something, you get
stressed. You do not release
happy hormones which in
turn affects your ability to
conceive. Moreover, your sex-
ual life is timed according to the
device and becomes mechanical. It
becomes something solely devoted to
reproduction. So yes, it can be a rough
method but then it’s obviously a conve-
nient option.”

One of the users of the ovulation pre-
dictor kits shares her experience. Shweta
Verma, 32, a software engineer from
Bengaluru, says that they started their fam-

ily planning after two years of marriage.
She was, later in the same year, diagnosed
with PCOD and was prescribed a medica-
tion for six months. After which, they were
advised by the doctors to try conception

naturally. The doctor rec-
ommended the use of

the monitor to ease
the journey. “I

used it for
three cycles
after which it
was discov-
ered that my
h u s b a n d
had a low
sperm count.
I continued

using it and
even cross-

checked the results
with ultrasound

scans. They turned out to
be identical. This strengthened

my faith and I finally got the good news,”
she says and adds that the monitor eases
the journey of a woman. 

However, these kits do have limitations
as they do not work when fertility drugs
are present in the system. Moreover, they
do not work consistently on women over
40. Some women in their 40s, especially
those approaching menopause, have
increased levels of LH in their systems at
all times, rendering the tests invalid.

But coming to surrogacy or for that
matter IVF, these are for people who are

infertile or have medical conditions which
do not allow them to conceive naturally.
Alisha Mathur, 36, a housewife, feels that
the device helps women conceive but “I
don’t think it can ever replace doctors or
labs or even procedures like surrogacy. It
works even for irregular cycles and noti-
fies when there is a probability of a fertil-
ity condition or issue which requires clin-
ical support. Surrogacy is a different
thing altogether. In the rarest of the rare
cases, doctors suggest it.”

Dr Bahl explains it better when she
says, “You can’t jump from class one to
class 10. Similarly nobody jumps from
tracking ovulation to surrogacy. What
would a normal healthy couple do? They
would try conceiving without any contra-
ception for one year. And 90 per cent of
the couples will conceive within one year
of married life. So when you don’t, you
start tracking the fertility manually. But
most of the times you would visit a doc-
tor and ask for his/her help. The doctor
will then guide the couple about the var-
ious methods. Only when they have tried
everything and failed does the doctor
advise surrogacy. It might be a marketing
gimmick that you can avoid surrogacy if
you buy this device. However, the track-
ers just help women conceive quickly.”

Using the ovulation predictor kits or
so-called fertility monitors provides more
privacy as issues like fertility are things
that women don’t prefer to discuss in pub-
lic, feel both the users of Inito fertility
monitor. 

Filmmaker Shyam Ramsay, who made Bollywood hor-
ror a cult affair, passed away on Wednesday. He was

67. As per the reports, he was suffering from pneumo-
nia.

Shyam, as part of the Ramsay brothers, made films
like Veerana, Purani Haveli and Andhera. Ramsay broth-
ers also consisted of Tulsi Kumar, Keshu, Arjun, Gangu
and Karan. Apart from films, Shyam and Tulsi also gave
the TV audience Zee Horror Show.

Netizens have poured in RIP messages for the direc-
tor. “Rest in Peace #ShyamRamsay ji. You and your fam-
ily's stories are inspirational, How your whole family come
together to give Indian Cinema a new genre called ‘hor-
ror’ it inspired so many industry people how to work on
something, which genuinely believes in,” one wrote.

Another went back to her childhood days and wrote,
“As a kid, I was always afraid of ghost and horror movies,
while my sibling and cousin watched it without batting
an eyelid.”

Another wrote: “The genre of #horror is as tough as
making people laugh, the #RamsayBrothers did it with
their own unique ways. RIP #ShyamRamsay. I still remem-
ber watching that zee horror show and how that scared
the hell out of me.”

Filmmaker Vikram Bhatt, who has carved a name as
a horror filmmaker in recent times, was also saddened
by his demise. The Raaz director feels the late filmmak-
er was innovative, and regaled his audiences with fabu-
lous spooky cinema from time to time.

“Ramsay carried the torch of horror films right
through the ‘70s and ‘80s. Even amongst the Ramsay
Brothers, he was considered to be the leader of the group.
He was innovative and regaled his audiences with fabu-
lous spooky cinema from time to time. His passing is
indeed a sad and his contribution to the dark films will
always be held in high esteem,” said Bhatt.
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Rheumatoid Arthritis (RA) is a
chronic inflammatory disorder

that occurs when the immune sys-
tem mistakenly attacks the joints
leading to pain and inflammation
in the tissue surrounding the
joints. Women are three times
more likely to get diagnosed with
RA than men and the disease can
impact anyone within the age
group of 20 to 50 years.

“Though, there are no exact
numbers, we can safely say that RA
impacts 0.5 per cent to one per
cent of the population. Despite rel-
atively high awareness levels on

RA, there are many myths and
misconceptions surrounding the
disease which could pose an
impediment to the treatment.
Some of the common myths like
RA only affects people of old age

and that there is no treatment. It
can have a negative impact on
patients therefore it is important
for them to come in for regular
check-ups and follow the
Rheumatologist’s advice,” says Dr
Himanshu Agarwal, Consultant
Rheumatologist Max
Superspeciality Hospital, Vaishali.

“Smoking may contribute
towards the increase in RA cases
especially among younger popula-
tion. People with genetic risk fac-
tors are also prone to developing
the condition. RA causes pain
and disability leading to loss of

daily functioning and missing of
work schedules. Change in weath-
er also leads to change in baromet-
ric pressure which could exacer-
bate the arthritis. Majority of the
patients come in within three
months of experiencing the first
signs of RA. About 0.5 to 1 per
cent of the Indian population is
affected with the condition.
Education and early detection are
crucial to the effective manage-
ment of RA,” shares Dr Sonal
Mehra, Consultant
Rheumatologist at Jaypee Hospital,
Noida.

God is the seer of past, pre-
sent and future. He knows

the intellect of all human
beings. In this regard, god
preaches in Rigved mantra
that there are people who
although sees the literal
Vedvani yet ignores it due to
lack of the literal knowledge.
And then there are people
who don’t understand it. A few
of so-called saints are
unknown to the meaning of
Ved mantras and Vedic knowl-
edge, and then they misguide
people. Whereas they must
pay attention to the other
mantras where god preaches
that if an aspirant understand
Vedas, he only receives bene-
fit of it. People listen to
Puranas, Bhagwad Geeta and
other spiritual books as they
are inspired to listen, in the
name of faith. They are even
explained the meaning of each
word in Hindi language,
whereas as far as the matter of
Vedas, the said practice is not
in vogue and hence the prob-

lem.
So it is clear that until peo-

ple become aspirants and start
understanding Ved mantras,
the problem to follow Vedic
path will always remain
unsolved. Intellectuals should
approach the government to
do the needful because the
most important knowledge
to make the future bright is the
knowledge of four Vedas,
which emanate directly from
god. It can’t be compared to
any other literal knowledge.

Today, Vedas have almost
been intentionally disregard-
ed instead of being followed
by people. Above quoted mat-
ter concludes that illusion,
corruption, dishonour to
women, violence and several
other types of problems exist
in world because people are
not aware of the Vedic knowl-

edge. Therefore, we will have
to pay attention towards Vedas
and its literature like Shastras,
Upnishads. Kapil Muni states

in his Sankhya Shastra Sutra
that there are three types of
sorrows, whose total destruc-
tion enables a devotee to

attain salvation. First,
AdhyatmikDukh, which is
generated due to internal rea-
sons. It has two kinds —

Shareerik, due to human body
and Manas, due to
mind/thought. Second,
Adhibhautik, pain and afflic-

tion caused by snake and
scorpion’s bite due to physical
violence and bitter words.
Third, Adhidaivik, caused by
non- living things like rain,
fire, snowfall, lightening,
earthquake and sorrows gen-
erated by cyclones. 

Kapil Muni says that it is
not possible to put an end to
the sorrows until we follow the
Vedas. Undoubtedly, today,
most people do not believe in
Vedic knowledge but truth
prevails. He further adds that
the said sorrows can’t be sep-
arated from the soul. Yes,
money should be earned with
hard effort. So the learning of
Vedas in all circumstances
will help to attain salvation.

(The author is Swami Ram
Swarup, chief editor of Ved
Ishvareeya vani, a bi-annual
magazine.)

With regard to environ-
mental protection,

municipal commissioner
Dinesh Chandra has issued
instructions to Municipal
Corporation establishment
heads that refreshments will be
provided only in steel utensils at
meetings held in all the estab-
lishments of the city’s Municipal
Corporation. 

This model was first used in
the kavad camps during the
kavad yatra and had positive
results. Dinesh said that due to
the use of banned plastics, the

city used to get dirt piles dur-
ing the bhandara and religious
events. He added that he made
it mandatory to use steel and
other metal utensils for all such
events. 

“Inspired by us, the manage-
ment committees of the gurd-
waras and temples have aban-
doned steel crockery and made
steel utensil banks for the distri-
bution of langar and food offer-
ings,” said Dinesh. He added that
they have also decided to put
hoardings and stalls for public-
ity so that people are aware of it. 

National Hydroelectric Power
Corporation (NHPC) invites appli-

cations for the second batch of NHPC
Sports Scholarship Scheme for
Upcoming Sportspersons in  five sports
— football, kabbadi, boxing, wrestling
and para sports. These scholarships are
meant for young players of 14-19 years
(14-24 years for para sports) with a view
to encourage talent and create a pool
of sportspersons during their formative
years of education.

There is a maximum provision of
10 numbers of scholarships with two
numbers in each of the five sports. The
applications shall be considered for
scholarships in two categories — elite
scholar and scholar, based on the ful-
fillment of required criteria. The
details regarding the scholarships are
available in the career corner of NHPC
website. The last date for receiving
application forms has been extended
till October 17. 
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CD foundation collabo-
rates with Embassy of
Islamic Republic of

Afghanistan. Charge d’affaires
Tahir Qadiry announced a 15-
day long Afghanistan food and
culture festival with the founda-
tion in October on the 100th
independence anniversary of
Afghanistan.

The food and culture festi-
val is one of eight events which
will take place during the
anniversary celebration. Live
Afghani band performance,
ghazal performance, cricket
match and many more perfor-
mances will be there. There will
be food stalls and live kitchen
display of Afghanistani cuisines
too. It will also display handi-
craft and textile exhibition,
fashion walks, cultural perfor-
mances, conferences, workshop,
media interactions and meets
for three days. Subsequently, the
festival will also mark a meet
between Afghanistan and
Indian film makers. 

The festival aims at enhanc-
ing the cultural relations
between India and Afghanistan.
Both the countries are bound-
ed in cultural and historical rela-
tions. The age old cultural and
civilisational ties and the deep-
rooted linkages in the fields of
music, art, architecture, lan-

guage and cuisine constitute an
important bond of friendship
between the countries.
Therefore, events like this make
us celebrate our values togeth-
er. 

Tahir appreciated the

founder director of CD
Foundation Charu Das. She
said that it is a privilege for her
foundation to have the respon-
sibility of this festival. She added
that this initiative was mainly
taken to meet the commit-

ments made by CD foundation
in Kabul during a formal visit of
the city by a group of Indian del-
egation in August.

Her aim for planning this
festival is double. On one hand,
it is a way to exhibit various

aspects of Afghanistan culture
to Indians. On the other, it pro-
vides an opportunity for the
participants (women entrepre-
neurs) to get trained in their
respective fields by Indian
experts and to create a network

for doing future business in
India.

Dr Sandeep Marwah, chair-
man of AAFT and president of
Marwah Studio was also pre-
sent. He extended his support to
the festival. 
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The board meeting of city’s
Municipal Corporation was boy-

cotted by municipal commissioner
Dinesh Chandra as there was a uproar
during it. 

The dispute started when
Municipal Corporation’s executive
vice president and BJP councilor Sunil
Yadav, commented on the work style
and behaviour of officials of Pawan
Pandey, manager of CLC (urban liveli-
hood development company).
Chandra became so uncomfortable
and angered by this indecisive behav-
iour of councilors, that he left the board
meeting.

Later mayor Asha Sharma
adjourned the meeting indefinitely,

repeating all the proceedings. She
then had a conversation with coun-
cilors of all parties and condemned the
behaviour of the city commissioner.
She even wrote a letter to the chief min-
ister, contempting the house. In the let-
ter, the chief minister has been
demanded to be disciplined against the
city commissioner and other officials.

On the other hand, Chandra told
that the councilors in the house were
using unparliamentary language
against the former city commissioners
which led them to leave the house

silently. He added that he has not com-
mitted any contempt of the house but
instead sent the additional municipal
commissioner Pramod Kumar to con-
tinue the proceedings of the house. But,
the councilors continued to create a
ruckus even then.

In this sequence, the manager of
CLC Pawan Pandey said that he has
never behaved indecisively with any
Municipal Corporation officials or
councilors. He alleged that some coun-
cilors are angry as he had not facilitat-
ed their misleading work.
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At the f irst day of
recruitment process at

SRM Institute of Science
and Technology, four
major IT companies
offered 4,749 jobs to stu-
dents from the graduation
batch of 2020.

TCS (Ninja) has made
1437 offers, Infosys 1315,
CTS 1175 and Wipro 822.
Apart from this, TCS has
made 183 offers under dig-
ital track too (�7 lakh per
annum), said Sriram
Padmanabhan, director,
career centre at SRMIST. 

The highest paid offer

was �41.6 lakh per annum
by Microsoft. More than
120 companies have visit-
ed the campus since the
commencement of the
placement session on July
22. They have made 6000
offers. 

Top recruiters include
Amazon (18 offers of �32
lakh per annum), Barclays
(25 offers of �10 lakh per
annum) and startup Udaan
(four offers of �30 lakh per
annum. Besides this,
organisations like Veritas
and Pay Pal have made
internship offers 
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IIT Madras organised a Technology
Conclave: Vision New India 2022

with the theme — development for all
through technology.

Rakesh Kumar, chairman, Scope
and CMD, NLC India Limited addressed
the conclave. Arjun Ram Meghwal,
MoS, Heavy Industries and Public
Enterprises inaugurated the conclave in
the presence of Dr Madhukar Gupta,
additional secretary, department of
Public Enterprises.

Rakesh asserted the need for indus-
try and academia to come together to
bridge the skill gap of the talent required
by the industry. He pointed out that the
ambitious plan of creating a new India
through “Strategy for New India @ 75”
could only be achieved if the younger
generation is equipped with the neces-
sary skills required in the current volatile
market environment.   

The chief executives from various
public sector enterprises and other
organisations also participated in varied
panel discussions such as role of CSR in
technology, leveraging CSR funding for
nation building and many others.
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NHPC INVITES
APPLICATIONS FOR 

SPORTS SCHOLARSHIP
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Holders Liverpool began
their defence of the
Champions League tro-

phy with a defeat against Napoli
on Tuesday, while one missed
spot-kick condemned Chelsea
to defeat against Valencia and
another came to Barcelona’s res-
cue.

Liverpool survived a 1-0
defeat in Naples in the group stage
last season to go on and win their
sixth European Cup, and this time
a 2-0 reverse at the San Paolo
made them the first reigning
champions to lose their opening
game in the competition since
1994.

Both sides had chances in the
Group E clash before the hosts
won a late penalty with barely 10
minutes remaining when Jose
Callejon went down under an
Andy Robertson challenge.

Dries Mertens beat Adrian
from 12 yards and substitute
Fernando Llorente — who played
for Tottenham Hotspur against
Liverpool in last season’s final —
then took advantage of a rare
defensive lapse by Virgil van
Dijk to make it 2-0 in stoppage
time.

HAT-TRICK HERO HAALAND
Liverpool must now bounce

back in two weeks when they host
Austrian champions Salzburg,
who made a stunning return to
the group stage as teenage for-
ward Erling Braut Haaland net-
ted a hat-trick in a 6-2 demolition
of Genk.

Salzburg had fallen in the
qualifying rounds in the last
seven campaigns but finally pro-
gressed this season to the group
stage for the first time since
1994-95.

Haaland, the teenage English-
born Norwegian striker whose
father Alf-Inge played for
Manchester City, gave Salzburg a
second-minute lead and netted
twice more before half-time.

Aged just 19 years and 58
days, Haaland is the third-
youngest player to score a
Champions League hat-trick
behind Wayne Rooney and Raul.

The South Korean Hwang
Hee-Chan and Dominik
Szoboszlai also struck before the
break for Salzburg, while captain
Andreas Ulmer completed the
rout in the second half.

Jhon Lucumi and Tanzanian
striker Mbwana Samatta scored
for the Belgian champions.

Last season’s Europa League
winners Chelsea ensured it was
two defeats out of two on the
night for English sides as they lost
1-0 at home to Valencia.

The Spaniards scored in the
74th minute when a Dani Parejo

free-kick was converted by
Rodrigo Moreno. Chelsea were
given a chance to rescue a draw
when Daniel Wass was penalised
for handball in the box, but Ross
Barkley’s 87th-minute penalty
hit the bar and went over.

AJAX IMPRESS
Also in Group H, last sea-

son’s semi-finalists Ajax claimed
an impressive 3-0 home win
over Lille with two of their
newest signings among the
goals.

Quincy Promes headed the
Dutch champions in front and
the Mexican Edson Alvarez
doubled their lead early in the
second half before Nicolas
Tagliafico sealed the win.

After a patchy start to the
season, Barcelona will be
relieved to escape from their trip
to Borussia Dortmund with a 0-
0 draw as Lionel Messi returned
from injury as a second-half
substitute.

The home side will feel
they should have won, but
Marco Reus had a second-half
penalty saved before Julian
Brandt hit the bar late on.

“We played brilliantly in the
second half, and it feels a bit like
we have lost two points,” Mats
Hummels told Sky.

Those two appear well placed
already to progress from Group
F after Inter Milan needed a stop-
page-time Nicolo Barella goal to
rescue a 1-1 draw against rank
outsiders Slavia Prague.

Nigerian forward Peter
Olayinka put Slavia ahead in the
63rd minute, only for Barella to
level in the second minute of stop-
page time after a Stefano Sensi
free-kick hit the bar.

In Group G, RB Leipzig won
2-1 at Benfica with Timo Werner
bagging a brace before Haris
Seferovic pulled one back.

Earlier, Memphis Depay’s
penalty gave Lyon a 1-1 draw at
home to Zenit Saint-Petersburg
after Iranian striker Sardar
Azmoun opened the scoring.
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Indian wrestling had a lot to
celebrate on Wednesday as

Vinesh Phogat secured Tokyo
Olympics qualification and
won a Bronze, while Pooja
Dhanda put herself one win
away from her second medal
at the World Championships.

Having endured a medal-
less run in three World
Championships before,
Vinesh finally ended the
drought by pinning wrestler
Maria Prevolaraki by fall in the
Bronze-medal bout.

“It is my first World
Championship medal and it is
a big thing to win a medal at
the Worlds,” Vinesh told
reporters.

“I had changed my weight
category and in just 10
months, I got this medal. It is
a thing of great happiness for
me. It is the biggest medal of
my career till now.”

She is only the fifth Indian
woman wrestler to win a
Worlds medal after Alka
Tomar (2006), Geeta Phogat

(2012), Babita Phogat
(2012) and Pooja
Dhanda (2018).

Earlier in the day,
she had held off world
number one Sarah
Ann Hildebrandt with
some superlative
defense in her second
repechage round to qualify for
the 2020 Olympics.

Vinesh is now one of

India’s most successful
wrestlers with Gold
medals at the
C o m m o n w e a l t h
Games and the Asian
Games, already in her
cupboard.

Adding to the ela-
tion of the Indian camp was a
gritty show by Pooja in the
59kg, a non-Olympic catego-
ry. Pooja reached the semifi-

nals with a remarkable come-
from-behind 11-8 win over
Japan’s Yuzuka Inagaki before
losing the semifinal by techni-
cal superiority to Russia’s
Liubov Ovcharova, the 2017
European champion.

She will now fight for her
second Bronze medal at the
Worlds, having won one in
57kg at the 2018 Budapest edi-
tion.

Pooja can now become
the first female wrestler and
only second Indian to win two
World medals. Only Bajrang
Punia has achieved the feat.
He won a Bronze in 2013 and
a Silver in 2018.

Seema Bisla though
missed Olympic qualification
in the 50kg after losing her
second repechage round 3-11
to Russia’s Ekaterina
Poleshchuk.

Much was expected from
Sarita Mor after her shock vic-
tory over Pooja Dhanda in the
trials but she was far from her
usual aggressive self.

In the 76kg, Kiran had rat-
tled her German opponent
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India were assured of an
unprecedented two medals at

the World Men’s Boxing
Championships after Amit
Panghal (52kg) and Manish
Kaushik (63kg) entered the semi-
finals of the marquee event with
impressive victories here on
Wednesday.

While Asian Games and
championship Gold-medallist
Panghal defeated Filipino Carlo
Paalam 4-1, Commonwealth
Games Silver-medallist Kaushik
got the better of Brazil’s
Wanderson de Oliveira 5-0.

Both the boxers sealed their
maiden world medals.

Before this year, India had
never won more than one Bronze
medal in a single edition of the
world championship.

The overall medal count for
the country stood at four Bronze
medals claimed by Vijender Singh
(2009), Vikas Krishan (2011),
Shiva Thapa (2015) and Gaurav
Bidhuri (2017).

However, Sanjeet (91kg), a
former India Open Gold-medal-
list, and fifth seed and Asian
Silver-winner Kavinder Singh
Bisht (57kg) bowed out after los-
ing their respective quarterfinals.

While Sanjeet went down 1-
4 to Ecuador’s seventh-seeded
Julio Castillo Torres, a Pan-
American Games Silver-medallist,
Bisht was beaten by the reigning
Commonwealth Games champi-
on Peter McGrail of England 0-5.

The second-seeded Panghal,
who had earlier defeated Paalam
in the Asian Games semifinals last
year, wasn’t off to the best of starts
and was trailing Paalam at the end
of the opening round.

But the Army man from
Rohtak didn’t take long to get his
act together and become the more
aggressive one in the next two
rounds.

In the last-four stage, the
Haryana-pugilist will be up against
Kazakhstan’s Saken Bibossinov,
who stunned Armenia’s European
Gold-medallist and sixth seed
Artur Hovhannisyan in his quar-
terfinal showdown.

“He is a southpaw and has a
long reach, I will work out a strat-
egy for him,” the 23-year-old
Panghal said.

While next up for Kaushik is
Cuban top seed Andy Gomez
Cruz, who out-punched Russia’s
eighth-seeded Ilia Popov.

Cruz was the light welter-
weight (64kg) category Gold-
medallist in the 2017 edition.
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Manchester United and
last year’s finalists

Arsenal headline an
English trio that also fea-
tures Europa League new-
comers Wolves while
record five-time champi-
ons Sevilla figure to be
among the primary con-
tenders as the group stage
begins today.

Scottish rivals
Celtic and Rangers
face testing paths to
the knockout
rounds as bitter
foes Roma and
Lazio bid to end
Italy’s two-decade wait for
the title.

Porto, PSV Eindhoven
and Feyenoord are the
other former European
Cup winners in a compe-
tition that will welcome the
eight third-place finishers
from the Champions
League groups for the
knockout phase.

United, Europa
League winners in 2017,
will host Astana in Group
L as Ole Gunnar Solskjaer’s
side face opponents from
Kazakhstan for the first
time in club history.

They will expected to
progress with relative ease
from a group that also
includes Partizan Belgrade
and former finalists AZ
Alkmaar of the
Netherlands.

Unai Emery’s Arsenal
return to the competition

after last season’s 4-1 defeat
by Chelsea in the final in
Baku.

The Gunners visit
Eintracht Frankfurt to kick
off their campaign, with
10-time Belgian champi-
ons Standard Liege and
Portugal’s Vitoria
Guimaraes also in Group
F.

Wolves, in their first
European campaign since

1980, will meet
Portuguese club
Braga in their
opening game at
Molineux.

Scottish cham-
pions Celtic travel

to French Cup holders
Rennes in Group E, with
Italian Cup holders Lazio
and CFR Cluj, the
Romanian side to whom
they lost in Champions
League qualifying, com-
pleting a tricky section.

Steven Gerrard’s
Rangers are at home to
Jaap Stam’s Feyenoord and
will do well to navigate a
group with Porto and
Young Boys.

Roma will take on
Istanbul Basaksehir in their
first game while
Moenchengladbach host
Austria’s Wolfsberg.

Austria boast two rep-
resentatives with LASK
Linz among the six debu-
tants — alongside
Espanyol, Wolves,
Wolfsberg, Olexandriya
and Ferencvaros — in the
tournament.
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—Jurgen Klopp (Liverpool manager)
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—Carlo Ancelotti (Napoli manager)
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—Erling Braut Haaland 
(Salzburg striker)

—Quincy Promes  (Ajax forward)

—Marco Reus 
(Borussia Dortmund captain)

—Antonio Conte (Inter Milan coach)

—Marc Andre Ter Stegen 
(Barcelona goalkeeper)

—Frank Lampard (Chelsea manager)
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HIMA DAS RULED OUT OF WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP
New Delhi: ����#�B�� �������$ ���� �����������+��������#�����������
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PANT, SAINI NAMED IN DELHI SQUAD
New Delhi: � ����2���$���+�������� ���+��)������#�$��������#��$
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Aline Rotter Focken to lead 4-0
but lost five points in a row in
the second period to lose the
opening bout 4-5.

She paid the price for being
over-defensive. Since the

German lost her semifinal,
Kiran’s campaign is over.

Navjot Kaur was also oust-
ed from 65kg after losing her
opening bout to Alis Manolova,
who later lost her semifinal.
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Reigning world champion
and title favourite P V

Sindhu sailed into the pre-
quarterfinals with a convinc-
ing straight-game win over
former Olympic Gold-medal-
list Li Xuerui at the China
Open Super 1000 tournament
here on Wednesday.

India’s top shuttler Sindhu
beat China’s Li Xuerui 21-18
21-12 in just 34 minutes to set
up a clash with Thailand’s
Pornpawee Chochuwong.

Replicating her world
championship form, the
Olympic Silver-medallist pro-
duced another strong perfor-
mance to get the better of the
currently 20th-ranked
Chinese, who entered the
match with a 3-3 record
against the Indian.

Men’s singles players, Sai
Praneeth and Parupall i
Kashyap also progressed to
the second round after notch-
ing up contrasting opening-
round wins.

Commonwealth Games
bronze medallists Ashwini

Ponnappa and N Sikki Reddy
too  found a place in the pre-
quarterfinals after crossing
the opening hurdle.

However, Saina made an
early exit after losing to
Thailand’s Busanan
Ongbamrungphan in the
women's singles.

The London Olympics
bronze-medallist lost 10-21

17-21 at the hands of the
World No.19
Ongbamrungphan in a match
that lasted for 44 minutes at
the Olympic Sports Center
Xincheng Gymnasium.

It was the former world
number one’s second succes-
sive loss to the Thai player.

The 29-year-old Saina has
struggled for form following

her recovery from injuries.
The Indian started her

season with a win at the
Indonesia Masters but has
failed to reach another final
on the BWF circuit so far.

In men’s singles, world
championships bronze medal-
list Praneeth had to battle for
an hour and 12 minutes to get
past Thailand’s Suppanyu
Avihingsanon 21-19 21-23
21-14, 

while former top 10 play-
er Kashyap beat France's Brice
Leverdez 21-12 21-15 in 38
minutes.

Next world no 15
Praneeth will face China’s Lu
Guang Zu, while Kashyap
lock horns with seventh seed-
ed Indonesian Anthony
Sinisuka Ginting.

In women’s doubles,
Commonwealth Games
bronze medallists Ashwini
Ponnappa and N Sikki Reddy
too crossed the opening hur-
dle after their opponents
Chinese Taipei's Cheng Chi Ya
and Lee Chih Chen retired
mid way in the second game
after lagging 13-21 8-11. 
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Former India captain
Sourav Ganguly said that

India need to look beyond the
upcoming World T20 when it
comes to finding young talent
and give them consistent runs
in the senior squad.

“The most important
thing for India is to not look
at the World T20 next year.
Before the last World Cup
there was too much noise
about it and that sometimes is
not good. What they need to
do is pick the best possible
players and give them consis-
tent opportunities, as there is
some serious talent in the
domestic circuit,” Ganguly
wrote in a column for the
Times of India.

Ganguly said that the
bowling department in partic-
ular will be interesting to
watch with the likes of Deepak
Chahar, Khaleel Ahmed and

Navdeep Saini knocking at the
doors. “These guys, with time
and maturity, will see (Jasprit)
Bumrah, Bhuvi (Bhuvneshwar
Kumar), (Mohammed) Shami
as their role models and this
will be a healthy sign for
Indian fast bowling. Spinners
like Rahul Chahar,
Washington Sundar, Kuldeep
(Yadav), (Yuzvendra) Chahal
will also keep everyone on
their toes,” said Ganguly.

He said that K L Rahul
will now be under pressure to
keep his number four spot in
limited overs after losing the
Test opening slot. “With Rohit
(Sharma) and Shikhar
(Dhawan) at the top as the
best possible opening pair, K
L Rahul will be pushed. He
has lost his place in Test
cricket due to indifferent form
and the likes of Shreyas and
Manish Pandey will keep him
on his toes if he wants to hold
on to the No. 4 slot,” he said.
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Ever since making his Test
debut in Cape Town in

January 2018, Jasprit Bumrah
has improved by leaps and
bounds and has become an
integral part of the Indian
team across all formats, espe-
cially Test cricket. Bumrah has
featured in 12 Test matches so
far, in which he has scalped 62
wickets at an average of 19.24,
thus becoming the linchpin of
Indian bowling unit.

All these 12 Tests have
been played on foreign soil (3
in South Africa, 3 in England,
4 in Australia and 2 in West
Indies) where wickets natural-
ly assist pacers. In all these
places, the right-arm pacer
from Mumbai has made a
mark and performed brilliant-
ly. However, the real test for
him will come up when India
take on South Africa in the
three-match series at home.

Former Indian pacer Ajit
Agarkar feels Bumrah will have
an exceptional debut home
Test series against the Proteas.

“With experience, every-

one can see what progress he
has made in international
cricket. I expect him to do well
in India as well. Obviously,
there will be times when the
spinners will dominate in the
series. However, with the kind
of unique ability he possesses,
I don’t think conditions matter
to him. He has the skill-set to
perform in Indian conditions
as well,” Agarkar, who is an
expert with ESPNcricinfo, told

IANS.
(IPL) and has been instru-

mental in their success in the
league.

“A lot of people tend to for-
get that Bumrah played quite a
lot of first-class cricket before
he played for India. He has
bowled in these conditions
with the SG ball. He knows
what to do,” said Agarkar.

Agarkar, 41, who played 26
Tests and 191 ODIs for India,
also said that Bumrah will be
fresh and raring to have the ball
in his hand as he has not
played much cricket ever since
the World Cup. “Since the
World Cup, he hasn’t played a
lot of cricket. He missed (rest-
ed) the T20Is and the ODIs and
featured in the two Test match-
es. So, he must be relatively
fresh and will be very keen to
perform in India as well,” he
said.

Bumrah played two match-
es in the Caribbean Islands, in
which he picked 13 wickets,
including a hat-trick.

“I would not be surprised
if he has an exceptional series,”
Agarkar signed off.
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Rising Indian shuttler Lakshya Sen is
hoping to continue the consistency

that fetched him the Belgian Open as he
looks to break into top 50 in the world
ranking, which will help him qualify for
bigger tournaments next season.

The 18-year-old from Almora
shocked second seed Victor Svendsen of
Denmark in straight games to clinch the
men’s singles title at the Belgian
International Challenge last Saturday.

“I think I played consistently well
throughout the week and I'm happy with
my performance,” Lakshya, who didn't
drop a single game throughout the tour-
nament, told PTI.

“This win will give me lots of confi-
dence to do well in the coming tourna-
ments,” he said.

“This year I can play more tourna-
ments than last year in the senior circuit
and I hope to prepare well for all the tour-
naments.”

Playing his first full-fledged season
in the senior circuit, Lakshya had broken
into the top-100 in March this year. The
Belgian Open win saw him jump 12
places to grab the World No 67th spot in
the latest BWF ranking.

His father DK Sen, a SAI coach, who
gave him the early lessons in badminton,

said Lakshya will have to quickly get into
the top 50 by the year end.

“The target now for him will be to
break into the top 50 by end of the year
so that he can qualify for bigger tourna-
ments,” he said.

Asked about his upcoming tourna-
ments, Lakshya, the reigning Asian
Junior Championship winner, said: “I’ll
be playing the Dutch and SaarLorLux
Open next month and then in November,
I have Irish and Scottish Open.”

Lakshya, who also claimed a bronze
at the World Junior Championship and
silver at Youth Olympic Games last year,

is currently in Europe playing in the
Danish League for Aarhus club.

“It’s nice to be in Denmark and the
league matches are exiting. It’s a new
experience for me,” he said.

“We are going to be in Europe for 3
months, play the European circuit and the
league matches.

“In the first team match, I won
against Jan Jorgensen and got 1 point for
the team. It was a big match for me,”
added the Indian, whose next outing in
the country will be the Syed Modi
World Tour Super 300.

Lakshya, who has been a trainee at
the Prakash Padukone Badminton
Academy (PPBA) since 2010, had decid-
ed to play in the season circuit after the
high in juniors last year.

He begun the year well with a semi-
final finish at the China Masters Super
100 tournament before reaching the
finals at Polish Open. After a few early
exits, he suffered an ankle injury in July
but recovered well to claim the Belgian
Open.

“This year, I twisted my ankle in July.
It was not very major but I took two
weeks to get back on court. I’m just tak-
ing good care and rehab,” Lakshya said.

“Mental strength is very important
as in senior circuit every match is tough,”
he signed off.
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Mahmudullah Riyad
smashed 62 off 41 balls,

with five sixes, as Bangladesh
posted 175-7 in their tri-
nation Twenty20 internation-
al match against Zimbabwe in
Chittagong on Wednesday.

Liton Das gave
Bangladesh a positive start
with 38 off 22 balls before a
mini collapse saw the home
side reduced to 65-3 after

they were asked to bat first by
Zimbabwe captain Hamilton
Masakadza.

Mahmudullah put on 78
runs with Mushfiqur Rahim
(32) for the fourth wicket
before Zimbabwe snatched
the momentum back with few
quick strikes.

Kayle Jarvis claimed 3-32
while Chris Mpofu finished
with 3-42 for Zimbabwe.
Afghanistan are the third team
in the tournament.
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Skipper Quinton de Kock and
debutant Temba Bavuma played
impressive knocks but India

were able to contain South Africa to
149 for five in the second T20
International here on Wednesday.

Newly appointed captain de
Kock (52 off 37) led from the front,
while Bavuma (49 off 43) too
impressed in his first limited-overs
appearance for South Africa in
almost two years.

But South Africa did not get the
final flourish they were looking for
and ended up with a below-par
total. India bowled well in the death
overs, conceding only 24 runs in the
final four.Pacer Deepak Chahar was
pick of the bowler with two wickets
for 22 runs from his four overs.

India captain Virat Kohli sent a
new-look South Africa into bat with
the visitors picking three debutants
in Anrich Nortje, Bjorn Fortuin and
Bavuma.

While Reeza Hendricks depart-
ed cheaply, de Kock looked in sub-
lime touch from the word go.

De Kock cover drove spinner
Washington Sundar on the first ball
he faced before collecting three
straight boundaries off pacer
Navdeep Saini who was taken out of
the attack after conceding 13 runs in
his first over.

Bavuma, South Africa’s Test spe-
cialist, joined de Kock after the fall
of Hendricks in the fourth over and
he too looked in fine touch. He made
his intentions clear by pulling Hardik
Pandya over deep square leg for a six.

South Africa made only 39 for
one in six overs but their innings

picked up momentum after that, tak-
ing them to 78 for one in 10 overs.

It took a brilliant catch from
skipper Kohli to dismiss de Kock and
shift the momentum in India’s
favour.

De Kock mistimed a hit off
Saini and Kohli came running from
mid-off to pounce on it, brining the
crowd back to life. The stand
between de Kock and Bavuma yield-
ed 57 runs.

Vice-captain Rassie van der
Dussen, South Africa’s best batsman
in the World Cup, followed de Kock
in the dressing room quickly by
offering a simple return catch to
Ravindra Jadeja in the 13th over,
leaving his team at 90 for three.

Runs dried up in the death overs
but South Africa got a much-need-
ed couple of sixes in the 20th over off
Saini, which went for 16 runs.
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The Indian men’s team
logged their best ever

result at ITTF Asian Table
Tennis Championships, fin-
ishing fifth after beating Hong
Kong 3-1 in the classification
match here on Wednesday.

The Indian team also
defeated Iran 3-0 to clinch the
Gold medal in the champions
division.

In the classif ication
match, India tried out a new
opening with Sharath Kamal,
who after the initial struggle,
managed to put it across Lam
Siu Hang 9-11, 11-6, 7-11, 11-
7, 11-7 to provide the lead.

In the second tie, Anthony
Amalraj beat NG Pak Nam 9-
11, 11-4, 11-6, 11-7, while in
the third singles, G Sathiyan
defeated Kwan Man Ho 11-5,
11-13, 11-7, 14-12.

In the second and fourth
games, Sathiyan won the last
on his second match-point.
He was the lone Indian who
did not lose a single match in
team event, having played all
matches from 1st Division to
f inishing f if th in the
Champions Division.

In the final of the 1st
Division, Sharath opened
again for India and downed
Amin Ahmadin 11-5, 9-11,
11-6,  11-6,  while both
Sathiyan and Amalraj were
stretched fully.  Sathiyan beat
Air Hossein Hodaei 6-11, 11-
4, 10-12, 11-7, 12-10 while
Amalraj  accounted for
Noshad Alamiyan 18-16, 5-11,
11-9, 6-11, 11-9 as India won
the yellow metal.
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